
LEARN NEW TECH
TRICKS & TIPS
 CUSTOMISE iOS 11’S

 NEW CONTROL CENTER
 TAKE CHARGE OF PRIVACY ON

 YOUR ANDROID PHONE OR TABLET
 GOT A NEW MESH WI-FI ROUTER?

 FIND OUT HOW TO SET IT UP RIGHT!

UNBIASED REVIEWS
OF HOT NEW GEAR
ONEPLUS 5 ANDROID PHONE:

FLAGSHIP FEATURES, PUNY PRICE
17-INCH HP GAMING LAPTOP:

IT’S ACTUALLY FRIKKIN’ GREAT!
BLAZING-FASTER USB STORAGE:
SAMSUNG’S EXTERNAL T5 SSD

AFFORDABLE WI-FI 
ROUTERS & NBN 

MODEMS
 UPGRADE YOUR WIRELESS &  

 INTERNET CONNECTION:  
 10 LOW-COST ROUTERS  
 INCLUDING NBN-READY  

 MODELS PUT TO THE TEST 

AI-POWERED DIGITAL BUTLERS FACE OFF:
WHICH ONE DESERVES A PLACE IN YOUR HOME?
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GOOGLE HOME vs AMAZON ALEXA vs APPLE HOMEPOD

BIG IS BACK WITH THIS 6.3-INCH, PEN-WIELDING 
PHABLET... BUT IS IT TOO HOT TO HANDLE?



‧1 x Gigabit Ethernet/SFP combo WAN port
‧1 x Gigabit Ethernet WAN port
‧Multi-WAN Load Balancing & Failover
‧4 x Gigabit PoE Ethernet LAN ports with 60,000   
     NAT sessions
‧Complies with 802.3at Power over Ethernet Plus
‧Supports PoE power up to 30 watts for each port
‧Total PoE power budget up to 60 watts
‧1 x USB port (USB3.0) support 3G/4G LTE mobile 
     broadband access
‧100 x VPN and 50 x SSL-VPN tunnels with 
    Central VPN Management, VPN Load Balance and   
     Redundancy

‧Object-oriented Firewall with Content Security
     Management (CSM)
‧IPv6 & IPv4
‧Comprehensive QoS features
‧Multi subnet WAN/LAN through 802.1Q
‧1 x USB port (USB2.0) support file sharing, 
     external storage, network printer or thermometer
‧Central AP Management (up to 30 Access Points)
‧Central Switch Management (up to 10 Switches)
‧Smart Monitor Traffic Analyzer (up to 100 nodes)
‧Works with VigorACS SI management system
‧High Availability Mode

Vigor2952P
Business Level Router with PoE Port

100x
VPN

rts 
Dual-WAN Broadband Fibre Router with Security Firewall

100 x VPN and 50 x SSL-VPN tunnels

IP Cam 2
Front Door

IP Cam 1

(8 Private LANs + DMZ LAN + IP routed LAN)

ACT

3

Internet

Smart Switch

Data
POE

Admin Dept. Sales Dept. Support Dept. Warehouse

POE POE

AP ( Guest Wi-Fi )
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by the results. Two of my accounts are on there, 

and (not to blow my own whistle) you know if  

the editor of TechLife can get inadvertently 

hacked, you know anyone can.

And it’s here that we get to the root of the 

password problem: if you re-use the same email 

address and password combo across multiple 

sites, it’s really only a matter of time before one  

of those gets hacked and then you’ve gone and 

left all your online accounts open to hackers, 

which could be anyone from script kiddies just 

looking for lolz to hardened cymbercriminals 

seeking to steal your identity. 

The solution is to use unique passwords  

for every single site you visit. To many people,  

that’ll sound like a nightmare, but you can make 

it much easier by using a password management 

app like LastPass (www.lastpass.com) or 

1Password (1password.com). These’ll generate 

and save unique passwords for all the sites and 

services you use, have apps for Windows, Mac, 

iOS and Android and sync your passwords 

securely online. Better yet, if you install the 

browser extension, it’ll even type your username 

and passwords into web pages for you, so it 

actually makes security easier in some respects. 

So make the switch — I guarantee that,  

once you do, you’ll never look back.  

THERE’S NO SUCH thing as bulletproof digital 

security in the age of the cloud, but there are key 

things you should do to minimise the risk and, 

in the event of a hack, reduce the damage. A key 

one of those is using a password manager.

I’ve harped on before in this monthly Ed’s 

letter about the importance of using unique and 

complex passwords for all your online accounts, 

but if you want a really clear demonstration  

of why that’s so, then simply head on over to  

the Have I Been Pwned? (HIBP) website at 

haveibeenpwned.com. The site’s been around  

for close to four years now, and is essentially  

a public service run by Australian security 

researcher and data-breach expert Troy Hunt. 

How it works is simple: just plug in an email 

address and HIBP will look up whether it can  

be found in one of the multiple, publicly- 

available hacked databases.

Those databases really are one of the biggest 

(and most overlooked) threats to your digital 

security. The ones on HIBP come from a wide 

variety of sites both small and large. Some of the 

names on there include the likes of LinkedIn, 

Adobe, MySpace, Dropbox and Snapchat, 

alongside hundreds of others which adds up to 

almost 5 billion compromised accounts in total. 

Go and have a look — you might be surprised  

[ TECHLIFE #69 ]

[ PASSWORD1234 ] 

This website perfectly 
illustrates why you need  

a password manager
 PLUG THE #1 RISK TO YOUR ONLINE SECURITY. 

[ DAN GARDINER, EDITOR]

EDITORIAL
UNFETTERED SPECULATION
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AI-POWERED DIGITAL BUTLERS FACE OFF:
WHICH ONE DESERVES A PLACE IN YOUR HOME?

SHOWDOWN
GOOGLE HOME vs AMAZON ALEXA vs APPLE HOMEPOD

[ PAGE 042 ]

LawBreakers, Mario + 
Rabbids, Hollow Knight and 

more games reviewed!

063

[ TECHLIFE #69 ]

WELCOME
IN THIS ISSUE
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Exclusive software
FULL-VERSION COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE EXCLUSIVELY
FOR TECHLIFE READERS. THIS MONTH, WE’VE GOT TWO
GREAT FULL-VERSION PROGRAMS TO HELP YOU GET
THE MOST OUT OF YOUR PC.
ASHAMPOO DISK-SPACE EXPLORER 2018 & ABELSSOFT HAPPYCARD

Please note that these exclusive downloads will only be available for a limitedtime, from 28/09/2017 to 15/11/2017.
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 MAKE BEAUTIFUL, PROFESSIONAL GREETINGS CARDS 
CREATE GREAT SALUTATIONS WITH ABELSSOFT HAPPYCARD
FULL VERSION WORTH $45.

Some invitation cards are so special that you’ll want to keep them forever. HappyCard 

enables you to create this kind of card yourself using only a few clicks. HappyCard helps 

users with its simple-to-use interface to create invitation cards with just a few clicks. 

Creatively done cards, without any previous knowledge. No matter if you want to do  

an invitation card, a greeting card or a gift card: HappyCard comes with 50 professional 

designs for events like birthdays, parties, weddings, condolence cards and more.

Download link: www.techlife.net/exclusives

Download ZIP password: November17k
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 DETECT HIDDEN DRIVE WASTAGE WITH EASE 
FREE UP SPACE WITH ASHAMPOO DISK-SPACE EXPLORER 2018
FULL VERSION REQUIRES ONLINE ACTIVATION.

The compact but powerful Disk-Space-Explorer 2018 provides a detailed overview of file 

distribution and disk space consumption. Unlike Windows Explorer, DSE 2018 lists results 

based on file types and helps quickly locate potential resource hogs. Bar and pie charts provide 

visual clues as to to the percentage of disk space usage for each file type. Users can finally find 

out exactly how much space their photos, songs, videos or any other files really take up.

Download link: www.ashampoo.com/techlife
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THE WALL
GUFF AND STUFF

[ COME ON, HAVE YOUR SAY! ]

We want to hear what you think. Add to these discussions or email your views (in fewer than 250 words) to techlife@futurenet.com

All correspondence becomes the property of TechLife and is subject to editing. Letters must include full name, street address, suburb,

state and phone number to be considered for print publication. Address and phone details will not be published.

 iTunes Match not 
made in heaven
I’m well and truly cemented in the 

Apple ecosystem. I have a MacBook, an iMac, 

an iPhone and an Apple Watch. So does my 

husband. When the HomePod comes out, we’ll 

probably end up getting that, too, because we’ve 

got a spare bit of table space next to our Apple 

TV, Time Capsule and Wi-Fi extender.  

While I won’t even let the idea of switching to 

something Android-based cross my mind (I’m 

too old to learn something new), that doesn’t 

mean I don’t have my gripes with Apple’s goods. 

The topic of today’s aggravation is iTunes 

Match, a service whereby Apple uploads or 

‘matches’ songs from your computer’s library  

to the iCloud Library so you can access it on all 

your devices. This has been extremely useful for 

me because, while I also have an Apple Music 

subscription, its range doesn’t cover all of the 

albums of my rather obscure music taste. 

But how well does iTunes Match work in  

the ‘match’ part of its function? Well, I’ve 

encountered quite a few mistakes in listening  

to my music over the last year or so — but the 

peculiar thing here is that, well... it’s not the 

obscure music iTunes Match is getting wrong.

You may remember a little trio of movies that 

came out 15 years ago called The Lord of the 

Rings. I bought those original soundtracks on 

CD and played them almost to death during 

high school and university. However, when it 

came round to digitising my library, iTunes 

Match had a few problems finding the right 

songs. Instead of the original track, in one case, 

it found a live unofficial version that had a 

different length and popped that in instead!

Another movie you may have heard of... 

Gladiator. This is my favourite movie of all time,

so I know the music like the back of my hand 

— which means I knew instantly when a song 

wasn’t right in the ‘matched’ album when I also 

digitised it to my iTunes library. The award-

winning soundtrack includes a track called 

‘Earth’. Fun fact: Hans Zimmer (the genius 

responsible for Gladiator) also scored the much 

less enjoyable film Man of Steel. That soundtrack

also features a song called ‘Earth’ and, yup,  

you guessed it... iTunes Match had thrown  

the Man of Steel version of ‘Earth’ into the 

Gladiator soundtrack. (Both versions are 

actually really good, so this annoyed me less!)

Now, I realise that about 99% of iTunes 

Match’s work comes back successful, but in 

those rare cases that it doesn’t, there isn’t a very 

clear-cut way of solving the problem for the end 

user. For me, I had to delete the offending song 

and then find the real version of it; but this 

caused me the immense irritation of then 

having two different, incomplete versions of the 

one Gladiator soundtrack. In the end, I just 

deleted the ‘matched’ album entirely and added 

an Apple Music version, which was correct.

Why hasn’t Apple included some kind of 

option in one of its dropdown menus to report a 

failed match? As far as I am aware, the only way 

of bringing a failure to their attention is to go 

through @AppleSupport on Twitter, which is 

hardly streamlined, and then you’d have to 

explain your problem. If there was a flagging 

method on songs to make Apple aware of the 

mistake, that would a great way for users to help 

improve the service.

As it is, I’ve found so many failed matches 

that I’m considering dropping iTunes Match 

altogether... Sad.

[ EDDY MASTERS ]

 TechLife back issues?
I would like to buy a back-issue  

of TechLife 61 (March 2017).  

Is there a way of doing this — somewhere on 

your website perhaps?

[ HECTOR GUTHRIE ]

Ed replies: We’ve had a few requests for 

back-issue ordering lately, so we thought we’d 

share Hector’s letter and provide some 

information for other interested readers. We are 

in the process of setting up a system where readers 

can order back-issues online — this’ll be linked to 

from TechLife’s homepage (which, as always,  

you can get to at www.techlife.net) as soon as  

it’s available. In the meantime, you can always 

request any copies you’re after by emailing the 

TechLife team directly at techlife@futurenet.
com. The cost for back-issues is $9.95 each,  

with Australian postage and handling for one 

issue $3.50, or $5 for up to three. (Postage to  

New Zealand is $4.50 per issue.)  

CORRECTION
Due to a mis-calibrated Luxmeter, the brightness benchmark results reported in the TV buyer’s guide
story in TechLife 65 (see page 65) were inflated. However, while the specific figures quoted in the
results are higher than they should be, relative to each other, the results are still accurate — in other 
words, they do accurately demonstrate each set’s brightness compared to other models in the
feature. We’ve had the Luxmeter recalibrated so this error doesn’t happen again in future.
TechLife apologises for the error and any inconvenience it may have caused.e

Apple’s iTunes Match can 
seemingly struggle when it 
comes to recognising movie 
soundtracks.
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LAST YEAR WAS not a good one for Samsung.

Had it not been for an incendiary battery issue

that resulted in handsets bursting into flames

— and sparked a worldwide recall — it’s highly

likely that the company’s Galaxy Note 7

would’ve been crowned as the best smartphone

of 2016. Knowing that anticipation for the failed

phablet’s follow-up would be gargantuan,

it’s perhaps not surprising that Samsung would

keep the well-known ‘Note’ moniker and

soldier on with a successor.

Thus, against the odds, we’ve not got the

Galaxy Note 8 — a handset that demonstrates

Samsung’s eagerness to move forward and put

that previous mishap well in the past. So is the

Galaxy Note 8 the triumphant return to form

that we’ve been waiting for, or has Samsung

perhaps played it a little too safe this time

around?

GETTIN’ SQUARE
Adopting a design that’s based heavily on the

Galaxy S8+ from earlier this year, the Galaxy

Note 8 differentiates itself by being slightly

bigger and sporting the signature squarish look

that has been synonymous with the line since

its inception. This gives the monolithic Note 8

a more professional look and feel, one that’s

punctuated by the device’s retractable S Pen —

one look and it’s clear that the Note 8 is ready

to take care of business.

Physically, this new handset is slightly wider

than the S8+, yet still feels tall and slim thanks

to its striking QHD 18.5:9 Super AMOLED

display. Again, like the S8 and S8+, the Note 8

has a drastically reduced bezel, with beautiful

curved glass bringing Samsung’s signature

Infinity Display effect to the face of the device.

Unlike the Note 7, there are no buttons on

the Note 8’s face, with the fingerprint scanner

unfortunately moved to the same awkward

location it found itself on the Galaxy S8, albeit

with the flash now placed between the camera

and the scanner itself. It’s not a deal breaker,

though — the iris scanner is back, as is the

face-recognition functionality that Samsung

introduced with the S8 range, so there are plenty

of options available for unlocking your phone.

That said, PIN, pattern and password are still

the most reliable and secure.

There is, however, a power button on the right 

edge of the Note 8; while on the left, you’ll find a 

volume rocker and a dedicated button for Bixby, 

Samsung’s in-house voice assistant. It doesn’t have 

an Australian-specific setting and will still get 

confused by Aussie accents, but Samsung’s 

promised that this will get better over time. 

We’re also pleased to note (heh) that the 8  

still has a 3.5mm headphone jack, despite many 

rivals recently opting to go the Bluetooth-only 

route. Thankfully, it seems that Samsung isn’t 

interested in following this particular trend — yet.

TAKE A PICTURE
Despite being very similar in terms of specs,  

one of the Note 8’s main advantages over the S8+ 

is in its dual camera setup — a first for a Samsung 

phone. In this instance, it’s used to take photos 

using 2x optical zoom without any loss in quality, 

and also to create Live Focus photos, which let you 

apply a background-blurring bokeh effect before 

or after a photo has been taken. 

It’s pretty good for a first attempt, though in our 

experience, the mode was rather fiddly, often only 

working in ideal shooting conditions (being in  

a well-lit environment at a distance of 2m from 

our subject regularly wasn’t good enough).  

When it is working properly, the portrait-style 

pictures look great, albeit quite zoomed in. 

A similar feature has been available on 

Huawei’s flagship handsets since last year’s P9, 

using the Chinese phone-maker’s partnership 

with renowned camera company Leica to great 

effect. That version seemed a bit more user- 

friendly — not only did it work every time without 

fail, it allowed the user to also choose the point  

of focus, whether it be the foreground or 

background. Like Bixby, we expect the Note 8’s 

Live Focus mode to also improve in due time.

PEN IS MIGHTIER
Without question, the inclusion of a stylus is  

the one thing that sets the Note series apart from 

every other phone on the market, and Samsung 

has made its S Pen more useful than ever thanks 

to its increased levels of pressure sensitivity  

(up to 4,096) and some truly ingenious and 

natural-feeling software applications. 

Upon taking the S Pen out, you’re immediately 

presented with a number of tools that relate 

[ 008 ]

[ TAKE NOTE ]

Samsung Galaxy Note 8
A NOTEWORTHY RETURN TO FORM. 

[ STEPHEN LAMBRECHTS ]

WINNER

ED’sCHOICE
AWARD

SAMSUNG GALAXY 
NOTE 8

$1,499
www.samsung.com/au

CRITICAL SPECS
Android 7.1.1; 6.3-inch Super 
AMOLED display @ 1,440 x 
2,960 pixels (521ppi); 
Exynos 8895 octa-core CPU; 
Mali-G71 MP20 GPU; 6GB 
RAM; 64GB internal storage 
(with microSD support  
up to 256GB); rear-facing 
12MP + 12MP dual camera; 
front-facing 8MP camera; 
802.11ac Wi-Fi; USB Type-C; 
NFC; Bluetooth 5.0;  
16.3 x 7.5 x 0.9cm; 195g

41/2
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specifically to it. You can choose to create a 

handwritten note, write on the screen, draw a 

box around an area you want to screenshot or 

create a GIF from, hover over words to translate 

them into different languages, and more. 

Perhaps the best new feature, though, is Live 

Messages, which grants you the ability to create 

animated GIFs out of your drawings and then 

share them. It’s kind of like an expanded version 

of the Digital Touch feature found on the Apple 

Watch, only with a much greater reach.

The ability to scribble notes while the phone  

is locked and then pin them to the Always-On 

Display is back and even more useful than 

before, thanks to a larger writing area and the 

ability to cycle through multiple pinned 

messages. 

NOTABLE PERFORMANCE
Unsurprisingly, Samsung has played it safe with 

the Note 8’s battery, opting to use a 3,300mAh 

unit — that’s 200mAh smaller than the battery 

featured in the S8+, despite being a larger phone 

with an extra 2GB of RAM to work with (6GB in 

total). Because of this, the Note 8’s battery life 

takes a bit of a hit, giving us 7 hours, 24 minutes 

of intense usage compared to the 8 hours,  

10 minutes achieved by the Galaxy S8. It will 

definitely give you a whole day’s worth of solid 

usage, but you’ll need to juice it back up each 

night. The good news is that fast charging is 

back, allowing you to go from completely flat to 

100% in around 115 minutes. That’s slightly 

slower than some other handsets out there, but 

you can’t blame Samsung for being cautious. 

In terms of performance, the Note 8 is 

predictably on-par with the similarly-specced S8 

range, with the additional memory helping 

boost it by 10–15% in some areas. In Australia, 

the Note 8 sports a Samsung-made Exynos 8895 

octa-core chipset, which performed well in our 

benchmarks. Its GeekBench 4 single/multi-core 

score hit 2,017/6,754, easily outranking the 

major handsets on the market, like the HTC 

U11 (1,913/6,326), OnePlus 5 (1,971/6,646) and, 

of course, the Galaxy S8 (1,995/6,611). That said, 

when it came to graphics, it was surprisingly 

outscored by the Nokia 8 and other Snapdragon 

835-equipped phones in several instances.  

That comes down to the Adreno 540 graphics 

processor that’s paired with the latter being a bit 

stronger than the Mali-G71 Samsung used here.

In real-world use, however, you likely won’t 

notice that performance dip and, as a whole 

package, the Galaxy Note 8 really is a welcome 

return to form — one that will readily please 

series fans who’ve been waiting for a worthy 

Note 7 successor. With terrific performance 

that’s backed by a smorgasbord of unique 

features, this is the phablet to beat in 2017.  

ADOPTING A DESIGN 
THAT’S BASED HEAVILY 

ON THE GALAXY S8+ FROM
EARLIER THIS YEAR, 
THE GALAXY NOTE 8 

DIFFERENTIATES ITSELF 
BY BEING SLIGHTLY 

BIGGER AND SPORTING 
THE SIGNATURE SQUARISH 

LOOK THAT HAS BEEN 
SYNONYMOUS WITH THE

LINE SINCE ITS INCEPTION.
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CHINA BANS ANONYMOUS 
ONLINE POSTS
CRACKDOWN ON INTERNET FREEDOM 
CONTINUES UNABATED.
China has not only passed legislation that 
bans the use of virtual private network (VPN) 
services, the Communist regime is now 
cracking down on anonymous online posts on 
any digital platform, effective 1 October 2017. 
Service providers will be required to verify 
true identities of users during registration  
and will have to report any illegal content —  
a list broad enough to cover any topic —  
being posted online. [ SS ]

LENOVO FINED US$3.5 MILLION 
OVER PRE-INSTALLED ADWARE 
ON ITS LAPTOPS
SUPERFISH PROVES EXPENSIVE FOR THE 
LAPTOP MANUFACTURER.
Laptop manufacturer Lenovo found itself in 
trouble for violating US consumer protection 
laws for pre-installing a SuperFish-developed 
adware software on several laptops it sold  
in 2014 and 2015 that made the systems 
vulnerable to hacking. Although adware-
installed Lenovo laptops stopped being sold 
in 2015, it’s taken over two years for the 
Federal Trade Commision and the 
manufacturer to reach an agreement, with 
Lenovo being fined US$3.5 million for the 
transgression.  [ SS ]

INVENTOR OF ‘STRONG PASSWORDS’ 
REGRETS THE ADVICE HE FIRST GAVE 
UNIVERSAL PASSWORD, THEN?
The guy who first advised us to come up with 
strong passwords made up of a complicated 
combination of letters and weird characters 
now says he was wrong, 14 years after the 
fact. Turns out, it’s best to have long phrases 
one would remember as passwords, as most 
people make predictable changes like 
swapping numbers for letters or just changing 
a single number, which most hackers would 
be able to guess. [ SS ]

SOME MIGHT THINK the President of the United States was too soft on the supporters  

of the ‘Unite the Right’ rally recently held in Charlottesville, Virginia, but American tech 

companies aren’t sitting quiet. Big corporations have taken a stance and banned white 

supremacists and hate groups, or even people suspected to be supporters, from their services 

or platforms.

Web hosting companies like GoDaddy and Squarespace immediately began dropping 

domain registrations for alt-right websites like The Daily Stormer, while Facebook removed 

the event page for the Unite the Right rally, followed by other pages owned by various other 

hate groups. Uber and Airbnb have banned white supremacist users, Spotify’s removed  

“hate music” from its streaming service and WordPress took down white supremacist blogs. 

Apple Pay and PayPal also banned sites selling white supremacist merchandise. Even dating 

site OKCupid had its say by banning a known white supremacist from its platform.

This move has been regarded as controversial, with free speech proponents claiming it’s a 

violation of the First Amendment, curbing everyone’s right to the freedom of speech.   

[ SHARMISHTA SARKAR ]
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[ SHIVER ME TIMBERS! ]

Aussie pirates in the crosshairs as 
Village Roadshow threatens to sue 
illegal downloaders
FREEBOOTERS, BATTEN DOWN THE HATCHES!

AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST FILM production company, Village Roadshow, hasn’t finished its 

fight against piracy. Instead, it’s trying to tighten the noose further, threatening to sue and 

fine individuals suspected of pirating content. Given how easy it is to circumvent the ISP 

blocks, Village Roadshow boss Graham Burke told Fairfax Media that “people who infringe 

[copyrighted movies] are people who steal, it’s theft and it’s not a victimless crime. There 

needs to be a price to pay. What we plan to do [is] sue people that are stealing our movies. So if 

someone steals Red Dog and Mad Max: Fury Road, we will sue them for the two viewings of 

those movies, plus some damages” incurred by the production company. According to Burke, 

infringement notices will be mailed to alleged pirates “later this year” but legal action will be 

withdrawn if the person in question is in financial difficulties or suffering ill health. Village 

Roadshow will, however, need to convince ISPs to hand over personal information of the 

suspected infringers which, Burke said, could be done via the courts.  [ SHARMISHTA SARKAR ]

[ YOUR MOTHER WAS A HAMSTER! ]

Tech companies 
aggressively crack 
down on hate speech
 DROPPING WHITE SUPREMACISTS LIKE FLIES. 
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FRAUDSTERS PRETENDING TO be NBN staff are cold-calling homes to sign unsuspecting

consumers up for fake broadband accounts for cheap prices, then asking for sensitive personal 

information, like names, dates of birth and Medicare numbers, which can be used to access 

bank accounts and super funds. The Australian consumer watchdog, ACCC, and government 

organisation Scamwatch have seen a rise in complaints from the public — 316 since January 

this year — with over $28,000 scammed from unsuspecting people in the last eight months.

The scammers seem to be targeting retirees and over-65s for the most part, with one of the 

most common cons being payment for the fake accounts to be made in iTunes gift cards. 

Another scam involves gaining access to “computers used in a hacking incident”, with 

fraudsters then installing malicious software, stealing personal information, then demanding 

payment for the so-called service. ACCC deputy chair Delia Rickard is warning Australians, 

especially those over 65, that NBN Co is a wholesaler and would never contact consumers 

directly. “If you get an unsolicited call like this, it’s a big red flag that you’re dealing with  

a scammer,” she said.  [ SHARMISHTA SARKAR ]

DRIVERLESS CAR TRIAL IN SYDNEY 
OLYMPIC PARK TO RUN FOR 2 YEARS
A ROAD TEST BEFORE THEY HIT 
THE STREETS.
An automated vehicle in the form of a small 
shuttlebus will soon start trials in Sydney 
Olympic Park, which will seek to test the 
viability of driverless cars on Australia’s roads 
at large. Initially, the shuttlebus will only travel 
at speeds of up to 10km/h, and will be 
restricted to a closed-off road, but over the 
course of its two-year trial, it will move onto 
ferrying passengers around the main streets 
of the Park.  [ HD ]

UNDERSEA CABLE DAMAGE 
SPELLS BAD NEWS FOR AUSSIE 
INTERNET USERS
INTERNODE AND IINET USERS 
SPECIFICALLY WARNED OF POTENTIAL 
SLOWDOWN.
Undersea cabling has been left damaged in 
the wake of two powerful typhoons that swept 
over the island of Hong Kong and mainland 
China late in August, and now some Aussie 
ISPs are warning this could affect their users’ 
speeds. Although affected services have been 
temporarily re-routed via the US, iiNet and 
Internode users may experience latency,  
lag and speed dips until October 13, 2017 —  
or even later, given the tricky nature of 
undersea cable repairs.  [ HD ]

OPTUS FOLLOWS TELSTRA IN 
REFUNDING NBN CUSTOMERS OVER 
UNATTAINABLE SPEEDS
YOU COULD GET REIMBURSED!
In May, Telstra announced that it had 
identified customers on the FTTN connection 
who were unable to achieve advertised 
speeds on their NBN connections and 
promised them a refund. Optus has now 
followed suit and says it will reimburse,  
in part, the cost of the internet package  
to customers the telco can’t deliver high 
speeds to because of the type of connection. 
Optus has not revealed how many customers 
were affected, but said the review process 
was nationwide.  [ SS ]

[ GOOD MORNING, SIR ]

Scammers posing as NBN reps aim to 
steal Aussie identites
CONSUMERS CONNED OUT OF $28,000 IN EIGHT MONTHS.

THANKS TO THE September leak of one of Apple’s confidential support documents, we now 

know just how broken an iPhone needs to be before it will no longer get repaired under warranty. 

The 22-page guide (dubbed the ‘Visual/Mechanical Inspection Guide’) was intended for the 

company’s technicians, but was leaked via Dropbox and picked up by news outlet Business 

Insider. Dated March 3, 2017, the instructions cover the repair of the iPhone 6, 6S, 7 and their 

Plus counterparts.

When assessing cracked screens, “single hairline crack ... without point of impact” is eligible 

for repair under warranty, while chips, multiple cracks, damage to the LCD display itself or single 

cracks with a point of impact can be repaired, but at the customer’s expense.

When it comes to liquid damage, if the user doesn’t “confirm a correlation between liquid 

contact and failure” or if there are no clear signs of liquid damage such as corrosion, then the 

technician must open the phone and check that at least one internal LCI (Liquid Contact 

Indicator) has been fully triggered before the in-warranty repair is denied.  [ HARRY DOMANSKI ]

[ DRIP, DRIP, DRIP ]

Leaked Apple docs expose which 
iPhones it’ll fix for free
AND WHICH IT WON’T.
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AUSSIES HAVE LONG clamoured to get their

hands on OnePlus’ phones — the self-described

“flagship killers” have only been available via grey

import thus far and experienced issues with 

sketchy support for local networks and 4G.  

Now, the Chinese manufacturer responsible  

for these monster-specced and well-built units is

bringing its most recent handset to our shores.

The OnePlus 5 is a powerhouse of a handset  

that’s managed to survive the currency-

conversion relatively unscathed, landing it in  

the mid-range price bracket and looking to 

dominate the competition in doing so.

While it technically hasn’t quite launched  

in Australia yet, we managed to get hold of a 

OnePlus 5 as part of the company’s local ‘soft 

launch’ (basically, a trial run for its retail local

ordering, fulfilment and shipping capabilities).

Pricing hasn’t been finalised in Australia, but at

the soft launch, the 128GB model we tested  

sold for $699 — but note that this may not be 

representative of the final price.

 CREATIVITY ISN’T ALWAYS KEY 
This latest OnePlus handset’s design certainly 

won’t win any awards for originality, however. 

Both the face and back of the OnePlus 5 look 

near identical to the R11 from Oppo (also 

reviewed in this issue — see page 50), which is 

OnePlus’ sister company. On top of that, there 

are some glaring similarities to the likes of the 

Huawei P10 Plus and, of course, Apple’s iPhone 7 

Plus. That isn’t to suggest the design is bad. The 

spartan rear is stylishly simple and the face offers 

a 73% screen-to-body ratio, which is on par with 

the aforementioned phones, although doesn’t 

compete with the bezel-free sleekness of the latest 

Samsungs, which sit around the 83% mark.

The body is tapered at the sides — subtly on 

the front and more noticeably on the rear —  

and this makes the already-slim dimensions feel 

even slimmer in the hand. This can take a little 

getting used to, but is generally a pleasant effect, 

although the anodised aluminium rear along 

with these tapered edges can make for a slippery 

combination, particularly when adjusting your 

grip to reach a top corner on the large display.

Otherwise, the material choice and 

construction seem just as sturdy as any handset 

twice its price, sporting the aforementioned 

[ THE ONE PLUS FUSS ]

OnePlus 5
 THE NUMBERS ADD UP: THIS IS
 AN INEXPENSIVE PHONE  
 YOU CAN COUNT ON. 
[ HARRY DOMANSKI ]

 ONEPLUS 5 
$699
oneplus.net/au

CRITICAL SPECS
Android 7.1.1; 5.5-inch 
AMOLED display @1080p 
(401ppi); Snapdragon 835 
octa-core; Adreno 540 GPU; 
8GB RAM; 128GB internal 
storage (non-expandable); 
dual 16MP + 20MP rear 
cameras and 16MP front 
camera; 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac 
Wi-Fi; USB-C port; 
3,300mAh non-removable 
Li-Po battery with fast 
charge; 15.4 x 7.4 x 0.7cm; 
153g

5

WINNER

ED’sCHOICE
AWARD
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aluminium rear, which is both pretty 

and tough, and robust Corning Gorilla 

Glass 5 gracing the face of the device.  

Like a number of Chinese-manufacturers’ 

handsets, you’ll get a factory-applied screen 

protector out of the box, too, although we’d 

suggest buying a case with a more grippy 

material so you can simultaneously save against

future phone drops and protect the slightly 

protruding camera against any rough surface 

you may place it on.

As for buttons, there’s a power button and 

volume rocker on opposing edges of the phone, 

and a three-way toggle to switch between loud, 

silent and do-not-disturb modes, akin to Apple’s 

designs. The fingerprint reader is exceptionally 

quick and doubles as a soft Home button, along 

with capacitive Back and Recent buttons, all of 

which you can customise to perform different 

functions when long-  

or double-pressed.

 A FINE DISPLAY 
Perhaps the least 

convincing element of 

the OnePlus package is 

its display. It’s an OLED 

affair, but only a 1080p 

one and although that 

lack of resolution isn’t  

a major detraction,  

with competitors like 

the HTC U11 and 

Nokia 8 (more on that 

later) both featuring 

1440p displays, only 

having 1080p is a minor 

disappointment given 

the OnePlus’ larger 5.5-inch size. Thankfully,

images and text still appear sharp, and the 

contrasts are particularly striking thanks to  

the AMOLED design. The only time you’ll notice

the resolution shortcomings is if you’re trying  

to watch anything in a higher native resolution, 

but even then, the difference isn’t considerable.

 THE BRAINS AND THE BRAUN 
The OnePlus 5 comes with the company’s 

Oxygen OS, which is pretty damn close to stock 

Android and offers many of the same perks  

and pitfalls as Google’s own handsets. While it 

may not receive future Android updates as 

quickly as the pure stock OS, it still has the same 

relatively customisable simplicity and relies 

heavily on some of Google’s app suite. This is 

obviously a matter of taste, but if you do like 

Android’s stock OS, then there’s very little  

to dislike with the OnePlus 5.

As we mentioned earlier, one of the most 

compelling features of the OnePlus 5 handset  

is its hardware. With the latest Snapdragon 835 

chipset from Qualcomm, an Adreno 540 GPU 

and either 6GB or 8GB of RAM (depending on 

the model), it’s a beastly little machine that 

matches the best on the market. For some 

context, the brand new Nokia 8 (also reviewed in 

this issue — see page 49), as well as the HTC U11 

(see TechLife 66, page 17) both feature an 

identical processor and GPU, but have only half 

the RAM of the top-tier OnePlus 5, yet they retail 

for an extra $200 and $300, respectively.

As we all well know, specs are useless unless 

they translate to real-world performance boosts 

but, thankfully, the OnePlus delivers. From our 

extensive day-to-day usage, we never witnessed  

a stutter, freeze or any sign of hesitation — 

whether it was gaming, watching videos or just 

flicking through apps and browsing the web,  

the action was snappy and responsive.

Our benchmark testing backs this up, too,  

with processor and graphic-intensive tests (such 

as Geekbench 4, 3DMark and GFXBench 3) 

performing exceptionally well, on par and often 

slightly better than the Nokia 8 and HTC U11. 

Although there’s no 

microSD card slot for 

adding more storage, 

the 6GB RAM model 

comes with 64GB  

of internal memory, 

and the 8GB RAM 

version boasts 128GB, 

both of which are quite 

generous by today’s 

standards.

The 3,300mAh 

battery performs well 

and with regular usage 

will comfortably last 

you a full day and then 

some. Based on the 

PCMark benchmark  

we ran, the battery life 

isn’t in exceptional territory, but it performs 

above par considering the handset’s beefy specs. 

 DOUBLING-DOWN ON PHOTOGRAPHY 
OnePlus’ previous flagship, the OnePlus 3,  

had a single-sensor rear 20MP camera, but the 

company has followed the likes of Huawei,  

LG and Apple and incorporated a dual-camera 

setup in the latest handset. The 20MP and 16MP 

rear shooters allow the phone to take portrait-

mode shots that introduce the kind of bokeh  

and depth-of-field effects that are only really 

made possible on smartphones with twin 

cameras. Although the settings aren’t as  

in-depth as Leica-branded Huawei handsets,  

the interface is simple and the results are 

excellent, if not top-of-the-line.

 AN AFFORDABLE POWERHOUSE 
The OnePlus 5 performs spectacularly in both 

everyday activity and high-performance tasks 

and it’s absolutely worth the $600 to $700  

asking price. Even though it lacks the heavy 

waterproofing and grandiose display resolutions 

of some other company’s flagships, these 

sacrifices pale in comparison to the hundreds  

of dollars you’ll be saving.  

 SPECS ARE USELESS UNLESS 
 THEY TRANSLATE TO REAL-  

 WORLD PERFORMANCE  
 BOOSTS BUT, THANKFULLY,  

 THE ONEPLUS DELIVERS.  
 FROM OUR EXTENSIVE  

 DAY-TO-DAY USAGE,  
 WE NEVER WITNESSED A  

 STUTTER, FREEZE OR ANY  
 SIGN OF HESITATION —  

 WHETHER IT WAS GAMING,  
 WATCHING VIDEOS OR JUST  
 FLICKING THROUGH APPS  
 AND BROWSING THE WEB,  
 THE ACTION WAS SNAPPY  

 AND RESPONSIVE. 
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The news in numbers
THE KEY FIGURES DRIVING THE LATEST ISSUES 
AND TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY. 

[ HARRY DOMANSKI ]

NEW RECORD SET FOR DISTANCE TRAVELLED IN AN ELECTRIC CAR ON A SINGLE CHARGE
An Italian Tesla Model S owner has driven a record-breaking distance for an electric car on a single

charge, using 98.4kWh of energy to drive 1,078km, which translates to an efficiency of around

91Wh/km. This beats out the previous record of 901km and confirms statements from Elon Musk,

Tesla’s CEO, that the Model S should be capable of getting to over a 1,000km with the right tyres.

The car wasn’t exactly gunning it, though, with the last few hours averaging around 40km/h  

for the sake of efficiency.

10minutes
A SILENT TRACK HAS STORMED
THE ITUNES MUSIC CHARTS

If you pair your iPhone with your car’s
Bluetooth system, there’s a good chance
it will automatically start playing the first
song in your music app alphabetically —
something that many users find hugely
annoying. New York-based reporter Samir
Mezrahi devised a solution to this and
released 10 minutes of silence under the
title “A a a a Very Good Song”, giving users
enough time to choose a song or turn it off.
The song was even popular enough to
crack the top 50 in Apple’s iTunes music
charts, climbing into the 30s before its 
fame was eventually silenced.

2027
THE YEAR WE’LL HAVE
PET-TRANSLATION DEVICES,
ACCORDING TO CONSUMER
FUTURIST

A report commissioned by Amazon and
co-authored by ‘consumer futurist’ and
consultant William Higham has predicted
that pet-translation devices could be less
than 10 years away. “Innovative products
that succeed are based around genuine
and major consumer needs,” Higham says,
“and the amount of money now spent
on pets means there is huge consumer
demand for this.” Alongside current
consumer trends, Higham has built his
prediction on the work that professor Con
Slobodchikoff from the Northern Arizona 
University has done in studying the
apparent language behaviour of  
prairie dogs.

1.8 petabytes
AMOUNT OF PORN THAT A USER
UPLOADED TO TEST AMAZON’S
UNLIMITED CLOUD SERVICE

It’s a beautiful part of the human spirit that
sees the word ‘unlimited’ and decides to
truly test it. Reddit user beaston02 has
done mankind a true service by checking
to see if Amazon’s unlimited cloud service
really lives up to its name — and his tool
of choice for testing that claim was an
archive of nearly 1.8 petabytes of porn.
Using scripts to record public webcams and
automatically upload the resulting digital
video, the footage reached nearly 2 million
gigabytes, or roughly 293 years of 480p
footage. The particular unlimited service
that Amazon offered has since been
scrapped... although beaston02 denies  
he had anything to do with this.
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26%
PERCENTAGE OF AUSTRALIANS THAT “DON’T FEEL THEMSELVES” WITHOUT THEIR PHONE

More than a quarter of Australians “don’t feel like themselves and find it hard to function”

when without their phone, according to research commissioned by Chinese phone

manufacturer Huawei. Of those that were surveyed, 96% admitted to carrying their phones

with them at all times, and if they had managed to forget it when leaving the house, 37% would 

head back to grab it and be late for work, 45% would be late for meeting a partner and 34% 

would be willing to be late for a first date.

1,078km
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TECHLIFE IS AUSTRALIA’S youngest 

technology mainstream magazine, having 

been in print since 2012, when we launched  

as a redesigned and modernised version of 

Australian PC User. The latter was first printed

in 1990, and TechLife’s current editor has been 

working for the mag (in both its incarnations) 

for over a decade. We take that 25-year 

heritage seriously and strive to be both ethical 

and transparent in our coverage of technology

and any other topics we broach. 

Like our sister magazine, APC, we have two 

main goals here at TechLife: to track down the 

best of modern tech and to help our readers get

the most from it. We’re also an open church in

terms of platforms. We know most people 

aren’t wed to a single brand’s products and use

a variety of devices in their lives. And like you,

TechLife’s journalists want to know what’s 

good in tech — no matter what platform it 

resides on.  

UNBIASED REVIEWS 
Championing technology doesn’t mean we’re 

unrelentingly positive, however, and our other

aim at TechLife is to be as objective as possible 

in our coverage. That means identifying the 

best products from multiple perspectives — 

the best performance, best value and best 

[ ALL THE DEETS ] 

Inside TechLife 
GET THE LOWDOWN ON TECHLIFE’S EDITORIAL POLICIES, 
TEST PRACTICES, HOW TO READ THE BENCHMARK
RESULTS AND MORE.  

features and, ideally, the products that offer  

the best mix of these three aspects.  

As a matter of policy, reviews published  

in TechLife are not shared with product-

providers prior to print. We will contact 

vendors under certain conditions; if we have  

a problem testing a product that seems to 

indicate it may be faulty, or to invite a vendor 

to clarify how a particular feature works. If a 

TechLife reviewer has any potential conflicts  

of interest involving a brand, the review will 

always be assigned to another writer. 

LABS TESTING 
In order to make our reviews and other stories 

as unbiased as possible, TechLife strives to 

conduct rigorous, objective and scientific tests 

and benchmarks where possible. We use a 

variety of tools and programs to achieve this, 

including many freely available benchmark 

suites for assessing things like general system 

performance, gaming, media encoding and 

battery life. 

In most cases, for the benchmark results 

published in TechLife, you can assume that 

higher is better. There are certain tests that 

deviate from this rule and where the opposite 

is true; in those cases, we’ve flagged the results 

with a note explaining as such.  
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WHAT MOTOROLA’S NEW Z2 smartphone 

lacks in outright power it makes up with 

character. Physical gestures turn the camera  

or LED-light on in mere milliseconds from 

standby. Twisting the phone quickly wakes  

the lens, or making a chopping motion with 

the phone in hand sparks the light up —  

and that’s just the 

start. While this 

family of gestures  

is unique in itself, 

Motorola’s Z range 

really sets itself apart 

with its line of mods. 

The rear plate of the 

phone can be easily 

swapped out for 

something else,  

like a bigger battery,  

a speaker, game controller or even a projector. 

These can be swapped even while the phone is 

on and running. The mods are fairly central to

the Z2 Play’s appeal, so we’ve covered a range 

of them in a bit more depth on the opposite 

page, and more are coming.

Now, the modular phone trend originally 

started (and threatened to abruptly end)  

That said, there’s still a lot to like, even if  

you don’t want a whole bagful of accessories. 

The camera is fast and responsive for the most 

part, although high-contrast situations leave it 

lacking. It employs a single lens for its rear 

camera where many others have two, and the 

lack of image stabilisation means its low-light 

results are a bit so-so. With the standard flat 

rear plate attachment on, it’s a friendly, thin 

and neatly rounded phone with a large, 

impressive screen. At 1080p, it’s not setting any 

records, but that standard resolution coupled 

with the 5.5-inch Super AMOLED display 

helps contribute to a long-lasting battery.

We easily got a day’s use out of the Z2 Play, 

and having various mods on hand — such as 

the expanded battery, or the wireless charging 

pack — meant that it was easy to get a few more 

hours of power if needed. Having a custom skin 

over the top of stock Android causes other 

phones to chug, but the Z2 Play hummed along 

nicely. We loved that simply waving a hand 

over the front camera from standby shows the 

clock, and Motorola’s custom voice commands 

— “show me the weather” or “show me my 

events” — could teach Google Assistant  

and Siri a few things when it comes to user 

friendliness.

The Z2 Play particularly excels in making 

other phones look boring, and for anyone who’s 

yearning for a handset so they can provide life 

to the party, this is the one to get. However,  

if you’re looking for a more budget option 

without the frills (or, frankly, the thrills),  

the Moto G5 can be had for up to $300 less. 
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with a rival phone, LG’s G5. The latter needed 

to be powered down to change out the battery 

and camera, and left sharp, dust-collecting 

hinges and electrical contact points exposed. 

Motorola’s version is elegant in comparison,  

as the mods use magnets and align perfectly 

every time. It’s a surprise that the concept 

hasn’t yet been copied 

elsewhere, though  

this does mean that 

Motorola is locked 

into a certain design 

for the next few 

generations of phones.

The Z2 Play is fine 

in its day-to-day 

performance too,  

even if the internals 

reveal it to be a little 

bit underpowered. On specs alone, this is 

basically a repurposed Moto G5 — it has a 

slightly higher clock speed, but the same 

mid-range chipset and GPU. This isn’t a phone 

for high-powered gaming, nor for intense 

multitasking productivity work. The versatility 

it offers with the mods really is the main 

reason you’d buy it. 

THE Z2 PLAY PARTICULARLY 
EXCELS IN MAKING OTHER 

PHONES LOOK BORING, AND 
FOR ANYONE WHO’S 

YEARNING FOR A HANDSET SO 
THEY CAN PROVIDE LIFE TO 

THE PARTY, THIS IS THE 
ONE TO GET.

[ CLIP IT GOOD ]

Motorola Z2 Play
THE MODULAR SMARTPHONE RETURNS, 
WITH A BAGFUL OF NEW TRICKS.

[ PAUL TAYLOR ]

31/2

MOTOROLA Z2 PLAY
$899
www.motorola.com.au

CRITICAL SPECS
Android 7.1.1; 5.5-inch  
IPS LCD display @ 1080p 
(403ppi); Qualcomm 
Snapdragon 625 octa-core 
2.21Ghz; Adreno 506;  
4GB RAM; 64GB internal 
storage (microSD card up to 
256GB); 12MP rear, 5MP 
front camera; 802.11 b/g/n 
Wi-Fi; Bluetooth 5.0; Type C 
port; 3,000mAh battery; 
15.4 x 7.4 x 0.7cm; 153g
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AS ANDROID GAMES BECOME 
MORE AND MORE 

SOPHISTICATED, THERE’S 
A GROWING DESIRE, IF NOT A 

NEED, TO BE ABLE TO HAVE 
COMPLETE CONTROL

Moto mods on test
WE GET HANDS-ON WITH SOME OF THE Z2 PLAY’S BEST ADD-ONS.

MOTO TURBOPOWER PACK
Rather than taking an external battery pack 

with you, Motorola’s Moto TurboPower pack 

snaps onto your phone to provide longer 

battery life. With 3,490mAh of juice inside, 

you more than double the original capacity of 

the Z2 Play. And unlike a normal battery pack,

the TurboPower Mod is fairly slim and light, 

so you’ll barely notice it’s there. You can charge

it up using the same fast charger, too, giving 

you 50% in just 20 minutes.

JBL SOUNDBOOST 2
This stylish mod offers big sound from its 

deceptively small twin 3W stereo speakers.  

A petite kickstand on the back props it up, 

with the speakers firing slightly downward  

but leaving the screen free for you to choose 

your tunes. A 1,000mAh battery powers the 

whole thing, which is covered in a special 

nano-coating that makes it splash proof.  

It weighs 135g, and it’s currently our pick  

of the best mod to get.

MOTO INSTA-SHARE PROJECTOR
You’d be surprised by how well this small 

projector works considering it’s powered by 

your phone. It’ll beam a 70-inch image onto 

a wall, albeit at 480p (854 x 480), and while 

the contrast ratio is a not-too-shabby 400:1, 

you’ll need a dark room to make the most  

of it. Apart from the gamepad, it’s also the 

chunkiest mod going; packing a 1,100mAh 

battery, it measures 15.3 x 7.4 x 1.1cm  

and weighs 125g. However, for sheer 

convenience, this is unbeatable, thanks to  

the kickstand that folds back 180°, so you  

can point this at a wall or ceiling.

MOTO GAMEPAD
As Android games become more and more 

sophisticated, there’s a growing desire, if not  

a need, to be able to have complete control  

— and Motorola has designed the perfect 

peripheral for anyone who games on the go. 

With two thumbsticks, shoulder buttons,  

a D-pad and face buttons, this robust mod 

offers console-like levels of interactivity.  

It even has a 1,035mAh battery built-in, so it 

won’t drain your phone. It weighs 140g on  

its own and, like all mods, has a USB Type-C 

charging port. It’s large, though, so unless 

you’re still rocking cargo shorts, this mod 

may need its own case. 

HASSELBLAD TRUE ZOOM
The Hasselblad True Zoom attaches to the  

Z2 Play, giving you an instant photography 

upgrade that consists of a 10x optical zoom 

lens with f3.5–6.5 aperture, bigger Xenon flash 

and enhanced detail. It’s perfectly suited to the 

modern day photographer who’s more likely  

to snap a picture with their phone than a bulky 

camera. The shutter release is big and bright, 

making it easy to find — even in a rush.  

This relatively svelte mod makes your phone 

between 9mm and 15.1mm thicker (from the 

thinnest end to the peak of the grip) and it 

weighs 145g.

WIRELESS CHARGING MOD
Boost your phone’s power without having  

to touch a cable. Wireless charging is  

certainly worth having, and the good news 

about the this adapter is that you’ll hardly 

notice the size difference between it and  

the standard swappable rear case piece. 

Compatible with both Qi or MPA charging 

pads, this mod has four different styles, 

including a lovely floral print. You’ll need  

to BYO wireless charging pad to actually  

juice this one up, however.  

JBL SoundBoost 2

Hasselblad True Zoom

Moto GamePad
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FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE SAID, “Without 

music, life would be a mistake.” Music has 

been an integral part of our culture and past 

since before recorded history, with the oldest 

known song about 3,400 years old. What they 

didn’t know then was that those old tunes  

had positive effects on the human brain, 

something only recent developments in 

neuroscience have been able to establish. 

Music, especially playing it, has been 

established to be very good for the brain, 

activating every part of that walnut-like organ 

to make us smarter, happier and more 

productive.

PLAYING IS BETTER THAN LISTENING
Brain scans have shown that professional 

musicians have noticeably more symmetrical 

brains — with areas for motor control, 

auditory processing and spatial coordination 

larger than average. Playing music seems to 

increase interlobe communication between 

the two halves of the brain, with the corpus 

callosum — the band of nerves connecting  

the two hemispheres — also larger than 

normal. A 2008 study proved that it takes 

about three or more years of musical training 

to achieve this. Children with musical training

have been found to have better motor skills, 

are good at logical reasoning and subjects  

like language and maths.

IMPROVE YOUR MOOD AND MEMORY
You don’t have to be a professional musician  

to benefit from music, however. Studies on 

how music affects our emotions have been 

carried out since the 1950s, when the first 

evidence of music positively helping patients  

in hospitals came to light. Now, there’s tons  

of evidence to suggest that just listening to 

music can help relieve depression and anxiety,

and reduce the frequency of confusion and 

delirium in Alzheimer’s patients — improving

quality of life and memory. Another small 

study showed that listening to classical music 

helped stroke patients improve their visual 

attention. Silence and white noise was used as 

controls in this study, with silence delivering 

the worst results.

It’s been found that listening to tunes lowers

the amount of the stress hormone cortisol in 

the body, relieving chronic stress. Some people

have reported feeling more powerful, hopeful 

and more in control when listening to music.

INCREASE YOUR PRODUCTIVITY
Listening to your favourite tunes at work —  

depending on the type of job — can make  

you more productive. In 2012, The New York 

Times reported on various studies that  

proved listening to music in the workplace is 

beneficial — it helps the mind focus on tasks, 

increases performance and releases dopamine 

into the reward centre of the brain (thus 

making us happier and more motivated).

MUSIC AND PERSONALITY
Now, this isn’t exactly proven science,  

but there are a couple of studies that have 

shown it’s possible to predict personality types

depending on an individual’s favourite genre 

of music. A team from Cambridge University 

enlisted thousands of participants for a 2015 

study that theorised that taste in music is 

partly determined by whether a person is  

a sympathiser (focused on patterns in the 

physical world) or an empathiser (attuned to 

other people’s emotions). The study found  

that empathisers largely preferred softer,  

more melodious music, like soft rock,  

country and R&B, while sympathisers mostly 

like high-energy, upbeat and percussion- 

heavy tunes.

OVERRIDING FATIGUE
There’s a reason why there are always beats 

playing at your gym. Listening to music while 

exercising has been found to reduce the sense 

of fatigue. The tunes compete with the 

workout for our brain’s attention and could 

drown out the tiredness we’re physically 

feeling. The relationship between music and 

exercise has been studied for years, with an 

American researcher in 1911 finding that 

cyclists pedal faster when listening to music.  

A century later, another study published in 

Scientific American in 2012 found that cyclists 

use 7% less oxygen when listening to music 

than when pedalling in silence.

Given music affects so many different parts 

of the brain, we’ve only been able to scratch the 

surface of all the many benefits music provides 

us. But it’s enough to prove that we all should 

fill our lives with it — be it from Mozart, 

Madonna, Massive Attack or Meat Loaf.  
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[ 1,2,3 – HIT IT! ]

Get psyched: Music and the mind
HOW MUSIC AFFECTS THE BRAIN AND CAN ENHANCE MOOD AND PRODUCTIVITY.

[ SHARMISHTA SARKAR ]
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these buds are more than just a pair of earphones, because they’re first and foremost a pair of

earplugs, meaning they take care of your ears, as well as delivering you sweet, sweet tunes.

They come in two different colour schemes and feature an inline controller with volume controls 

and play/pause. There’s also a noise-isolating mic and the battery life is purportedly up to  

12 hours from full. The Bluetooth-powered Plugfones will work up to a generous 30m from its 

music source and weigh a staggering tiny 17g. They also come with different-shaped tips that  

look super easy to swap over, covering you for work, sleep, travel, gardening, gym and a few other 

strange activities, including shooting and “military”... Well, they are American.

ALL CONTROLLER
ONE GAMEPAD FOR ALL YOUR DEVICES.
www.all-controller.com  |  Goal: CA$75,000    
Raised: CA$226,671 from 1,688 backers   
RRP: From CA$65
If you enjoy playing games over multiple 
devices, you’ve probably got a small collection 
of gamepads at home. Well, the ALL Controller 
wants to be your one and only. Boasting 
compatibility with iOS, Android, Mac, 
Windows, Apple TV, Android TV, Linux, PS3, 
PS4, Xbox 360, Xbox One, Nintendo Wii,  
the Wii U, Switch and also a bunch of retro 
systems, it’s clear the ALL isn’t kidding! With 
40 hours of battery life and an ergonomic 
design, the ALL also comes in both wired and 
wireless models. Not only is it super versatile, 
it’s also full of customisation options. It’s 
capable of storing up to 16 different profiles, 
easily switchable via its LCD screen, giving you 
the ability to reprogram buttons, create macros 
and combos, adjust sensitivity and much more 
without an app. It’s also not much heavier than 
your regular wireless DualShock controller. 
Plus, you can connect your phone directly to 
the controller via a built-in cradle, and even 
use it to control drones.   

G ADVICE.
US$12,000   

3 backers  |  RRP: US$49
op knob and replace it 
d with sensors to 
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nextPaper
READ IT ALL ON A PAPER SCREEN
tinyurl.com/tla69-paper  |  Goal: US$280,000  |  Raised: US$5,080 from 18 backers  |  RRP: US$430
One of the biggest draw cards for a Kindle or Kobo over other tablets is the E Ink display, making 

reading ebooks a real pleasure. Of course, your iPads and Galaxy Tabs are going to give you more 

use options, but what if you want to read your news articles, Wikipedia entries and Reddit 

discussions on digital paper? The nextPaper tablet aimed to take the power of digital paper and 

inject it with, well... the internet, meaning you’d get that gorgeous paper effect beyond your 

ebooks. Instantly transforming your webpages into something more suited to a book format,  

the nextPaper wanted to get you away from the glary computer screen and looking at paper 

again. The nextPaper could act as your new printout, too, meaning no more wasted paper. Its 

features also included being your sketchpad and came with a stylus. Whatever creations you 

made on the nextPaper could then be transferred onto your work computer for refining using 

more advanced software. Unfortunately, this project never seemed to kick off. Hopefully, they’ll 

go back to the drawing board and try again in the not-too-distant future.
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[ BRING OUT THE VIOLINS ]

Projects we wish 
had got funded
SOMETIMES, THE IDEA WAS 
THERE, BUT SADLY NOT 
THE AUDIENCE.

Plugfones Liberate 2.0
WHERE EARPLUGS MEET EARBUDS.
www.plugfones.com | Goal: US$30,000 | Raised: US$144,934 from 1,686 backers | RRP: US$99.99
Sometimes, the ambient noise of your office environment is just a little bit too much to handle.

You need to block it out, but you can’t afford a $500 pair of noise-cancelling headphones. Well,

KLOVE KNOB
HANDS-FREE COOKING
theklove.com/knob | Goal:
Raised: US$10,901 from 233
Whip off a normal stoveto
with a Klove. It’s endowe
monitor what you’re cook
of time, as well as give yo
hundreds of recipes in its
pretty nuts is that this kn
what you cook, getting sm
attuned to your tastes ov
at least two years, and is
The best things we like ab
it reminds you to turn off
leave the kitchen, and the
with the app — use the K
up automatically, so you w
eggy hands all over your
this project was steamrol
and we hope it gets there
not this is something we w
ourselves is up for debate

[ CROWDFUNDED ]

Kickstarted!
FROM THE PRACTICAL TO THE QUIRKY TO THE DOWNRIGHT 
STRANGE, CROWDFUNDING WEBSITES HAVE ALLOWED THE 
CREATION OF AN AMAZING RANGE OF PRODUCTS. HERE’S A 
SELECTION OF LATEST PROJECTS THAT PIQUED OUR INTEREST. 

[ CARMEL SEALEY ]
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PLAYING FIRST-PERSON SHOOTERS 
COULD BE DAMAGING GAMERS’ BRAINS

There’s a possible link between playing first-person shooters and losing grey 
matter from the memory centre of the brain, states a new study. It claims that 
players who indulged in FPS games for more than six hours per week have 
reduced grey matter in the hippocampus — the brain centre that controls 
memories, navigation and spatial orientation — increasing the risk of depression 
and Alzheimer’s disease. 85% of the participants — all of whom were previously 
not gamers — who played FPS games for over 90 hours showed “a statistically 
significant” drop in grey matter in the hippocampus. On the other hand, gamers 
playing 3D platform games demonstrated “growth in either the hippocampus  
or the functionally connected entorhinal cortex”. That said, the researchers say 
this link requires further study to make it definitive. So until then, no reason why 
you shouldn’t play Overwatch.

LET’S CHAT: HAVING A CONVERSATION
SYNCS BRAIN WAVE RHYTHMS

‘N SYNC!

According to a study conducted by the Basque Centre on Cognition, Brain and Language

(BCBL) in Spain, a simple exchange of words between two people begins to synchronise the

brain waves of the participants, even if they are strangers. The researchers recorded neural

activity in the brain and found that rhythms match, forming a “connection” between the

people involved. “It involves interbrain communion that goes beyond language itself and may

constitute a key factor in interpersonal relations and the understanding of language,” one of

the researchers explained.

This study confirms theories that brains “synchronise” depending on what is being heard,

then adjusts auditory stimuli accordingly. The new findings have determined that the

brain waves of a speaker and listener adjust to the physical parameters of the sounds

in the conversation, achieving what we call ‘communication’.
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[ I F&%$#@* LOVE SCIENCE! ]

Pop science
THE LATEST DISCOVERIES, INVENTIONS AND SCIENCE NEWS 
THAT’S HELPING SHAPE THE WORLD OF TOMORROW. 

[ SHARMISHTA SARKAR ]

Study finds photography 
improves memory...  
at a small cost
PUT THE CAMERA ASIDE IF YOU WANT 

TO REMEMBER SOUNDS.

Getting snap-happy ensures we’ve got all our 

visual memories saved, digitally and in our 

brains. In fact, photography improves visual 

memory recall. A new study, however, points 

to the fact that, even though photography 

helps us remember things, it comes at the cost 

of our auditory memory. 

The study tries to answer the question, 

“What happens when we take photographs,  

but never look at them again?” Participants in 

the study were led through an art gallery and  

a museum with an audio guide, with half of 

them being asked to take pictures. Turns out, 

the ones who took photos recalled artwork 

with more visual details, but couldn’t recall 

too many auditory ones, while the group not 

taking pictures had a hard time remembering 

visual details but recalled audio cues better.

A NEW STUDY, HOWEVER,
POINTS TO THE FACT THAT, 

EVEN THOUGH PHOTOGRAPHY 
HELPS US REMEMBER THINGS,
IT COMES AT THE COST OF OUR 

AUDITORY MEMORY. 
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40% OF AUSTRALIAN WOMEN ARE SUFFERING
FROM DEPRESSION OR ANXIETY

An Australian survey conducted recently has found that, out of the 10,000 
female participants, 40% were diagnosed with either depression or 
anxiety. 60% of the women didn’t exercise due to being “too tired” or not 
finding the time, although most of the participants felt they were slightly  
or quite overweight. Over 40% of the women reported feeling anxious, 
nervous and “on edge”, while many admitted to being irritable and 
annoyed. 

These numbers aren’t very encouraging, with 18–35-year-olds having 
the highest anxiety scores. Survey director Dr Helen Brown says technology 
and social media is to be blamed, putting enormous pressure on women  
to be “ever ready” to be featured on social media. 

If you, or someone you know, suffers from stress, Beyond Blue can help. 
Reach out to them on 1300 22 4636 or www.beyondblue.org.au.   

Cure for peanut allergies now a  
realistic goal, say Australian scientists
IT MIGHT TAKE 18 MONTHS TO FOUR YEARS TO WORK, THOUGH.

Nut allergies are extremely common, but a breakthrough treatment 

developed by a Melbourne-based team could help the kiddilywinks — 

or any adult who suffers from a peanut allergy — enjoy peanut butter 

sandwiches. The treatment is still experimental, but a four-year clinical 

trial has found that 82% of the kids who participated are now able  

to eat peanuts with no adverse health effects. 

The treatment is a combination of a tiny amount of peanut flour 

mixed with a large dose of the probiotic Lactobacillus rhamnosus.  

The bacteria suppresses the immune system’s response to allergens, 

reducing the severity of the reaction. As tolerance grew, the dose of  

the peanut flour was gradually increased over the course of four years. 

The team is now trying to determine whether the probiotic alone is 

sufficient for the cure, or whether the peanut flour is essential. 

Puzzle and crossword solving found  
to keep the brain sharper for longer
KEEP THE MENTAL WHEELS TURNING.

A study conducted at the University of Exeter Medical School in the UK 

has found that solving the daily crossword — or doing puzzles every day 

— keeps brain functions normal for longer as we age. Data collected 

from over 17,000 participants aged 50 and over was analysed and a 

direct relationship between past puzzle solving and the brain’s current 

cognitive capabilities was found. Those who reported solving the daily 

crossword fared better on cognitive tests than participants who didn’t. 

This study is not alone. Back in 2013, research published in the 

journal Neurology found that elderly individuals who, over a period  

of a lifetime, pursued creative or intellectual pastimes — like reading  

or solving crosswords — had a 32% slower late-life cognitive decline, 

keeping diseases like Alzheimer’s at bay.
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A FOUR-YEAR CLINICAL TRIAL
HAS FOUND THAT 82% OF THE

KIDS WHO PARTICIPATED 
ARENOW ABLE TO EAT 

PEANUTS WITH NO ADVERSE 
HEALTH EFFECTS. 

WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM WARNS MOST WESTERN MEN 
COULD BE INFERTILE BY 2060

A new study has found that there’s been a gradual decline in sperm count 
in men in the Western world — viz. North America, Europe, Australia and 
New Zealand — by 50% to 60% between 1973 and 2011. Meanwhile,  
men in Asia, Africa and South America showed no such decline, although 
the data from those regions is more limited. If the trend from this study 
continues and is extrapolated out, men in first-world countries could 
have no or limited reproductive capabilities by 2060. 

It has been suggested that one reason for the decline in sperm count 
in the West is the rise of testicular cancer. Research has also shown that  
a male foetus is more prone to exposure to pollutants than female foeti, 
leading to physiological changes early in life.
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BACK IN THE day, daily deal websites were all

the rage, and actually offered some pretty good 

bargains now and then. But as times change,  

a lot of the daily deal websites morphed into 

online stores — albeit often still with a focus 

on limited offers. The array of potential 

discounts can be overwhelming, though,  

and it’s increasingly hard to find a diamond  

in the rough. To help navigate the endless 

offers, we’ve put together a guide to all things 

deal related. 

DAILY DEALS
In a time when online shopping was just 

taking off, Daily Deals simplified finding  

a good deal. The websites also cashed in on the 

fear of missing out, which can be a powerful 

motivator to get people to buy now, rather 

than thinking about it. But buyers quickly 

tired of the endless must-buys, and classic sites 

such as Catch of the Day shifted to become  

an online store. There are still some daily deal 

websites out there, though, for those who want 

some nostalgic shopping action. Zazz has 

mostly moved to become an online store,  

but still has a daily deal available for 24 hours. 

dailyoffer.com.au and ozstock.com.au  

both stick to the original daily deal format, 

though still have other offers. 

DEAL WEBSITES
The differences between standard online 

retailers and ‘deal’ websites continue to shrink, 

so the choice is not always clear. The best idea 

is to just treat them all as online retailers, and 

ignore the buying pressure of any timed deals. 

Instead, do your research as normal (more on 

that below) and only buy if it’s truly a cheaper 

price. That said, the bulk buying and selling 

power of the sites do mean that there are 

often decent deals for a limited time. For all 

sorts of goods and electronics, check out 

mydeal.com.au, zazz.com.au and catch.

com.au. It’s also worth checking out 

established online retailers such as Kogan, 

who often do big discounted ‘sales’ online. 

The more popular deal

websites these days 

have shifted to 

‘experiences’, with a 

range of options from 

limited time offers,  

to ongoing deals. 

groupon.com.au  

is one of the largest 

experience deal sites, with a big focus on

food, pampering and travel. redballoon.

com.au is all about the experiences, and 

andrenaline.com.au focuses on the most 

exciting, from rally driving to helicopter 

flights. livingsocial.com.au and scoopon.

com.au are more of a mix, with everything 

from gadgets to fashion and travel. For those 

just focused on accommodation or travel, 

lastminute.com.au and wotif.com offer last- 

minute savings. 

[ BARGAIN HUNTER ]

The bargain 
hunter’s 
guide to 
deal 
websites
ONLINE STORES ARE PEPPERED 
WITH DEALS — YOU JUST NEED 
TO KNOW HOW TO FIND 
THE GOOD ONES.

[ LINDSAY HANDMER ]

BARGAIN HUNTER
HELPING YOU TRACK DOWN THE BEST TECH FOR LESS

[ TECHLIFE #69 ]

DEAL AGGREGATORS
To make life easier, there is a range of websites 

that aggregate deals into one place. They 

aren’t always 100% inclusive, so monitoring 

websites separately is more reliable, but also  

a whole lot more work. The best bet is to use 

allthedeals.com.au, which allows you to 

create a customised feed and email alerts for 

the major deal websites. While not a deal 

aggregator as such, 

finder.com.au  

can be a great way  

to research different 

deal sites. 

Another great 

option we mention 

frequently for  

bargain hunters  

is OzBargain.com.au. Community driven, 

OzBargain has a huge range of deals posted 

up by users. More importantly, other users  

are quick to check the legitimacy, and dodgy 

deals don’t survive. You do need to be quick, 

though, as limited offer deals showing up  

on OzBargain often quickly sell out. 

HOW TO COMPARE
No matter how great a deal sometimes seems, 

make sure to do your own research first.  

EXPERIENCES CAN BE HARDER 
TO COMPARE, BUT ALWAYS 

CHECK THE ACTUAL SERVICE 
PROVIDERS’ WEBSITE 

DIRECTLY, AS SOMETIMES, 
IT CAN BE CHEAPER.

All The Deals makes life easy and helps 
aggregate the best deals from around the web, 
based on your preferences. 

It’s important to compare prices before buying 
and eBay is a great resource to see if it’s 
cheaper elsewhere. 
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SWARRANTIES AND RIGHTS

While there are plenty of great, bargain
products available, it’s also possible to be
stuck with a lemon. Deal sites (especially
aggregators) can make it harder to make
warranty claims, so knowing your rights
is very important. Australia has excellent
consumer rights, and they are spelled out
on the ACCC website (accc.org( ), but we’ll
cover the most important. Firstly, no matter
what warranty a product says it has, under
Australian law, it must a reasonable length
of time — which is longer than most one-
year warranties. It also must match the
description, be free of any defects and have
spare parts or repair facilities available for
a reasonable time after purchase. If there
is a problem, the retailer that sold you the
product has to deal with it, and not fob it off
to the manufacturer, or importer. If the item
was posted to you, the retailer also must
cover return postage, and pick it up if it is
a bulky item, and the original packaging
is not needed. For extra protection, it is
always worth using a payment system with
a chargeback options, such as Paypal.com,
or a credit card.

For example, shoppingsquare.com.au offered 

a Xiaomi magnet car phone mount for $10  

and 90% off, but nowhere ever sold it for $100. 

No matter the price, always check what you 

can buy it for elsewhere, and don’t forget  

to factor in shipping costs or the true cost  

to buy any extras included. Our go-to price 

comparison website for everyday items is  

eBay.com.au — make sure to set the location 

to Australia to avoid items that could offer very 

slow delivery times. Under Advanced search,  

it is also possible to view sold listings. 

For tech products, try staticice.com.au, 

while getprice.com.au, shopbot.com.au  

and myshopping.com.au are further sites that 

offer Australian price comparison. Otherwise, 

just Google the product, but set the results to 

Australia only (‘Tools > Country > Australia 

Only’). Be aware that many online deal 

websites stock their own ‘homebrands’ —  

products that have been built and branded to 

be sold at a lower price. That does not mean 

they are bad, but you can’t directly compare 

prices, so make sure to carefully contrast 

features with those on branded alternatives. 

Experiences can be harder to compare,  

but always check the actual service providers 

website directly, as sometimes, it can be 

cheaper. When buying experience vouchers, 

check the expiry date and any restrictions  

for use, as well as look for sites that will allow 

you to change between options.  

For those who want deals on adventurous 
activities, Andrelaline has everything from 
racing to flying experiences. 

OzBargain is a community that finds and shares 
all the best deals available, and often turns up 
some real bargains.

Once one of the most popular daily deal 
websites, Catch of the Day is now just 
Catch, and more like an online store. 

Covering just about everything from food, 
travel and experiences, to gadgets and tickets, 
Groupon is a great deals website. 
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Each router was connected to an existing 
network and had the range and throughput 
tested with both a laptop and smartphone. 
Streaming was tested with a Chromecast 
Ultra. Range tests were performed at 
distances of up to 10m in a typical house.  

10 ROUTERS AND NBN 
MODEMS ON TEST

Edimax BR-6478AC V2
HIGH-SPEED WIRED AND WIRELESS  

ON A BUDGET.

PERFORMANCE DOESN’T ALWAYS need a 

high price tag, and the AC1200-spec Edimax 

BR-6478AC V2 can be found for under $80. 

The multifunction Wi-Fi router can act as  

a Wi-Fi range extender or media bridge too. 

The unit provides up to 300Mbps of 

bandwidth on the 2.4GHz spectrum, and  

867Mbps on 5GHz. Round the back it has  

four Gigabit Ethernet ports, as well as a Gigabit 

WAN connection for those lucky enough to 

have FTTP NBN. The router can add files to 

your network, or run a print server, via the 

rear mounted USB 2.0 port. The BR-6478AC  

is easy to set up via the intuitive web interface, 

and has plenty of more advanced features, 

such as VPN support, guest networks, WISP 

and multiple SSIDs and virtual LANS. The 

unit also has a WPS button, though it can be 

fiddly to access if the LAN ports/USB 

connection are in use. 

The large, high-gain antennae gave some  

of the best coverage during testing, and it was 

easy to stream HD video even across a house. 

ASUS DSL-AC52U
A PREMIUM YET AFFORDABLE MODEM ROUTER.

WHILE IT’S ONLY available from umart.com.

au for under $120, the ASUS DSL-AC52U is 

mostly sold for $5–$10 more. The actual Wi-Fi 

is AC750 spec — fast enough for HD 

streaming, but not as quick as the bandwidth-

focused competition. But the AC52U also 

includes a VDSL/ADSL modem, as well as a 

WAN port, to support different NBN types. 

The four LAN ports run at Gigabit speeds, and 

it has both WPS and Wi-Fi on/off buttons. The 

unit also steps up with the USB 2.0 port, which 

can handle a 3G/4G modem, as well as adding 

storage, or running as a print server. 

The DSL-AC52U uses four oversized 

external antennae, rather than just two,  

and easily gave the best AC spec range and 

throughput of the routers tested. 

The ASUS interface is excellent, with loads 

of in-depth control and monitoring, such as  

a traffic analyser and a game boost mode.  

The AC52U also includes high-end features, 

such as file downloads, VPN, AiCloud 

integration, parental controls and malware 

protection. 

[ GET CONNECTED ] 

Affordable
wireless 
routers for
under $12
GET A NETWORK UPGRADE 
ON THE CHEAP.

[ LINDSAY HANDMER ] 

EVERYONE LOVES A wizz-bang do-

everything Wi-Fi router and modem,  

but some of the high-end models can cost 

over $500. At the more affordable end of  

the scale, it can be hard to pick the hidden 

gems out from the sea of competing 

models. It becomes even more complex  

if you want a router that supports the NBN. 

To help out, we’ve rounded up 10 Wi-Fi 

routers that cost under $120, and included  

a mix of pure routers, as well as some 

NBN-ready options. At the higher end,  

you can expect 802.11ac Wi-Fi spec,  

Gigabit Ethernet and USB ports. But some 

also want much more affordable options, 

and a solid little 802.11n Wi-Fi router can 

be picked up for under $30.  

Finding the right NBN-ready router 

depends on if you have FTTP (fibre to  

the premises), FTTN (fibre to the node), 

FTTB (fibre to the basement) or one of the 

less common options. Any router with  

a WAN port should work with FFTP,  

but check that the manufacturer actually 

supports it in the software. NBN 

connections such as FTTB and FTTN  

need a VDSL modem, so many routers 

include this built in. 

ASUS DSL-AC52U
$120
www.asus.com/au

CRITICAL SPECS
AC750 dual-band Wi-Fi; VDSL/ADSL modem;  
WPS button; 4 x Gigabit Ethernet ports, USB 2.0 port,  
WAN port; VPN; parental controls; malware protection

EDIMAX BR-6478AC V2
$80
www.edimax.com

CRITICAL SPECS
AC1200 dual-band Wi-Fi; 300Mbps 2.4GHz /  
867Mbps 5GHz; WPS button; 4 x Gigabit LAN ports,  
USB 2.0, Gigabit WAN; VPN

41/2 41/2
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TP-LINK ARCHER C50
$85
www.tp-link.com.au

CRITICAL SPECS
300Mbps 2.4GHz / 867Mbps 5Ghz; FTTP NBN-ready;  
WPS button; 4 x 10/100 LAN ports, WAN port,  
USB 2.0 port

D-Link DSL-G225
READY FOR ANYTHING.

WHILE SOME ROUTERS support NBN FTTP, 

and others FTTN, the DSL-G225 is ready for 

all NBN options, including VDSL, and even 

ADSL2+ for those still on older connections. 

The rest of the spec is quite normal for the 

price, and and the DSL-G225 only handles 

2.4GHz Wireless N connections up to 

300Mbps. Round the back the router has four 

10/100 LAN ports, as well as WAN for those 

with FTTP and, of course, a RJ11 (telephone) 

connection. Well placed on the side, rather 

than the back, the DSL-G225 has a USB 2.0 

port — but colours it blue like a USB 3.0 port, 

which is a bit of a no-no. 

Still, you can connect a USB storage device 

to access files on the network, or run a print 

server. The D-Link router has internal 

antennae, which looks neat, but limits the 

options to adjust angles to maximise range. 

That said, it performed on par with its 

similarly priced competition, and is a solid 

choice to ensure future versatility. 

TP-Link Archer C50
A HIGH-SPEED WIRELESS ROUTER.

PACKING AC1200 TECH, the TP-Link Archer 

C50 has a total of 1.2Gbps of bandwidth 

available across the 2.4GHz and 5GHz 

spectrum. That’s split 300Mbps for 802.11n, 

and 867Mbps for 802.11ac — in other words, 

enough for both legacy devices, and HD 

streaming. It’s not just a Wi-Fi router either; 

while there’s no ADSL or VDSL support, the 

C50 can still handle an FTTP NBN 

connection. Round the back, the unit has a 

WAN port, four 10/100Mbps LAN ports and 

USB 2.0. The latter can be used to add a USB 

drive to the network as storage, or can act  

as a print server. The C50 has a separate Wi-Fi 

on/off switch, and a WPS button for easily 

linking wireless devices. 

In testing, the four large antennae gave 

excellent range on both 2.4GHz and 5GHz. 

Setup is quite straightforward, and the 

software includes options for creating a guest 

network, and setting up parental controls. 

TP-Link also has a handy Android and iOS 

app for configuring the router from a 

smartphone. 

4

ROUTER AND MODEM
BUYER’S CHECKLIST
THE KEY THINGS TO BE AWARE OF 
WHEN BUYING ROUTERS AND  
NBN-READY MODEMS.

DUAL BAND
A 802.11ac-spec router gives better 
bandwidth for streaming video, and the mix 
of networks is ideal for improving coverage.

GIGABIT ETHERNET
Higher-end affordable routers have Gigabit 
Ethernet, which gives much higher speeds 
for those with a NAS.

USB PORTS
Most routers now include a USB port,  
which can be used to add storage and create 
a mini NAS, or run a printer.

WPS BUTTON
Pressing the WPS button makes it easy  
to connect compatible Wi-Fi devices to  
the network without having to enter  
the password.

ANTENNAE
Large, higher-gain external antennas give 
the best range (but look messier) and can  
be adjusted to maximise performance.

WI-FI ON/OFF
This rare but handy switch makes it easy  
to disable your Wi-Fi when away on holiday, 
or when troubleshooting connection issues.

ADSL2+
Many affordable routers still support ADSL 
connections, which makes it easy to buy 
now, but still be NBN-ready later on.

APPS
While web interfaces are generally pretty 
good, some manufacturers have apps 
available to control and monitor the network 
even more easily. 

D-LINK DSL-G225
$79
www.dlink.com.au

CRITICAL SPECS
300 Mbps 2.4GHz; NBN-ready; VDSL, ADSL2+;  
300Mbps 2.4GHz; 4 x 10/100 LAN ports, WAN,  
FJ11 connection, USB 2.0 port

41/2
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NETGEAR R6220
$113
www.netgear.com.au

CRITICAL SPECS
300Mbps 2.4GHz / 867Mbps 5GHz; FTTP NBN-ready;
128MB RAM; WPS button; 4 x Gigabit LAN ports,
WAN port, USB 2.0

EDIMAX BR-6428NS V3
$30
www.edimax.com

CRITICAL SPECS
802.11n Wi-Fi; 300Mbps 2.4GHz; range extender;
Wi-Fi bridge; access point; WPS button;
4x 10/100 LAN ports, WAN port

TP-LINK TL-WR841HP
$55
www.tp-link.com.au

CRITICAL SPECS
802.11n 300Mbps Wi-Fi; 9dBi gain; FTTP NBN-ready;
range extender; WPS button; 4 x 10/100 Ethernet ports,  
WAN connection; parental control

Netgear R6220
A HIGHER-END AFFORDABLE ROUTER.

JUST SQUEEZING IN under our $120 limit, 

the Netgear R6220 offers AC1200-spec speeds 

across dual bands. The uni has a throughput of 

300Mbps on 2.4GHz, and 867Mbps on 5GHz, 

and uses two adjustable but not removeable 

antennae. It’s designed with a powerful 

880Mhz processor combined with 128MB of 

RAM to handle multiple wireless devices at 

once. Round the back, the unit has four 

Gigabit Ethernet ports for wired connections, 

as well as a WAN port for FTTP NBN. The 

USB 2.0 can be used to add storage to the 

network, or run a print server. The R6220  

also has a separate Wi-Fi on/off switch,  

and a WPS button.  

In testing, it provided a strong signal around 

our test house, and decent throughput for 

streaming. The router OS is top notch, with a 

very easy to use interface that is fast to get up 

and running, and has some more advanced 

control. Netgear also has an excellent genie 

app (iOS, Android, Mac, Windows), which 

provides full network control and monitoring 

on a smartphone or tablet. 

Edimax BR-6428nS V3
BASIC CONNECTIVITY AT A VERY AFFORDABLE 

PRICE POINT.

AC-SPEC WI-FI AND Gigabit LAN ports are 

great, but sometimes, you just need a simple 

Wi-Fi router without spending a lot. The 

Edimax BR-6428nS V3 delivers, with a street 

price that squeaks in just under $30. The 

802.11n, 300Mbps, 2.4GHz spec won’t wow 

anyone, but under the slick outer shell are  

a bunch of other features. 

For a start, the excellent software makes the 

router very easy to set up via a web interface. 

The unit can also be configured as an access 

point, range extender, Wi-Fi bridge or WISP. 

The latter means it can link to your 

smartphone via Wi-Fi, and share the internet 

connection as a backup. The router also has 

the same advanced features as its more 

expensive siblings, and can great a guest 

network, and up to five SSIDs in access point 

mode. The large antennae give top-notch 

range, though, of course, the N-spec Wi-Fi 

struggles with throughput once too far away. 

The unit also has a WPS button, and four 

10/100 LAN ports, as well as WAN.  

TP-Link TL-WR841HP
A LONG-RANGE OPTION.

WHILE IT IS tempting to go for the fastest 

Wi-Fi spec, that doesn’t always result in the 

best bandwidth in the real world. The TP-Link 

TL-WR841HP might only be 802.11n 

300Mbps spec, instead focusing entirely on 

maximising range. While most routers use  

5dBi gain antennae, the TP-Link ramps it up 

to 9dBi, and both are fully adjustable. It also 

uses independent power amplifiers for each 

antenna, which results in a signal that can 

reach through dead spots, and happily 

blanketed our entire backyard in Wi-Fi.   

The TP-Link is happy being just a router,  

but can also be configured specifically as an 

access point, or range extender. 

The TL-WR841HP is otherwise quite 

normal, with four 10/100 LAN ports on the 

back, and support for FTTP NBN thanks to a 

WAN connection. While the unit does not 

have USB 2.0, there is a handy WPS button on 

the back. The TP-Link interface is quite good, 

and is simple to configure, but also offers some 

more advanced options such as parental 

control, and statistic monitoring. 
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NETGEAR D6200
$120
www.netgear.com.au

CRITICAL SPECS
AC1200 dual-band Wi-Fi; AD
300Mbps 2.4Ghz, 867Mbps 5Ghz; WPS button;
4 x Gigabit Ethernet ports, WAN port, USB 2.0 port

D-LINK DWR-116
$69
www.dlink.com.au

CRITICAL SPECS
300Mbps 2.4GHz; 3G/4G modem support;  
WPS button; 4 x 10/100 LAN ports,  
USB port, WAN port

Linksys X6200
A UNIQUE LOOKING MODEM ROUTER.

ONLY JUST FALLING into the under-$120 

price category (and only from a single seller), 

the Linksys X6200 is more easily found at 

around $130. It packs in plenty of tech, but the 

AC750 spec wireless gives less bandwidth than 

some of the cheaper competition.To make up 

for it, the router includes a VDSL/ADSL 

modem, as well as a WAN port, for NBN 

connectivity. Round the back, the unit sports 

four Gigabit Ethernet ports and a WPS button 

as well as USB 2.0 for connecting storage or 

running a print server.  

The X6200 can provide up to 433Mbps of 

bandwidth on the 5GHz band, which is plenty 

for streaming HD or even 4K media at shorter 

ranges. The router uses internal antennae, 

which makes for a very sleek look, but a slight 

reduction in range. Still, with some careful 

positioning, we were able to get quite good 

coverage of our test house. 

The Linksys control interface is quite good, 

and the unit provides some more advanced 

options, such as guest networks, a firewall  

and parental controls. 

Netgear D6200
IS IT WORTH SPENDING MORE?

CREEPING UP IN price doesn’t always mean 

more features, but Netgear is one of the more 

trusted names in networking. The D6200 is 

only available from one seller for under $120, 

but offers AC1200 spec, with 300Mbps on 

2.4GHz and 867Mbps on 5GHz. The antennae 

are all internal, and the router has a fairly 

unique tall, but skinny design. Wi-Fi coverage 

is excellent, and the unit had no problem 

reaching the far corners of our test house,  

or streaming HD video at shorter ranges. 

The Netgear D6200 has an ADSL2+ modem 

built in for your existing legacy connection, 

but also an NBN FTTP Gigabit WAN port on 

the back. You als get four Gigabit LAN ports 

for very high speed wire connections. A USB 

2.0 port means storage can be added easily, or 

the router can run a print server.  On the side, 

the router also has a Wi-Fi On/Off switch,  

and a WPS button. 

The netgear web interface is quite good and 

there is also an excellent app for control and 

monitoring via smartphone. 

D-Link DWR-116
A WI-FI ROUTER WITH A TWIST.

AT FIRST GLANCE, the D-Link DWR-116 

looks like a normal affordable Wi-Fi router. 

The unit is based on the Wireless N spec,  

not AC, so has a maximum throughput of 

300Mbps over the 2.4GHz band. But where 

the DWR-116 stands out is support for 3G/4G 

modem, plugged in via a USB port on the top 

of the router. While only useful to a limited 

niche, the router makes it possible to create  

an instant internet-connected Wi-Fi (or wired) 

network almost anywhere. It’s also useful  

for those who need 100% uptime, or want a 

backup in case their wired internet goes down, 

as it can auto failover if the main connection  

is lost. While the USB modem is not included, 

buying one separately is cheaper than buying  

a router with the modem integrated. 

The rest of the DWR-116 spec is pretty 

normal. Round the back it has four 10/100 

LAN ports, as well as a WAN port. On the 

front, the router has a WPS button to help 

streamline connecting new devices to  

the network. 

31/231/2 31/2

LINKSYS X6200
$130
www.linksys.com

CRITICAL SPECS
AC750 dual-band Wi-Fi; VDSL, ADSL modem; 
433Mbps 5GHz; WPS button; 4 x Gigabit Ethernet ports, 
WAN port, USB 2.0 port; parental controls
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SL2+ modem; FTTP NBN-ready; 
5Ghz; WPS button;
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IFTTT
Free
ifttt.com

Us humans are programmed to do certain 

things automatically. Open a bag of chips  

and I’ll eat the entire packet; see a cloud in  

the sky and it’ll prevent me from running.  

If This Then That links with a range of apps 

and services to automate what are usually 

repetitive and time-consuming tasks.  

Each ‘applet’ works off the idea that ‘if 

something happens, then do something else’. 

For example, ‘If I’m tagged in a Facebook 

photo, save it to Dropbox,’ ‘If I take an Uber 

ride, add the trip to a Google Spreadsheet.’ 

With support for more than 500 apps 

including Instagram, Gmail and Spotify,  

along with devices such as smart lights and 

fitness trackers, you’ll be automating tasks  

you never knew you could.

IF THERE’S ONE thing I’ve learnt in life, it’s how to make a good 

list. Regardless of whether I’m stressed, happy or hungry, lists 

are a great way of getting (and remaining) on track. But actually 

ticking things off is another challenge entirely. Waking up each 

morning, I often think about everything I’m going to achieve, 

only to wake back up 3 hours later much less convinced. 

Productivity seems more important than ever these days, 

with the growing number of smart devices in our pockets, 

homes and workplaces contributing to an increasing  

expectation of doing more work in less time. 

While the mobile app stores are home to a nearly endless 

number of games, social networks and video-streaming 

services, there’s also ones promising to help make the most of 

your increasingly limited time. Here, we’ve put our list-making 

skills to the test and come up with a series of apps that will help 

in all areas of task-management — whether it’s writing,  

replying, sharing or reading.

DISCOVER
ESSENTIAL APPS, TOOLS AND ENTERTAINMENT

[ TECHLIFE #69 ]

[ JUST DO IT ]

Apps for improving  
your productivity
WHEN IT FEELS LIKE THERE’S NEVER ENOUGH 
TIME IN THE WORLD, THESE SMARTPHONE 
AND TABLET APPS CAN HELP.

[ TIM BOTHWELL ]
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MICROSOFT OUTLOOK
Free
www.microsoft.com/en-au/
outlook-com/mobile

FANTASTICAL 2
$7.99
flexibits.com/fantastical-iphone?pk_

GOOGLE DOCS
Free
docs.google.com

No longer confined to the traditional desktop PC in  
an office cubicle, the humble smartphone has allowed 
document editing to occur on-the-go and on-the-run. 
But it can be difficult finding an app that matches the 
ease and simplicity often experienced on a Mac or PC. 
Accessed via the app or web browser, Google Docs  
is one of the best word-processors we’ve seen,  
working on par with many of the well-known (and more 
expensive) alternatives. Rather than present everything 
on a tiny screen, Google Docs offers intuitive tools  
that appear when they’re actually needed. As you type, 
changes are saved automatically to the cloud, with 
documents downloadable to your device for offline 
editing. File sharing means colleagues can comment 
and edit alongside you in real-time.

As much as I’d like to be more organised when it  
comes to email, the fact that three new messages have 
entered my inbox while typing this makes that almost 
impossible. Microsoft Outlook organises messages 
according to priority — helping distinguish between 
important work emails and those pesky Coles specials. 
Adding new accounts is extremely easy, with support 
for services such as Gmail, Hotmail and Microsoft 
Exchange. Over time, the app learns what 
conversations are most important — presenting them 
in a ‘focused’ view. Intuitive swipe gestures mean 
messages can quickly be trashed or scheduled to 
reappear at a time more convenient to you. 
Attachments are also able to be added from cloud 
services such as Google Drive and Dropbox.

Good organisation is one of the many keys to unlocking 
enhanced productivity. There’s nothing worse than 
turning up 15 minutes late for a meeting, only to realise 
it took place two days prior. While some like to use  
a gold-encrusted planner from Kikki.K, I prefer 
something a little more difficult to destroy. Fantastical 2 
is a simple yet intuitive calendar app designed with  
the simple goal of ensuring you’re at the right place  
by the right time. Presenting appointments in both 
daily and weekly views, the app features natural 
language passing, meaning events, reminders and 
to-dos can be added using simple words and phrases. 
For example ‘lunch with Bob at Bar Luca every second 
Thursday at 1pm’.

Todoist
Free with IAP
en.todoist.com

Documents 6
Free
readdle.com/products/documents

Dropbox
Free
www.dropbox.com

Many are unwilling to fork out actual money 

for an app. But free alternatives are often 

dismal compared to their $2.99 counterparts. 

While you could use the reminder app 

pre-installed on your phone, Todoist is just  

so much more feature-packed. Adding a task  

is as easy as typing it into the box, with the app 

automatically recognising time, due date and 

repetition. Tasks can be assigned to different 

projects that can then be shared with others —  

useful for things like a communal shopping 

list or restaurants you and your friends are 

wanting to visit. While these features work 

great alone, paying for premium unlocks 

additional tools such as file attachments,  

labels and filtering.

File management is something currently 

lacking on iOS devices. With the growing 

number of  apps available for smartphones,  

it can be difficult keeping track of where 

certain documents are hiding on your device. 

But now comes Documents 6 — an app for 

storing all your important files in a single 

location. PDFs, documents, videos and music 

can all be imported physically or wirelessly 

from a computer, email app or downloaded  

via the included web browser. Annotation 

tools make it easy to highlight, underline  

and add notes to PDFs. Cloud services such as 

Google Drive can also be linked to locate and 

download files without even leaving the app.

To some, the cloud is a dark and omnipresent 

phenomenon watching on from afar.  

But others see it as a useful tool for keeping 

documents within an arm’s reach. Rather than 

store files on a physical hard drive, cloud 

services upload documents to the web  

for accessing anywhere with an internet 

connection. Dropbox works by creating  

a folder on your Mac or PC where files can 

then be dragged-and-dropped for syncing 

automatically with the cloud. Documents are 

accessible from any device, with the ability  

to download, edit and upload new ones via  

the app. Files and folders can be shared  

quickly and easily, simply by generating  

a unique web URL.
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Scanbot
Free with IAP
scanbot.io

Forest
iOS, $2.99 with IAP
Android, free with IAP
www.forestapp.cc

Beanhunter
Free
www.beanhunter.com

While books, maps and photos seem set on 

moving into the digital realm, the humble 

proof of purchase continues to thrive in its 

traditional paper form. With Scanbot, you’re 

able to photograph and store physical 

documents electronically. Using automatic 

edge-detection, the app is capable of scanning 

paper receipts, documents, business cards, 

posters, even whiteboards. Images can be 

saved to the cloud and photo library, as well as 

exported to PDF for easy sending. While the 

app has a free version, paying a fee unlocks 

features such as encryption, annotation and 

text recognition — useful for searching and 

copying printed text.

Smartphones have helped shape today’s 

definition of productivity. And yet, the 

seemingly harmless chime of a message is 

enough to pull me away from the computer. 

Their always-on nature can make clocking off 

and checking out a real challenge. Forest 

encourages you to look away from your screen 

and instead towards the real-world. Select how 

long you wish to remain abstinent from your 

device. It’s at this point that a tree will begin 

growing on your screen. Leave the app and  

the plant will begin to wither and die a slow, 

electronic death. Successful (and failed) trees 

are added to a digital forest, with the ability to 

unlock new species and achievements.

Glance around the CBD any Monday morning 

and it’s likely you’ll notice the seemingly 

endless queues leading out of various cafes. 

Coffee consumption is huge in Australia, with 

more than enough roasters available to choose 

from, but trying somewhere new can be a 

major risk — a bad cup of coffee has the 

potential to ruin your day. Beanhunter is  

the TripAdvisor of coffee — helping you find 

great-tasting caffeinated beverages at places 

near you. Search by location to see a list of 

popular cafes both in Australia and around 

the world. Venues are rated and reviewed by 

fellow users, with each location showing 

photos, trading hours and address.

Airtasker
Free
www.airtasker.com

It’s surprisingly easy for tasks to fall down your 

list of things to do. The vacuum, for example, 

hasn’t seen carpet in weeks, while the inside  

of my fridge looks brand new — ie, empty. 

Airtasker is a service allowing you to post jobs 

for others to complete in exchange for cold 

hard (electronic) cash. Simply provide a 

description of the task requiring completion 

and the amount you’re willing to pay. 

Examples include furniture removal, cleaning, 

even video editing. People browsing the site 

can see available tasks and follow up with any 

questions before expressing their interest.  

Each user has verified reviews to help ensure 

you choose the best person for the job. 
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PODCASTS ARE DEFINITELY increasing in popularity, what with the number of festivals now 

on the calendar and productions actually going around the world on tour. (This the fourth time 

now, Dave and Gareth...!) To celebrate the recent London Podcast Festival, we thought we’d mix 

things up a bit this week. Instead of selecting a single topic and finding five podcasts that address 

said topic, we thought we’d give you a slice of the action and talk about a few of our favourite 

podcasts from the festival. Of course, with so many great productions having featured at the 

festival, we can only bring you a few, but rest assured, we’ve bookmarked most of the others  

for future instalments! So without further ado — ladies and gentlemen, please take your seats  

and welcome to the stage...

[ BY JOVE! ]

Come on down  
to London Town
WE LOOK AT OUR FAVOURITE PRODUCTIONS 
FROM THE LONDON PODCAST FESTIVAL 2017!

[ CARMEL SEALEY ]

THE ADAM BUXTON PODCAST
adam-buxton.co.uk/ad
Louis Theroux, Michael Palin, Richard Herring and 
Edgar Wright are just some of the people Buxton 
gets on his show to have a ‘ramble chat’ with.  
Adam himself is a comedian and actor, having been 
on such shows as Drunken History, The IT Crowd and 
Hot Fuzz. The production is peppered with amusing 
musical interludes and the conversations with his 
guests are suitably light-hearted but also sometimes 
deep. Worth a hear.

HISTORIES OF THE UNEXPECTED
www.historyhitpodcast.com
This production “explores the past in ways that you 
never dreamt possible” — a pretty big claim to make 
but, in this case, it might actually be correct. A lot of 
seemingly mundane objects, pastimes, myths and 
events have a much more interesting past than we 
may think, and discovering these hidden histories 
forges unexpected links to other things — for 
instance, what does the humble bubble have 
anything to do with England’s 1700s war debt?  
Why not find out?

THE GUILTY FEMINIST
guiltyfeminist.com
Oi, you lot, come back here! This podcast isn’t just 
for women. This is a show that not only pokes fun  
at female stereotypes (thinness, beauty, chivalry, 
sexuality, clothing, hair and practically everything 
else), but also delves into the issues women deal 
with on a daily basis, with a healthy dose of humour. 
The episodes also often feature a guest and the 
hosts also partake of challenges, such as to find  
out what it’s like to be a man in a man’s world.  
Definitely worth a listen, regardless of your gender.

THE ROUGH GUIDE TO EVERYWHERE
www.roughguides.com
Some travel stories simply can’t be written down, 
not because they’re too rude, but because the 
written word doesn’t do them justice. Greg 
Dickinson hosts this broad-reaching but equally 
intimate series, in which travellers share amusing 
incidents, unexpected events and conversations 
they’ve experienced on their adventures. From every
corner of the globe and even from space, there are 
quite a few interesting tales to be heard here! 

JUDGE JOHN HODGMAN
www.maximumfun.org/shows/judge-john-hodgman
This podcast is truly unlike anything else we’ve  
so far listened to in the endeavour to bring you — 
our loving audience — great audio productions.  
Each week, the studio is transformed into a 
pseudo-courtroom where the Judge himself presides 
over a discussion between two guests on any topic, 
be it whether or not faking an injury in sport is 
ethically acceptable (absolutely not, we say)  
or domestic squabbles about backyard designs.
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[ YOUR TECH CRYSTAL BALL ]

Bleeding 
edge: the 
best of
emerging
tech
TECHLIFE’S PRACTICAL
MONTHLY ROUNDUP
OF EMERGING TECH
EXPERIENCES, INCLUDING
ALL THE LATEST VIRTUAL
AND AUGMENTED REALITY
APPS, ALONGSIDE AI-DRIVEN
BOTS AND OTHER USEFUL
TOOLS.

[ JOEL BURGESS ]

[ OCULUS ]

The Hard Way
BE A-FRIED, BE VERY A-FRIED.
NA | www.kfc.com/thehardway

[ OCULUS ] 

Lone Echo
GET LEGLESS.
$62.99  |  www.readyatdawn.com

[ WEBVR ]

Hologram
BUILD YOUR OWN VIRTUAL 
REALITY.
Free  |  hologram.cool

[ VIVE AND RIFT ]

The Talos Principle
PUT YOURSELF IN THE PUZZLE. 
TBA  |  www.croteam.com

If you’ve ever wanted a peek to behind the 

curtain of a KFC outlet, then you might be in 

for more than you bargained for with a new 

VR torture session experience that was 

intended as a training exercise for employees, 

according to an official company statement. 

The decidedly Saw-like escape scenario The 

Hard Way sees you locked in a virtual vault 

until you’ve mastered the intricate process of 

cooking The Colonel’s ‘finger licken chicken’. 

The Mickey-taking experience is narrated by 

the southern drawl of the Colonel himself, 

who has some rather eccentric views on robots 

and how you’re supposed to cook chicken...

Locomotion in VR is something the platform 

hasn’t pinned down yet. The devs from Ready 

at Dawn (The Order: 1886), however, seem to 

have come up with perhaps the best solution 

for the hard-to-tackle VR locomotion so far,  

in their latest VR game Lone Echo. Using a 

zero-gravity environment and a legs-free hand 

propulsion system that was made to work with 

Oculus Touch controllers, the intuitive 

physics-based movement system is the right 

hand of a single player narrative that fingers  

its way through a long list of handy-man 

maintenance tasks on a remote space station, 

nestled in the palm of one of Saturn’s rings.

If you’re interested in actually creating  

VR environments, rather than just 

experiencing them, then this WebVR 

development kit makes it simple to get 

underway quickly. Hologram offers a range  

of editing modes from visual 3D rendering  

to code-based design with real-time 

visualisations. The software also allows you  

to create custom building blocks, add 

additional physics or particle modules for 

more nuanced environments and integrate 

with Google’s new Blocks 3D VR  

development platform. 

The dev team behind the popular 2014 puzzler 

The Talos Principle have decided to take 

another look at the first-person title and bring 

it to VR. This Myst-like first person puzzler 

takes it a little slower than the contemporary 

puzzler series Portal and, as such, lends itself  

a little better to VR. There’s no official release 

date set by Croteam yet, but the developers 

responsible for the ‘horde mode’ VR-title 

Serious Sam are hopeful that it’ll sneak  

into 2017. 

THIS MONTH, IN addition to getting 

firm launch dates for the VR versions of 

Skyrim, Doom and Fallout (November 

17th, December 1st and December 

12th, respectively), it’s also VR sales 

time, with the HTC Vive and 

PlayStation VR both dropping prices 

following the Oculus Rift’s Summer 

Sale in July. 

Mobile-based FPS Guns of Boom 

gives us our first glimpse of the Apple 

ARKit’s true potential, with a new 

spectator mode that puts the game’s 

live-action map in your living room for 

an enhanced viewing experience. 

AI gets further down to business this 

month, too, providing the foundation 

for Domino’s and Ford’s joint 

experiment into driverless pizza-

delivery cars, and also attempting to 

carve out a market for unique 

machine-created business logos. 

VIRTUAL-REALITY APPS, GAMES & VIDEOS
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[ IOS ]

UnderVerse
Free | www.ambidexter.io

DOMINO’S STARTS USING
SELF-DRIVING CARS TO
DELIVER PIZZA

TERMINATING DELIVERY TIMES.
www.dominos.com.au

[ ANDROID, IOS ]

Guns of Boom
AR view
Free | www.game-insight.com

BRANDMARK AI WILL NOW 
SKETCH RESPONSIVE LOGOS

COMPUTERS ARE BETTER AT 
BRANDING THAN YOU
From $19 per month  |  brandmark.io

The merging of the digital world and the 

real world in augmented reality has a 

natural affiliation with the concept of 

seeing multiple time periods or universes 

sharing a common landscape. Cleverly 

harnessing this mythology, the iOS (and 

soon Android) based RPG UnderVerse 

allows you to fight off warlocks, monsters 

and warriors that are attempting to invade 

your house... literally. You chose your 

special abilities and can level your 

character by helping to defend earth from 

Pokémon Go-like location-based enemies. 

Ford and Domino’s have teamed up to measure  
the muster of self-driving cars in the ultimate  
driving test — speedy pizza delivery. While it’s 
already toyed with delivering pizzas via drones  
and delivery robots in New Zealand, the company 
wants to see if it can harness the avant garde 
technology to make effective vehicles for pizza 
delivery. Domino’s is set to start delivering  
to random customers in the Ann Arbor area  
of Michigan using passively-manned Ford Fusion 
Hybrids sometime in September. 

Game Insight, the devs behind the 

extremely popular mobile based FPS Guns 

of Boom, have been playing around with 

Apple’s ARKit to see what the game’s Team 

Fortress-like arena looks like on your coffee 

table, using AR. While there haven’t been 

any attempts to port the playable game 

itself, the team believes that the new fluid, 

bird’s-eye perspective of multiplayer 

skirmishes will bump the number of 

people engaged with the game’s livestream 

multiplayer matches. Considering it looks 

like you’re watching a paintball match from 

a helicopter, we’re inclined to agree. 

If artificial intelligence software hadn’t taken over 
enough already, the smart software is now chasing 
the Mad Men market with a new web-based logo 
design and optimisation tool called Brand Mark.  
Set to replace marketing teams around the globe, 
this $19-per-month tool will build you a brand from 
the ground up, giving you access to thousands  
of AI-generated logo designs and and brand-image 
optimisation tools. It’s free to try and allows you  
to build a brand with mock billboard brand 
positioning in under five minutes. 

AUGMENTED REALITY ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE EMERGING TECH NEWS

VIVE AND PSVR CUT 
HARDWARE PRICES

OCULUS LEADS THE WAY IN 
BRINGING THE COST OF VR DOWN. 
www.vive.com/au

AI DRONES PATROL
BEACHES FOR SHARKS

A METALLIC GUARDIAN ANGEL
WITH AN EYE FOR THE-TAIL.
www.littleripper.com

FIREFOX INTEGRATES
VR INTO NEW UPDATE

ANOTHER REASON TO USE
THE FOXY BROWSER.
www.mozvr.com

DON’T DISS THAT BOT: 
AI-MAKERS CONSIDERING 
PENALTIES FOR ABUSIVE USERS

GUARDIAN AI-NGEL OR COMPUTER-CUSTOM 
SASQUATCH?

Oculus’ Summer Sale was big news in July and 
became a good reason to dive into the VR market 
for anyone holding off because of the price. HTC 
has since announced that it would be knocking 
US$200 off the price, bringing the AU model 
down to a total of $999. But the move seems to 
have even shaken the non-mobile PSVR enough 
for it to start bundling in the PlayStation Camera 
worth about $68 for no additional  cost. 

A long-range unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) 
called Little Ripper has received funding from 
Westpac and support from the NSW gov to start 
patrolling beaches for sharks. The drone’s 
onboard cameras relay imagery to a central AI 
system that filters the high-volume visual feeds 
for signs of sharks and alerts officials of their 
whereabouts with a 90% success rate, 
compared to human scouts only correctly 
identify sharks 30% of the time. Impressive.

Mozilla has done a lot to keep the Firefox web 
browser ahead of competitors. While it’s still a 
long way off Chrome’s market dominance, a new 
software update shows that the company is 
digging for VR users. Firefox (55) includes WebVR  
integration that brings support for HTC’s Vive 
and the Oculus Rift. Both Chrome and the Edge 
have WebVR, although Chrome’s current offering 
only adds support for mobile VR platforms,  
with PC VR headset compatibility ‘coming soon’.

Some AI backers are trying to get users to avoid 
venting their frustrations on non-sentient AI 
systems before the behaviour becomes 
normalised and can’t be undone. We’re certainly 
guilty of overreacting at our digital assistant’s 
occasional misunderstanding or general 
incompetence, but if Dennis Mortensen, founder 
and CEO of the digital assistant X.ai, has his 
way, users could see themselves blocked from 
using assistants for two hours following rude 
and insulting remarks towards its androids. 
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[ TV TIMETABLE ]

App 
showdown: 
The best 
companion 
app for 
Aussie 
streaming
 SLAP YOUR HAPHAZARD 
 TV SCHEDULE INTO SHAPE 
 WITH A FEW SIMPLE APPS 
 TO MAKE SURE YOU’VE GOT 
 THE BEST MOVIES AND SHOWS 
 LINED UP AND READY TO 
 WATCH AT ALL TIMES.  
[ JOEL BURGESS ]

ALTHOUGH THEY DEBUTED later  

Down Under than in other parts of the 

world, it’s safe to say that we Australians  

are now pretty comfortable with streaming 

services like Netflix, Stan and Foxtel.  

As plentiful as these streaming services’ 

libraries are, when your list of show tips  

from friends and the web dries up, you’re 

going to have to do some of your own 

digging to find a good show to watch —  

or risk it with some road-testing of Netflix’s 

fickle recommendations algorithm. 

While you could trawl through all  

the subscription services one by one, 

bookmarking shows within each app, 

keeping track of which shows are on what 

service isn’t an easy thing to do, and more 

often than not, you’ll forget all the titles 

you’ve discovered in the effort. 

Fortunately, you don’t have to get out  

the Excel spreadsheet just yet, as there are a 

couple of local apps and sites that do a good 

job of keeping track of the latest online shows 

and movies and pointing you to where you 

can (legally) get your hands on them. 

If you’re into your streaming services,  

you’ll save a lot of time with a unified 

discovery and scheduling strategy for the 

shows you want to watch.

So everyone knows that you can get your 

Game of Thrones from Foxtel Now and you  

can find House of Cards in the catalogues  

of Netflix, but once you’ve binged your way 

through those (and every other show you’ve 

been tipped off about), looking for what to 

watch can feel like a chore. Justwatch is a  

free application that’ll 

let you look at the 

libraries of every 

streaming service and 

free-to-air catch-up 

program you subscribe 

to in the one place, 

which allows you to 

bypasses the sting of 

thoroughly trawling a 

service’s library only to have to start all

over again in the next app. Including local 

streaming libraries for Netflix, Amazon Prime, 

Foxtel Now, SBS OnDemand, ABC iView, 

Stan, Crackle, TenPlay, Quickflix, Mubi and 

GuideDoc, there’s no legal source of local 

entertainment that the app doesn’t cover.  

Add to this the prices of renting and buying 

specific titles from iTunes, Dendy Direct, 

Google Play, the PlayStation store and the 

Microsoft Store, and you have a competitive 

marketplace for determining the best way to 

watch your favourite show. To discover new 

shows, you can either scroll through a dated 

catalogue of recently-added titles or you can 

peruse the most popular trending movies and 

TV shows to see what others are enjoying. 

While these two viewing modes are definitely 

the best two ways of simply organising 

available entertainment, we do wish there was 

a Highest rank or 

Editor’s Choice list 

that was able to  

lay out important or 

interesting films that 

sit a little farther off 

the beaten track.

Fortunately, 

JustWatch allows you 

to search for movies 

and TV series depending on the medium 

you’re looking for. If you’re someone who likes 

to look for particular genres, release years, 

resolutions, prices or even specific IMDB and 

Rotten Tomatoes ratings, then you can filter 

lists to accommodate particular ranges for 

each of these parameters, to get exactly what 

you are looking for. From here, you’ll add 

items to your universal watchlist, which,  

if you populate enough can be simply flicked to 

whenever the final credits of the show you were 

watching roll, making the process of finding  

a new show as simple as possible. 

 JUSTWATCH IS A FREE  
 APPLICATION THAT’LL LET  

 YOU LOOK AT THE LIBRARIES  
 OF EVERY STREAMING  

 SERVICE AND FREE-TO-AIR  
 CATCH-UP PROGRAM 
 YOU SUBSCRIBE TO. 
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 TINKER WITH YOUR TV TIMETABLE 
QUICK TIPS FOR GETTING THE MOST  
FROM TV PLANNING APPS.

 FREEVIEW 
If you want to make your TV outlay a little 
cheaper, using free-to-air catch up apps to 
supplement your existing streaming service 
takes a little more planning and requires you  
to suffer through traditional advertising, but it 
can bring costs down and bolster your  
available library.

 TRACK  
When you’re invested in a number of ongoing 
shows, it can be important to do a little planning 
so you’re not facing long dry spells or powering 
through episodes in order to get to a recently- 
released favourite. Apps like TV Time will keep 
you aware of when your favourite shows’ latest 
episodes will drop and plan the rest of your  
TV schedule around it. 

 USER RATING 
One of the lesser known perks of JustWatch  
is that you can get it to filter available titles  
to include only films and TV that sit within  
a particular rating level on IMDB or Rotten 
Tomatoes. Whether you only want to scroll 
through films that scored 8 out of 10 or above  
or you’re willing to include anything above 6,  

If you’re just looking to see what is out there
and don’t mind where you have to source it from,
then the Internet Movie Database is one of the
better starting points. Its ‘most popular’ lists
for movies and TV do a decent job of ranking shows
according to overall popularity and is a good
starting point for finding new shows. This app also
has a screening time link that’ll give you the full list
of films in the area you choose and then the session
times and cinemas for each title you select.

IMDB
CONSULT THE DATABASE.
Free | www.imdb.com/apps

If you’re still living in the streaming dark ages
and dabble with (or rely solely on) free-to-air, 
then the independent television promoter 
Freeview has a live broadcast and catch up app 
that’ll give you easy access to anything currently 
on local channels. The content licences that 
free-to-air stations negotiate turn over much 
quicker than those on streaming services,  
often only offering 1 or 2 episodes of a season  
at any point on a rolling basis, so you’ll have  
to do a bit more planning, but this does allow  
the stations to get some popular shows, not yet 
available on SVOD services.

 FREEVIEW FV 
SURF THE FREE AIRWAVES.
Free  |  www.freeview.com.au/
freeviewfv

If you’re like us and have more shows going than 
you could possibly keep track of, then it might be 
time for TV Time. This app gets you to enter all 
the TV shows you’ve watched and how far 
through them you are in order to assess if you 
need to be kept aware of the release schedule 
for any new seasons. The app is US-based,  
so you’ll have to be happy to do a little further 
investigation for where you can get new shows 
locally, but it’s a good app for keeping track  
of the latest season releases to know what  
is on your TV’s horizon. 

 TV TIME:  
 TV SHOW TRACKER 
TIMING IS EVERYTHING. 
Free  |  www.tvtime.com/en

 ALSO CONSIDER... 
THERE ARE SOME CLOSE RUNNERS UP  
THAT MAY BE PREFERABLE TO SOME. 

you can tailor how inclusive the lists of films 
you’re looking at actually is. A welcome 
second opinion if you’ve grown wary of 
Netflix’s internal ratings.  

 NOTIFICATIONS 
If you want to make sure you never miss the 
launch of one of your favourite shows, you 
can set up notifications in TV Time to alert 
you with sounds, vibrations and pop-ups 
when new titles are launched. Freeview FV’s 
inbuilt digital television guide will let you 
bookmark the shows you want to watch and 
set alerts for when they become available. 

 ONE OF THE LESSER KNOWN  
 PERKS OF JUSTWATCH IS THAT  

 YOU CAN GET IT TO FILTER  
 AVAILABLE TITLES TO INCLUDE  

 ONLY FILMS AND TV THAT 
 SIT WITHIN A PARTICULAR  
 RATING LEVEL ON IMDB OR  

 ROTTEN TOMATOES. 
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[ LATEST APPS ]

Best new apps 
THE TECHLIFE TEAM REVIEWS THE MOST INTERESTING 
NEW APPS FOR IOS, ANDROID AND WINDOWS MOBILE.

Many rely on email to keep their career

ticking over, but many also find themselves 

either bogged down in email, or else liable  

to miss important stuff among the dozens  

of unread entries that stare us down every 

morning. Gfeed (perhaps inadvertently) 

addresses this, by turning your emails into 

an RSS-style feed that is read sequentially. 

It’s a bit like browsing through a popular 

news website, except instead of floods and 

political turmoil and bigotry, it’s people 

telling you how much stuff you need to do.  

If you’re a light email user, GFeed won’t have 

much appeal, and if you’re a heavy but 

thorough user, the inability to look over w 

ho has emailed you at a glance can be 

frustrating. But if you’re somewhere 

inbetween, and need something to slow you 

down and make you notice important emails 

amid the ruins of spam and press releases, 

Gfeed could be a saviour. And never fear,  

you can compose and send emails from this 

app as well, so if you’re a fan, you might even 

have it replace vanilla Gmail.

[ SHAUN PRESCOTT ]

Gfeed
TURN YOUR EMAIL INTO AN EYE-FRIENDLY CONTENT FEED.
Free  |  gfeed.co

ReplyASAP sends text messages to recipients
and ensures that they’re alerted to it, even if their 
phone is on silent. It’s ideal for parents who want 
their children to acknowledge a text — and reply 
— or for anyone who simply wants to check in 
with a friend or family member, or who needs 
someone to check in on them. The point of it is 
that your text message doesn’t go unanswered  
or ignored, as the app (which must be installed 
on both the sender and receiver’s phones) 
creates a wailing noise whenever a text is 
received, and needs them to either snooze it or 
reply. It’s either as obnoxious or perfect as you 
see fit. The sender downloads the app, sends a 
recipient a referral code to get the app, too, and 
then the sender pays for usage; it’s free for the 
recipient. Various bundles allow for multiple 
recipients. It’s far from perfect: we had trouble 
setting it up, and your recipient must have 
internet access. They can also just delete the 
app, but you will be notified.  [ PAUL TAYLOR ]

REPLYASAP
MAKING CHAT EASY.
From $1.49  |  replyasap.co.uk

JotterPad has been designed for authors, whether
you’re writing a novel, screenplay, poem or essay, 
with its clear, crisp layout and handy formatting 
tools. It’s especially handy for screenwriters, as 
JotterPad offers shortcuts to paste in oft repeated 
locations and characters, rather than having to type 
out each one — which can get repetitive. Autofill 
helps the process here — an intelligent feature. 
There’s also a variety of screen modes for editing 
and reading, so you can get your screenplay in front 
of your crew in the format they’re used to. If a word 
comes to mind and you want to check its meaning, 
an instant dictionary search pulls up results from 
Wordnet, Big Word and Glosbe, a trio of dictionaries 
and thesauruses. That latter feature comes free,  
but the powerful screenplay tools have to be paid for 
— a not insignificant $20.99. With your wallet firmly 
in your pocket, you get an uncluttered, minimalist 
word processor, but one that pales in comparison  
to Google Docs.   [ PAUL TAYLOR ]

JOTTERPAD
WORD PROCESSING WITHOUT  
THE CLUTTER.
Free with IAP  |  2appstudio.com/jotterpad
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This app is aimed at children, yes, but the

messages it conveys are invaluable to big kids,

too. Each day, the app features a video that

aims to teach you something — such as, what

is an eclipse, what is information privacy,

how to deal with bullying, how to prepare for

school exams and even some history topics.

Each video is a colourful cartoon, featuring

friendly characters but, above all, important

messages to take away. Today’s video was

about goals and the ways in which you can

achieve them. Instead of simply preaching

‘this is what you should do’, the video presenter

gave a few different options, explaining that

certain things work better for some people,

but not all, and that if one thing doesn’t work,

it’s OK to try another route to your goal.

After each video, you can watch it again or be

quizzed on what you remember. If you log in,

you can save videos and compare your scores

with friends, as well as play educational games

or try your hand at some science, English or

maths activities. As an arm of the extensive

online hub, it does pretty well to not appear

too cluttered in design and usability — but

there is a lot of content to be had here. It also

has a lot of content for teachers, too, including

lesson plans. [CARMEL SEALEY]

Qlone is a 3D object scanner that uses your

iPhone or iPad’s camera to capture, edit and 

export a 3D model. Scanning objects is free, 

and so is editing and sharing a static JPEG or 

GIF. But if you want to to use the models in 

other projects or print them with a 3D printer, 

exporting in OBJ, STL, PLY and X3D formats 

will cost you — Qlone sells credits as in-app 

purchases. First, you have to print a mat with  

a black-and-white grid. Letter-sized paper is 

fine for small objects, and you can print on 

larger paper to scan bigger things. Regular 

room light resulted in messy scans, but when 

we added a desk lamp, the quality improved. 

When scanning, rotate the mat or physically 

walk around the object. This can take a while. 

We got better results by tipping the object on 

its side and doing a second scan — the app  

can combine two scans of the same object. 

Processing is shockingly quick, but even with 

good lighting and careful two-pass scanning, 

our results were hit or miss. A toy truck came 

out muddled, but simple vinyl figurines fared 

better. The editing tools let you smooth out 

lumps, erase extra bits, change textures  

and more. But we never got anything we’d be 

excited about printing in 3D. Fun to play with, 

but needs effort.  [ SUSIE OCHS ]

Qlone
SCAN 3D OBJECTS WITH YOUR CAMERA
Free with IAP  |  qlone.pro

BrainPOP
THE MORE YOU KNOW, THE MORE  
YOU KNOW!
Free with IAP  |  www.brainpop.com

There’s a plethora of apps out there that

attempt to drag kids away from computer 

games, Facebook and whatever else the young 

folk get up to online nowadays... and out into 

the great outdoors. (Ironically, this is 

increasingly being done through the medium 

of smartphones or tablets.) By undertaking 

daily missions, children using this app will 

quickly learn about nature and, best of all,  

be out in it, instead of hunched over on the 

couch! Today, we got to choose between  

a few different activities, including identifying 

different types of weather, trying to find  

good places for bats to sleep during the day, 

counting dogs sticking their heads out of car 

windows, taking selfies with trees (we presume 

this one is is disguised as a ‘How to recognise 

different types of trees from quite a long way 

away’ exercise) and also counting squirrels  

in the park. Strangely enough, we couldn’t 

complete that last one, but we did see a lot of 

cockatoos. While, on the surface, this app’s 

activities might seem a bit shallow,  

it incorporates achievements and progress 

trackers to tap into our competitive nature,  

as well as laying out hundreds of tips to help 

parents keep their children interested in 

nature and science.  [ CARMEL SEALEY ]

Outdoor Family 
Fun with Plum
DISCOVER SOME STUFF.
Free  |  bskids.org

O d
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Adobe Scan is yet another app that uses your
device’s camera to capture images of documents 
and turn them into PDFs. But it justifies its 
existence by making great PDFs fast, with free and 
automatic optical character recognition — so you 
can search for text in them and copy and paste that 
content elsewhere. Auto-Capture does a wonderful 
job even in low light, highlighting your document  
in blue so you can confirm it’s looking at the right 
thing. Or you can turn off Auto-Capture to scan 
manually, and even create PDFs from images 
already in your photo library. By default, Scan 
saves your data to the Adobe Document Cloud, 
which includes 2GB of storage for free accounts. 
But you can also use the Share option to send  
the scanned PDFs to other apps, including Mail, 
Messages, Dropbox and Documents. You can’t do 
any PDF editing or markup inside Scan, however. 
You need Adobe’s free Acrobat Reader app  
(or another PDF app) to annotate and sign your 
PDFs, but they show up there seamlessly via 
Document Cloud, and ready to be searched, 
marked up, commented on and highlighted.  
Both Scan and Acrobat Reader include an optional 
in-app purchase called PDF Pack, which, for a 
monthly subscription, lets you combine PDFs and 
convert them to editable Microsft Office documents 
or images. But otherwise Adobe Scan delivers 
without costing a cent.   
[ SUSIE OCHS ]

ADOBE SCAN
MAKES GREAT PDFS WITH 
CHARACTER RECOGNITION.
Free with IAP  |  adobe.com

If you’re an avid user of the Google/Android

ecosystem but don’t actually own a Nexus or 

Pixel smartphone, you’ll be pleased to know 

that Google’s Contacts app is — finally — 

officially available to every other Android 

device out there (well, provided they’re 

running Android 5.0 or newer). Alongside this 

compatibility ‘fix’, the app has been updated 

with the ability to merge duplicated contacts 

and to receive automatic suggestions for info 

to add to existing contacts, both very useful 

features for simplifying the often-daunting list 

that contacts can become. Of course, you’ll be 

getting everything that typically arrives with  

a contacts app, but naturally, you’ll also get 

Google’s integrated sheen along with it.  

The ability to save all your contacts to a Google 

account, in particular, is handy for people  

who switch phones often or work across 

numerous devices, and being able to add 

contacts to groups is plenty useful for 

separating such things as work and ‘real life’. 

You can input an alarming amount of detail 

for each contact, too, even including things 

like how to phonetically pronounce their  

first and last names. 

[ HARRY DOMANKSI ]

Right out of the gate, we should probably tell

you that Ava has some issues. However, the 

concept and intention are both so worthwhile 

that, if it’s applicable in your life, we’d 

recommend keeping tabs on the development 

of this app. Ava is intended to be an assistant 

for hard-of-hearing and deaf users. It helps out 

by offering several different avenues of 

communication between the user and their 

hearing friends, family or colleagues. This 

revolves around an automated ‘captioning’ 

service, which operates as a speech-to-text 

function — that can just be a single stream of 

transcribed text directly into the phone, or Ava 

can even recognise different speakers and 

create a more-elaborate group record. This 

latter option requires each member present at  

a meeting or dinner, for example, to be having 

their conversation within range of their own 

phone’s microphone. Each participant will 

need to have the app installed and have an Ava 

ID, although this is very simple to set up, and 

the result is that the entire conversation will be 

transcribed for the hard of hearing user in the 

same way that a group chat might appear via a 

messaging app. Despite the glitches, the 

service has the potential to change lives and  

we hope to see it grow. [ HARRY DOMANKSI ]

Ava
BRIDGING GAPS IN COMMUNICATION.
Free with IAP  |  www.ava.me

Google Contacts
GOOGLE FINALLY SHARES ITS SIMPLE  
AND CLEAN CONTACTS MANAGER.
Free  |  tinyurl.com/tla69-contacts
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Every iPhone user knows that Apple’s stock

of native wallpapers are quite boring and very 

limited. So when you want to spruce up your 

home and lockscreen, you can either 

download a readymade wallpaper or create 

your own from the many iOS wallpaper apps 

available on the App Store. What sets Clarity 

apart from the rest of the crowd, however,  

is its aim to make the content on the screen  

the hero — the date, time and all app  

(or folder) names. There are three options 

within Clarity. Gradient has numerous 

palettes to choose from, consisting of two 

colours that can be blended vertically or 

horizontally, to be used specifically for the 

home screen. Blur, as the name suggests,  

blurs any image you choose for your 

lockscreen, with controls available for how 

much blur you want. Mask adds a colour-to-

transparent gradient to the home screen 

wallpaper, with a grid line and colour controls 

to alter the mask to your satisfaction. It’s a 

minimalistic and easy way to build your own 

custom iOS wallpapers.

[ SHARMISHTA SARKAR ]

The art of oral storytelling might have died  

a slow death, but the visual digital medium 

gives everyone a chance to share theirs stories. 

Uploading photos to social media, however,  

in collage form or albums is all well and good, 

but there’s very little room for creativity on 

most platforms. Steller changes that by 

bringing visual stories to life that are shared  

on its Instagram-like platform. Steller’s 

interface is clean and easy to use, with up to  

20 images and videos — each on an individual 

page — that can be uploaded into a single 

‘story’. Share the photos you took on a recent 

trip, or tell everyone about the scrumptious 

meal you cooked. Just give Steller access to 

those photos, select a theme — which can be 

changed at any time — then add the images  

or videos you want in your story. You can give 

your story a title, change individual page 

layouts, reorganise, add captions and, once 

you’re happy with it all, publish it. Being a 

social media handle, stories published on 

Steller are visible to other users, and you can 

follow or like others, just like on Instagram.

[ SHARMISHTA SARKAR ]

Clarity
PIMP YOUR HOME AND LOCKSCREEN 
WALLPAPERS.
Free with IAP  |  linnk.net/clarity

Steller
BEING SOCIAL WITH VISUAL 
STORYTELLING.
Free  |  steller.co

DOCUMENTS 6
ONE APP FOR ANY FILE 
AND ANY CLOUD.
Free | readdle.com

Documents 6 is a great app with terrible timing.  
In iOS 11, Apple will roll out Files, a reimagining  
of the iCloud Drive app that also supports other 
cloud services. That’s the same as Documents, 
but Readdle’s app goes even further. You can 
download files from the web via a speedy built-in 
browser, add them directly to Documents from 
iTunes, or choose ‘Copy to Documents’ from the 
share sheet throughout iOS. Then it’s easy to view 
files, move them or even zip a folder into an 
archive to send. Readdle even nailed drag-and-
drop on the iPad before it’s added to iOS 11.  
You can drag a file between Documents on one 
half of an iPad screen and another Readdle app 
(Spark, Scanner Pro or PDF Expert) on the other 
half. It works seamlessly. Even with iOS 11 around 
the corner, Documents is worth having for its 
flexibility. You can listen to music stored in your 
iTunes library or streamed from the cloud,  
plus watch video files that Apple’s player doesn’t 
support. You can connect to a WebDAV, SFTP  
or FTP server, not to mention Dropbox, Box, 
SharePoint, OneDrive, Google Drive, Windows 
SMB and Yandex.Disk. The app’s main drawback 
is that some of its abilities depend on other 
Readdle apps — if you try to mark up or sign a 
PDF, you’re prompted to install the $15 PDF Expert 
first. But you can always send files to other apps 
(such as Notes, in the case of that PDF) to finish  
a task. Documents 6 is key if you’ve got files in 
multiple clouds.  [ SUSIE OCHS ]
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[ NO CRUMBS, PLEASE ]

CookiesOK
SO LONG, POP-UPS.
Free  |  www.cookiesok.com

PRACTICALLY EVERY SINGLE website requires internet users to  

allow cookies to be stored on their machines. Although we’re probably 

all used to little pop-up windows showing up every now and then,  

this minor annoyance can become a thing of the past, thanks to a 

simple, no-frills browser extension called CookiesOK. This plugin  

is available for Chrome, Opera and Firefox, and is the automatic  

and “universal way to get rid” of the different types of cookie 

notifications websites throw at us.

CookiesOK is able to detect the most commonly used scripts,  

like CookieCuttr and CookieGuard, and then some. The developers  

of this plugin have a database of scripts that gets refreshed every  

24 hours, making this plugin quite effective indeed. If the extension 

doesn’t work on a particular site, there’s an easy way for users to notify 

the devs, either via the ‘settings’ option or ‘report website’. We gave 

CookiesOK a try and found every single notification gone from  

the sites we opened. Nice.

[OB-LA-DI, OB-LA-DA]

SND CONTROL
ALL YOUR MUSIC ON YOUR BROWSER.
Free with IAP  |  sndcontrol.com

Listening to your favourite tunes while working could increase your 
productivity. So get your headphones on and control your music —  
or podcasts — right on your browser from 18 different sources, thanks to 
Snd Control. This nifty Chrome extension, which adds a small controller  
to your browser, allows you to play, pause and skip music, videos or 
podcasts without having to switch tabs or windows.

On the free tier of Snd Control, you can listen to a single source at a 
time. For example, if you’ve been listening to a YouTube playlist and want 
to switch to one on, say, Spotify, you’ll need to open the plugin’s settings 
and select that service. The paid version, however, gives you the freedom 
to choose two or more streaming services, then control them directly from 
the plugin’s icon. A lifetime’s subscription costs US$24, giving you a wider 
choice in entertainment. Although most of the streaming services worked 
seamlessly when we tested Snd Control, we were unable to control  
iHeart Radio via the plugin.

[ COLOUR-CODED ] 

WEAVA 
HIGHLIGHTING YOUR ONLINE LIFE.
Free  |  www.weavatools.com

Anyone who does a lot of research knows how tedious it can be to have  
all your notes organised perfectly, especially if that research involves a lot  
of online browsing. Enter Weava — a highlighting tool for Chrome that works 
on websites and PDF files, then saves the notes in ‘collections’ or folders, 
that you can name as you see fit. 

Once the extension has been installed, you’ll need to create a free Weava 
account on the desktop tool where all your research gets saved in the most 
organised manner possible. There are five highlight colours to choose from, 
and you can use all or just one on a single page. You can also leave annotated 
notes with each highlighted segment, and everything gets saved 
automatically. Your notes are then accessible from any device or can be 
shared with others to collaborate. The tool even makes it easy to create 
bibliographies in different styles — a the one-stop-shop for any research 
project.  

[ EXTENSIONS TO ENHANCE YOUR WEB EXPERIENCE ]

Browse better
THE TECHLIFE TEAM DIGS UP THE BEST NEW 
BROWSER EXTENSIONS FOR CHROME, FIREFOX 
AND MICROSOFT EDGE. 

[ SHARMISHTA SARKAR ]
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THIS PLUGIN IS AVAILABLE FOR CHROME,
 OPERA AND FIREFOX, AND IS THE 

AUTOMATIC AND “UNIVERSAL WAY 
TO GET RID” OF THE DIFFERENT TYPES 
OF COOKIE NOTIFICATIONS WEBSITES 

THROW AT US.
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No More Ransom
THERE’S A NEW SHERIFF IN TOWN.
www.nomoreransom.org

With a spate of large-scale ransomware attacks occurring in the last  

few months, it’s no surprise that the issue is finally getting exposure.  

The No More Ransom website has been operating for a year or so,  

and it’s run by a collective made up of law enforcement agencies and 

private companies that hope to tackle the threat head on — specifically, 

by offering to help remove infections and (hopefully) undo any damage 

they may have wrought. 

The site’s landing page is simple and informative, stating that your 

data won’t necessarily be released, even if you do cough up the asking 

price, and offering some advice for prevention and removal of existing 

and already-thwarted ransomware (included links to specific 

decryption tools where possible). If you think you’re infected, there’s a 

page where you can upload your ransom-encrypted files and fill out a 

form with any payment addresses that the ransom demand contains 

(such as email, URL, bitcoin account and so on). Many ransomware 

threats can be nullified with the correct tools, so this information is 

used to help the businesses and authorities operating the site diagnose 

your particular virus and provide specific guidance — although that’s 

not a guarantee of a fix, so it’s better to try to avoid infection. 

[ 041 ]

Word Count Tools
GET THE LOW-DOWN ON YOUR WRITE-UP.
wordcounttools.com

This online resource promises to be your ultimate assistant in 

refining your essay, speech or any piece of writing that you want to 

improve, whether it’s academic or otherwise. Once you’ve entered 

your text, the sidebar will light up with relevant numbers — there’s 

the standard word and character counts, but the deeper analysis also 

counts monosyllabic and polysyllabic words, difficult and unique 

words, short and long words, and so on. There’s also an estimate for 

both reading and speaking times — a useful feature for both 

speechwriters, essayists or journalists. 

Word Count Tools also grades your text and gives you seven 

different scores from as many different grading standards and 

indexes, although you’ll have to look into what these scores translate 

to elsewhere. If you’re unsure how any of the other magic is achieved 

(for example, syllable counts), then the ‘policy’ section at the foot of 

the page provides some answers to the algorithms, and here, you can 

even find an embed code and links to the Word Count Tools browser 

extensions for Firefox and Chrome.

Hvper
COLLECT THE COLLECTORS.
www.hvper.com

There are plenty of websites claiming they’re the one source you need 

for all the latest news and headlines from around the globe, but what 

if you had a website that brought together all of those websites? 

Hvper aims to do this by offering nine trending headlines from 

each of the most popular US news-collating sites and presenting 

them in a simple (albeit dense) single page. Hvper covers some big 

ground, from cross-media sites like Reddit, Digg and Buzzfeed, 

world news mainstays like Google News and the Guardian, and even 

image- or video-focused domains like YouTube and Imgur. 

While the presentation is spartan, the neatness and neutrality 

lends to the ability to read any given headline with as little prejudice 

as possible. You can hover over links to get a little extra information 

before clicking, and this bonus tidbit varies depending on the source. 

For instance, hovering over headlines from Digg will give a quick 

synopsis of the story, while Reddit links will just give you the 

subreddit from which the story originated.

[ NIFTY STUFF FROM AROUND THE WEB ]

Site insight
OUR MONTHLY SELECTION OF THE WEB’S 
MOST ILLUMINATING, USEFUL OR 
JUST-PLAIN-COOL WEBSITES.

[ HARRY DOMANSKI ]
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Mario + Rabbids:  
Kingdom Battle
NO BAD HARE DAY!
$89.95  |  Switch  |  www.mario-rabbids.com

FOR SOME, THE phrase ‘tactical turn-based 

strategy’ inspires visions of an impenetrably 

complex game genre, too daunting for anyone 

but the most hardcore of gamers. Chances are 

those same people would have no problem 

approaching Mario + Rabbids: Kingdom Battle 

(M+R) — a game that acts as a long overdue 

crossover between Nintendo’s Mario and 

Ubisoft’s Raving Rabbids franchises. 

While it operates under the facade of being  

a cute, simplistic game with a typical Mario 

aesthetic, it’s actually quite tense and deceptively 

deep, with strategic gameplay that’s pure XCOM. 

Like XCOM, M+R is also a story of invasion,  

only the invaders aren’t aliens, they’re (mostly 

insane) Rabbids who’ve descended upon the 

Mushroom Kingdom after misusing a device  

of great power. To defeat this threat, you’ll need 

the help of a slightly less crazy (but still plenty 

deranged) group of Rabbids who like to cosplay 

as beloved Nintendo characters. (Rabbid Peach 

may very well end up being the standout video 

game character of the year.) 

The game begins with you controlling a team 

of three, with Mario, Rabbid Luigi and Rabbid 

Peach offering unique abilities that will come in 

handy as the game ratchets up the difficulty level. 

You’ll also acquire more tricks along the way by 

spending Orbs to level up your characters’ 

inherent abilities, such as Rabbid Peach’s 

team-healing or Mario’s double jump, which 

lets you bounce off two teammates in a row to 

cover twice as much ground as a regular team 

jump. You’ll also be able to sub in new 

characters as you unlock them — our personal 

favourite is Rabbid Yoshi. 

Winning battles earns you coins which you 

can spend on new weapons — each tailored to 

an individual character’s strengths. The 

campaign is set over four worlds with nine 

sections within them, each split up by little 

exploration sections that look right out of Super 

Mario 3D World, only without the ability to 

jump. These areas offer some light puzzles, 

which provide a nice break in the action, as well 

as the opportunity to return to worlds you’ve 

previously beaten to open up hidden areas. 

Really though, M+R is all about those sweet 

turn-based battles, and while the first few are 

ridiculously simple, it gets pretty challenging 

halfway through the second world. You really 

have to take your team members’ strengths into 

consideration, occasionally sacrificing a weak 

character (although they’ll be available again for 

the next round) in order to gain victory. 

A perfect entry point for turn-based strategy 

newcomers, M+R: Kingdom Battle will likely 

surprise players with its depth. Now, if we could 

just get a Super Mario Bros. and Rayman 

crossover platformer, that would be aces.   

[ STEPHEN LAMBRECHTS ]

[ PC AND CONSOLE GAMES ]

Rabbid fire!
 THE TECHLIFE TEAM REVIEWS THE LATEST GAMES FOR PC AND CONSOLES, 
 BEGINNING WITH A NINTENDO/UBISOFT CROSSOVER. 
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This Peach doesn’t come 
from a can!

Mario is quite adept at 
blastin’ fools.
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HOLLOW KNIGHT IS a 2D action platformer

centred on exploring an open map, hunting for

secrets and finding abilities that let you reach

previously inaccessible areas. What makes it

stand out, above all else, is how expansive and

detailed the subterranean kingdom of

Hallownest is. The themed areas interlock

with a logic that only reveals itself through

exploration — everything is built on fading

history. The world is long past its prime. There’s

nothing but a desolate and dark landscape on

the surface and a winding catacomb filled

with the stink of death below. You control an

emotionless knight, your purpose not entirely

clear at the outset, and delve into that land to

ward off the evil within.

Fighting is simple: we dance around enemies,

trying to slash them while dodging their

attacks, and the hits feel chunky and real. The

combat never did much to surprise us, however.

You fight with the same weapon and essentially

the same moveset the entire time. Variety

instead comes more from navigating the levels

and the brilliant charm system. Charms imbue

the player with special abilities, but you only

SONIC MANIA
THE HOLY TRINITY — SONIC, TAILS AND 
KNUCKLES — ARE BACK IN THE BLUE 
HEDGEHOG’S BEST IN 20 YEARS.

From $26.95 | PC, PS4, XO, Switch
www.sega.com/games/sonicmania

One look at those screenshots and you’ll think  
you’ve gone back to 1994. Sonic Mania is a firm 
return to the halcyon days when a new Sonic The 
Hedgehog game was guaranteed to be fast, fun  
and all about platforming. It’s almost as if the last 
20-something years of torturous 3D games with  
Big The Cat and fishing never happened. This really  
is the best bits of Sonic 3 and Sonic 2, the games  
you remember but remade and remixed. The only 
concession to modern tech (depending on your 
hardware) is that it runs in 1080p, 60 frames per 
second, and Sonic and chums have more frames  
of animation giving them more sticking power  
on those giddy loop-the-loops. Levels are a hit-list  
of favourites, from the fast and rolling Green Hills 
Zone to the more technical Flying Battery with a few 
new locations thrown in between. Remarkably,  
Sonic Mania manages to appeal to anyone feeling 
nostalgic, and anyone who’s only ever seen the blue 
blur’s titles in the bargain bin. 
[ PAUL TAYLOR ]

have a limited number of ‘notches’ in which

to equip them. Beating difficult bosses is often

a process of finding a new charm combination.

The charms come alongside permanent

ability unlocks, most of which are movement-

based, but there are a few combat abilities, too,

such as a sword spin, but we rarely used them

due to the long charge-up time they required.

Even if Hollow Knight’s combat didn’t change

much as we played, our approach constantly

evolved as its movement abilities opened up new

options. A double jump makes larger enemies

easier to get around, while a wall climb makes

fighting flying enemies less stressful. We

enjoyed how intertwined the platforming

and the battling is.

The more effort we put into it, the more

the game rewarded us with thrilling challenges

and beautiful, storied caverns to discover.

We can confidently say Hollow Knight is one

of the best games we’ve played.

[ TOM MARKS ]

Hollow Knight
EXPLORE A BEAUTIFUL DEAD WORLD.
US$15 | PC, Switch | www.hollowknight.com

41/2 4

Hollow Knight is a modern classic,  
with a dense and detailed world  
full of clever secrets to discover.

The sheer amount of stuff to do  
in Hollow Knight is staggering.

WINNER

ED’sCHOICE
AWARD

WINNER

APPROVED
AWARD
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LawBreakers
A GRAVITY DEFYING ARENA SHOOTER FOR THE AGES.
$44.95 | PC, PS4 | lawbreakers.nexon.net
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 F1 2017 
A BRILLIANT — IF UNREMARKABLE —  
F1 INSTALMENT.

$99.95  |  PC, PS4, XO 
www.codemasters.com/game/f1-2017/

There’s something warmly reliable about  
the F1 games. As someone commonly 
ambivalent towards racing sims, this reviewer 
finds himself attracted to the yearly visit to 
Monaco in a rip-roaring F1 Ferrari. And yet,  
the F1 series is the very definition of a sim: 
even played casually, it can be tough-going —  
if reckless racing is your bag, and this 
instalment won’t convert anyone averse to  
the clinically realistic approach Codemasters 
takes. But if you know what you’re getting 
yourself into, F1 2017 is a nice evolution from 
the outstanding 2016 instalment. There are 
classic cars now, which can be raced during 
events in the expanded career mode. There’s 
not much in the way of new tracks, and aside 
from the contemporary adornments torn  
from the current season of real F1, this might 
not be worth your money if you own last year’s 
offering. But if it’s distilled F1 racing you’re 
after, you won’t get much better this side  
of Project Cars 2.
[ SHAUN PRESCOTT ]

As always, F1 2017 is best played with  
a racing wheel

It looks fast, but most of the time,  
you’ll be slowing around bends.

Ladies and gentleman, we are 
floating in death.

These robots are not 
friends.

THE TALKING POINTS around LawBreakers 

in the lead up to its release have been as follows: 

it’s a modern take on the reflex-oriented arena 

shooter (good), it’s an Overwatch clone (bad) 

and it’s made by Gears of War creator Cliff 

Bleszinski (good or bad, depending whom you 

ask). Yes, this is a first-person shooter with 

‘heroes’ or, for the newcomer, distinct playable 

characters with their own roles and abilities.  

But that doesn’t make it an Overwatch clone. 

Indeed, to a certain type of player, LawBreakers 

will wipe the floor with Blizzard’s sensation.

It’s a multiplayer-only shooter with a steep 

learning curve, and most of that learning will be 

adjusting to its breakneck pace and the initially 

fiddly specialties each playable character brings 

to the table. You’ve got your machine gun-

wielding heavies, your shotgun wielding tanks, 

your dual-pistol-toting midrangers. All have 

special high-speed or vertical movement 

abilities, and all lose their gravitational pull  

to the ground in certain areas of the game’s 

handful of maps. It’s an objective-based shooter, 

so don’t expect to log in and shoot at things 

unthinkingly: a certain amount of team 

awareness is required, but perhaps not as 

necessary as other objective-based shooters  

like Team Fortress 2 or Overwatch.

All the usual pointless modern adornments 

are here: lootboxes featuring special character 

and weapon skins, and prettier ways to decorate 

your player avatar. But aside from this (and the 

variety of characters), the game feels like ye olde 

Quake or Unreal but faster and more intense. 

Health is picked up rather than regenerated, 

and even the lighter characters have a 

reasonably high time-to-kill. But it’s the sheer 

joy of moving around that LawBreakers nails: 

the verticality, the airborne combat, the floaty 

low-gravity freedom.

At the time of writing, LawBreakers doesn’t 

have a huge playerbase, neither on PC or PS4. 

On the latter, which we reviewed, it wasn’t hard 

to get a game, though we’d often have to wait 

around five minutes. That’s a shame, but we 

don’t think it means you should rule it out —  

in fact, now might be the best time to get your 

$50 worth. It’s a game which deserves a chance 

to flourish.  [ SHAUN PRESCOTT ]
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Agents of Mayhem
A RELAXED, RIDICULOUS HERO SHOOTER FROM THE SAINTS ROW STUDIO.
$99.95  |  PC, PS4, XO  |  www.aomthegame.com

THE WORLD IS awash with superheroes,  

but they’re all stuck inside of screens, books 

and comics. Agents of Mayhem is a game about

superheroes, 14 in total, and while they all 

have different abilities, they share some things

in common: they can all triple jump, and they 

can all spew forth quippy one-liners until the 

cows come home. It’s a fun game, but it’s about

as substantial as the latest Marvel adaptation: 

gripping while it’s on, forgettable once the 

credits roll.

It’s a spin-off of the Saints Row series,  

which got better across its four instalments, 

each whackier and less realistic than the 

previous. Agents of Mayhem is an open-world 

affair, as well, but despite the presence of these

various superheroes, three of which can be 

switched between mid-combat as leisure,  

the game feels comparatively restrained next 

to Saints Row 4. This is a disappointment,  

but the larger disappointment is that Agents 

feels like a game that was designed to be 

something else, but which lost its focus  

(or funding) somewhere along the way.
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For starters, the loot-oriented shooting and 

character-switching feels like it was made for  

a cooperative shooter, like a more cartoony 

Destiny or The Division. But this is a staunchly 

single-player affair and the barrenness of its 

neon-hued future Seoul is compounded by the 

lack of human interaction. It didn’t need to be 

a multiplayer game, of course, but Agents of 

Mayhem has traces everywhere of a game 

which would have excelled in that format.

And while this frustration, coupled with  

its repetition and lack of balls-out superhero 

ridiculousness (all the cooler powers are 

limited, unlike in Saints Row 4), this is a fun 

game. It’s fun to barrel through vehicles and 

set giant metal balls onto your enemies, but 

when its predecessor let us do these things 

without restraint, the grinding nature of this 

instalment can grate. Still, it’s a good game  

to play while hungover on a Sunday. Just don’t 

expect to remember it, once the credits roll.   

[ SHAUN PRESCOTT ]

 MADDEN NFL 18 
FRIDAY NIGHT FROSTBITE.

$99.95  |  PS4, XO  |  www.easports.com/madden-nfl

An annual sports series known for its incremental 
gameplay additions, Madden NFL 18 comes flying out  
of the gate with surprisingly fantastic single-player 
story mode called ‘Longshot’ and a huge visual 
overhaul. The former plays like a simplified take on a 
Telltale or Quantic Dream adventure game, complete 
with cinematic storytelling, quality writing and fantastic 
acting from the likes of Oscar-winner Mahershala Ali. 
The latter, however, is thanks to developer EA Tiburon’s 
decision to move the series over to EA’s Frostbite 3 
engine for the very first time, giving us improved 
animations and a tremendous amount of player detail. 
On the field, the gameplay is as polished as ever, 
allowing you to play the game however you want to, 
whether its full-length games or quicker, streamlined 
games where you only play highlights and skip the 
defence bits. Calling plays is also more approachable 
than ever, with coach suggestions allowing you to cycle 
through numerous plays specific to your position on  
the field, the number of yards you have to make,  
and the ‘down’ you’re at. Packed with modes and 
options, Madden NFL 18 is sure to fulfill your gridiron 
cravings until next year’s iteration. 
[ STEPHEN LAMBRECHTS ] 

You can load out with three characters  
in any mission, and switching between 
them is fluid and fun.

No fall damage means you can leap off 
futuristic trains into the abyss with no 
repercussions.

Somebody took the nickels 
out of my dang locker.  
You hear what I said?!

3

4

‘Longshot’ is a surprisingly engrossing 
sports story in the vein of Friday Night 
Lights and Varsity Blues.
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FRAMED 2, LIKE its 2014 predecessor, is an elaborate pun. Its puzzles 

require rearranging comic book panels to create a path through a 

stylishly rendered Hong Kong; its scarpering protagonist has been set 

up to take the fall for a murder he didn’t commit.

Most of the game’s puzzles are about navigation. One early test,  

for example, asks players to reconfigure a series of boardwalks to avoid 

both a patrolling policeman and a pursuing attack dog — one panel  

out of place will often lead to capture — or worse. You may also need  

to reorder a set of narrow alleys, or untangle a maze of air ducts. 

Over time, more complex ideas are layered into Framed’s central 

conceit: some frames can be rotated, for example, or used several times 

in one scene. Part of the trick is learning what our hero courier is 

capable of and how to take advantage — he’s not shy about knocking a 

cop out cold if given the chance, and he’ll climb or descend any ladder 

he comes across. In effect, the developer Loveshack asks its audience to 

play game developer, putting deliberately jigsawed levels back together. 

Thankfully, Framed 2 does a better job than the original of 

communicating each puzzle’s goals and strategy. Entrance and exit 

panels of each level are now fixed in place — this keeps you from 

swapping tiles aimlessly and allows for more elaborate puzzles as a 

result. Where the first game’s concepts felt half-baked, the follow-up  

is robust and well realised.

For a game that toys so effectively with comic book conventions, 

Framed 2 is narratively sparse. There’s no dialogue or exposition, 

leaving stylish design, fluid animation, and recognisable noir  

archetypes to set the scene while puzzles push the action forward.  

It does enough to establish its prequel relationship to the original 

without diluting its focus on tight, clever puzzles.

In all, Framed 2 takes the original’s concept and improves on it 

in every meaningful way. 

[ JOSEPH LERAY ]

AUSTRALIAN GAME DESIGNER Dan Vogt previously worked 

with Halfbrick Studios, the team responsible for such mobile 

classics as Fruit Ninja and Jetpack Joyride, but the release of Data 

Wing marks his first forray into the indie world as a solo operator, 

and it’s a strong one. 

At its core, Data Wing is a 2D racing game where you pilot  

a glowing triangle (aka data wing) through a neon track by 

steering left, right or braking. As a data wing, your job is to 

transport data through the ‘system’ in order to please MOTHER, 

the entity responsible for masterminding the computer that you’re 

apparently in. MOTHER narrates your journey, teaching you  

how to play the game and contributing genuinely funny and 

surprisingly philosophical computer-based banter as you progress 

through the many tracks and stages. 

Despite the simple controls, the mechanics make the game both 

difficult and rewarding to master — your data wing’s motion has 

a floating quality that forces you to preempt your turns and drift 

around corners rather than steer, and the momentum you gain  

for thrusting off a wall (without hitting it) will be your main 

source of acceleration. 

The saturated arcade art style and ‘80s synthwave soundtrack 

are both gorgeous and work in harmony to inject the game with  

a fair bit of character. The level design and track objectives refresh 

often enough to stave away any sense of repetition, whether it’s 

running hot laps or overcoming increased gravity in order  

to simply cross the finish line, the game always compels. 

For a free game with no ads, the quality of this offering far 

outshines many of its paid competition and we strongly 

recommend you give it a spin.

[ HARRY DOMANSKI ]

Framed 2
SLIP-SLIP-SLIDING AWAY
iOS, $7.99; Android, $6.99  |  loveshackentertainment.com

Data Wing
DRIFT YOUR WAY THROUGH HAZY NEON MAZES.
Free  |  danvogt.info

[ MOBILE GAMES ]

It’s a set up!
TECHLIFE’S TEAM REVIEWS THE LATEST GAMES 
FOR ANDROID & iOS SMARTPHONES & TABLETS.
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WE QUITE LIKE not having our hand held

when diving into a new mobile game. Indeed, 

the only instruction you get after booting up 

Colorcube is through images. At the top is a 

small image that you must replicate in the 

larger hexagon playing space using the 

available shapes shown below. You can only 

use each shape once and they can be rotated to 

whichever angle you think is correct in order 

to complete the image. Tap on a shape’s icon 

and it will appear inside your hexagon. Each 

shape cycles through orange, teal and dark 

blue, and when they overlap is where things get 

difficult. Cast out your knowledge of what 

paint does when certain colours mix together 

because this is all about light. There’s an eye 

icon in the top right to remind you of the rules 

(dark blue + orange + teal = white), but there’s 

really no further help. With more than 250 

puzzles, this game is packed full of brain-

exercising fun and many scratching-head 

moments. One of the best things about this 

beautifully designed app, however, is that it’s 

thoroughly accessible, with alternative colour 

schemes for those with sight impairments. 

This is one of those games that takes hold and 

teases you with the answer. There’s a solution, 

you can see it right there! You can play a few 

levels here and there or binge it until you hit  

a brick wall — either way, it’s got its claws in 

your humble reviewer.  [ CARMEL SEALEY ]

IT’S FAIR TO say that, when it comes to puzzle

games, smartphone owners are rather spoiled

for choice. Puzzlers that employ an original

concept — and actually execute it well — are

still rare enough that it’s worth celebrating

when you discover one. Set against a series

of glittering 8-bit neon-infused metropolises

cityglitch certainly qualifies in the originality

stakes. There’s a passing similarity to chess

when it comes to the gameplay, although,

in this instance, you only have one piece —

effectively the queen (or ‘witch’), as she can

only move in straight lines — and, across a

series of 95 levels, your objective is to activate

certain squares (‘runes’) on a 5 x 5 board by

passing over them. Getting in the way of that

are physical obstacles, enemies that cause

instant-death (should they catch you), arrow

traps and... cute kitties. The kicker is that, if

any enemy (or kitty) passes over a rune, it’ll

become deactivated, meaning you’ll need to

go over and reactivate it. Within that limited

framework, cityglitch manages to deliver a

highly-variable spread of levels. Each presents

a fairly unique logic-puzzle challenge. A

handful require you to figure out and execute

a precise series of moves to beat them, but in

most cases, there’s room for experimentation.

For a premium title that costs around $4.49,

cityglitch is perhaps a bit short, but we whole-

heartedly recommend it. [ DAN GARDINER ]

WE’RE IN OLD-SCHOOL, side-scrolling

shooter territory here. It’s you against endless

hordes of evil space guys — and everyone’s

armed to the teeth. Levels are randomly

generated, meaning you’re never sure what

waves of foes you’ll face. The only certainty

is the periodic arrival of huge bosses that spew

bullet-hell. Defeating them replenishes your

shields, and awards you a power-up to boost

your score or firepower.

The key to surviving any length of time

is mastering Steredenn’s weapons, and how

they affect each type of enemy. Many are

traditional in nature — guns, missiles, lasers

— but amusingly realised, such as the standard

blaster spitting spent cartridges all over the

place. Often, though, you collect esoteric fare,

like a massive whirling saw blade, and a huge

‘space boomerang’. That you can only hold

two weapons (switched between with a swipe)

adds an interesting layer of strategy.

Everything else about the game is also great:

the pixel art is gorgeous, its rock soundtrack

is incessant and booming, and the controls

have been elegantly designed for touch —

to the point that positioning guides appear

when your ship slips under a thumb. Even the

brutal difficulty isn’t a bar, since games are

short. Steredenn is an imaginative, great-

looking, ballsy blaster.

[ CRAIG GRANNELL ]

Colorcube
A MINIMAL PUZZLER WITH STUNNING 
DESIGN.
$2.99  |  colorcu.be

cityglitch
WE BUILT THIS CITY ON NEON-KITTIES,
WITCHES AND GHOSTS.
$4.49 | mindfungus.com

Steredenn
CONSOLE-STYLE ‘BULLET HELL’
GOODNESS.
$5.99 | pixelnest.io
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[ TECHLIFE #69 ]

TEST BENCH
THE HOTTEST GEAR PRESSURE-TESTED

HP’S LATEST 17-INCH G

HP’S BEASTLY NEW gaming laptop is a bit of

a puzzle. Weighing in at a hefty 3.8kg and with 

a body that’s up to 3.3cm thick, the physical 

dimensions of HP’s latest 17-inch Omen are as 

chunky and unwieldy as the gaming laptops  

of years gone by. While the outer chassis is 

wrapped in patches of carbon fibre that give it  

a futuristic gaming laptop aesthetic, we were  

a little surprised to find that, under the hood, 

our test-model only had an Nvidia GeForce 

GTX 1060 GPU. That becomes even more 

perplexing when you consider the graphics card 

is intended to drive a speedy 120Hz 1080p 

G-Sync display, a visual interface that requires  

a considerable amount of GPU power in order 

to add any real benefit to the system. 

However, HP manages to do something 

miraculous — turn a confusing spec sheet into 

a surprisingly competent system. That said,  

it’s close to a third heavier than any other laptop 

we’ve tested over the last year, and outweighs 

the heaviest GTX 1070-wielding laptop we have 

on record, Gigabyte’s P57x v6 (TechLife 56,  

page 32). While we were disappointed by this  

at first, a little digging uncovered that the bigger

chassis allows it to use more modular

components, so it can be customised at 

purchase and is upgradable. The single 

removable back panel gives easy access to the 

SSD, HDD and RAM slots — and while this 

particular unit’s 128GB PCIe Samsung SSD, 

2TB Seagate HDD and 16GB of DDR4 RAM 

aren’t going to need upgrading anytime soon, 

that’s a handy feature for future-proofing. 

When we learnt that the Omen was sporting 

a 120Hz IPS display, but using only a GTX 1060 

GPU, you can imagine our general pessimism. 

The thing is, today’s graphics chips are fairly 

flexible, designed to boost up to higher speeds 

when it’s thermally safe to do so — so variances 

in cooling systems used in gaming laptops 

means that some can perform better than they 

should on paper. The Omen is a clear example 

of this, netting real-world gaming benchmarks 

averages of 88, 68 and 57fps in the demanding 

Batman: Arkham Knight, The Division and  

Far Cry Primal tests. That last score managed  

to outdo three recent MSI laptops sporting 1070 

GPUs that we’ve tested. The only explanation 

for this is that the Omen’s roomy chassis

re effective cooling array that 

allows for constant boosting.

This unit’s PCMark 8 Home and Work scores 

— largely powered by a quad-core Intel Core 

i7-7700HQ CPU — did a decent job of holding 

up media-editing, video streaming and 

encoding. And although the Samsung NVMe 

128GB SSD is a little small, it’s excessively fast. 

What’s perhaps the most enticing, however,  

is just how rich and vibrant the colours are.  

The device’s roomy chassis accommodates a 

generous 81Wh Li-ion battery, but the Omen 

only lasted a total of 2 hours and 16 minutes  

in PCMark 8’s Home Accelerated battery 

benchmark. 

As a total package, though, the Omen has 

turned conventional wisdom on its head.

[ JOEL BURGESS ]

HP OMEN 17-AN053TX
$2,998
www.hp.com/au

CRITICAL SPECS
Windows 10 Home 64-bit;
@1080p resolution; Intel Core i7-7700HQ CPU;
Nvidia GeForce GTX 1060 (6GB) GPU; 16GB RAM;
128GB Samsung PCIe SSD; 2TB Seagate HDD; 
USB 3.1 Type-C, 3 x USB 3.1 gen 1, Mini DisplayPort,  
HDMI; 42.3 x 30.4 x 3.3cm; 3.78kg
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GENERAL  
PERFORMANCE

MEDIA ENCODING 
PERFORMANCE

GAMING 
PERFORMANCE

GAMING 
PERFORMANCE

GAMING 
PERFORMANCE

BATTERY LIFE

PCMARK 8 - HOME 
(SCORE)

CINEBENCH R15 
CPU – MULTI-
THREADED (SCORE)

3DMARK FIRE 
STRIKE EXTREME 
(SCORE)

GRID 2 - ULTRA 
1080P (FPS AV.)

THE DIVISION - 
ULTRA 1080P (FPS 
AV.)

PCMARK 8 
- HOME 
ACCELERATED 
(HRS:MINS)

3,481 737 5,181 127.49 68.1 02:16

Omen 17-AN053TX
G STER, BUT IS THIS BULKINESS A GOOD SIGN OR NO  
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Nokia 8
NOKIA’S FOURTH NEW ANDROID MOBILE AIMS FOR THE FLAGSHIP MARKET... BUT NO, YOU STILL DON’T GET SNAKE.

LAST MONTH, WE reviewed the first batch  

of Nokia phones since the company parted 

ways with Microsoft in 2016, with the new 

handsets a trio of keenly-priced (if low-

specced) Android units. For the most part, 

they are Nokia in both name and spirit,  

with the famous Finnish brand now owned  

by Finnish company HMD Global, which 

counts several key Nokia staff among its ranks. 

Like those aforementioned cheaper siblings, 

this new flagship also runs a near-stock 

version of Android — a smart move, as the 

lightweight nature of the OS assures 

predictability in a lot of ways. It’s a huge part  

of the appeal of a phone that’s otherwise 

perhaps a little bit bland but still deserving of 

praise, and possibly your hard-earned, too.

Consider its performance, for one. Our 

benchmarks show that it goes toe-to-toe  

with the HTC U11, Sony XZ Premium and  

the Huawei P10, scoring either just above or 

below on Geekbench and PCMark. The HTC 

and Sony units have the same chipset as the 

Nokia 8, while the Huawei has a Kirin 960 

compared to a Snapdragon 835 — the result 

for you is that this is a snappy phone, briskly 

flicking between webpages and apps. It comes 

in at least $100 cheaper than the handsets  

it’s most-closely comparable to (the HTC  

and Sony) and costs the same as the one  

that it really knocks down (the Huawei).  

You’d be happy to have any of those in your 

pocket — and the TechLife crew certainly do.

HMD’s chosen to use stock Android on all 

its new handsets so it can rapidly push security 

and OS updates through to the new Nokias —  

which, it says, will include an upgrade to the 

new Android 8.0 Oreo. That’s quite the coup, 

and makes up for HMD foregoing any fancy 

software inclusions. (On the downside, it does 

mean you’ll have to find your own Snake-alike 

app in the Google Play Store.)

At 5.3 inches from corner to corner, 

physically, the Nokia 8 sits firmly in the 

average size bracket of modern phones,  

though the 1440p screen does give it a leg up 

and means it matches most competing 

flagships. Clear, sharp and colourful, that 

display’s actually a bit of a surprise on a phone 

priced under $900, with its 555 pixels-per- 

inch making text and images crisp.

In your hand, the 8 feels thinner than  

it actually is, thanks to a pronounced bulge 

around the frame. It’s subtle to look at, but it 

allows for a lot of grip, making the fingerprint 

sensor in the lower part of the bezel below  

the screen easy to reach. We wish that sensor 

was a bit larger considering the size of the 

bezel, but it’s quick to pick up a fingerprint 

from idle. Our test unit was a brushed silver 

colour, the smooth rear interrupted only  

by a very slight camera bump. You, like us, 

might wish the frame looked more like the 

well-structured Nokia 6 with its smooth back, 

satisfying sharp edges and metal unibody  

(see our review in TechLife 68, page 13).

Where the Nokia 8 really shows some flair  

is its twin camera mode, which activates both 

the rear and front-facing lenses to shoot what’s 

in front of you, and yourself at the same time. 

It’s not the first phone to do this, though it 

definitely is the smartest, and doesn’t miss  

a beat when shooting video. In the hands of 

someone with a little imagination, the 8 could 

offer some creative opportunities.  

[ PAUL TAYLOR ]

NOKIA 8
$899
www.nokia.com

CRITICAL SPECS
Android 7.1.1; 5.3-inch IPS LCD
display @ 1440p (555ppi); Qualcomm Snapdragon 835 
Octo-core 2.46Ghz; Adreno540; 4GB RAM; 64GB internal 
storage (microSD card up to 256GB); 13MP rear,  
13MP front camera; 802.11 b/g/n Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 5.0; 
Type-C port; 3,090mAh battery; 15.2 x 7.4 x 0.8cm; 140g
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GIVE IT A LEG UP AND 
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Oppo R11 
OPPO’S LATEST SMARTPHONE DOUBLES DOWN ON A REAR DUAL-LENS, BUT DOES THIS CAMERA FOCUS ACTUALLY CLICK?

SINCE IT ARRIVED in Australia some three 

years ago now, Chinese smartphone maker 

Oppo has managed to remain a cut above  

the competition, spruiking high-quality 

mid-range smartphones with the occasional 

genuinely unique feature. It’s rather fitting, 

then, that the most striking aspect of the 

company’s latest R11 flagship handset, is its 

razor-thin 6.8mm profile. As the successor to 

the R9s (the company consciously steers clear 

of even numbers) the skinny physique of the 

R11 is just one of the many impressive features 

that Oppo has built into this device. It’s also 

the first mid-range handset to get a rear 

dual-camera array, which combines a 16MP 

sensor with a 20MP f/2.6 telephoto lens to 

provide impressive 2x optical zoom and HDR 

photo-capture capabilities. 

The R11 isn’t just good at taking photos 

either: the generous 5.5-inch 1080p AMOLED 

display also does an excellent job of rendering 

them. The Corning Gorilla Glass 5 faceplate  

is letterboxed at the top and bottom in 

decidedly iPhone-like proportions, while the 

glass on the almost non-existent side bezels  

is raised slightly, creating an edge that’s akin  

to the curved screen of Samsung’s flagship 

Galaxy devices. This refined front-end tapers 

to a 15cm x 7.5cm powdery-gold or black-

metal unibody backplate, that bowes in  

a particularly ergonomic fashion and is 

minimal enough to make the slick-looking 

rear dual camera really pop.

That ample rear camera hasn’t blurred 

Oppo’s reputation for making selfie-focused 

camera phones, though, since the R11 also 

includes a generous 20MP front-facing camera 

to make sure you’re kept ‘front and centre’  

in your smartphone’s snapshots. Upgraded 

processors and optimised software support  

the R11’s new lenses and sensors by speeding 

up focal responsiveness, using a more vivid 

colour palate, allowing better automatic 

exposure adjustments and vastly improving 

the camera’s low-light performance. 

The handset is built around a new 

Qualcomm 660 system on a chip, which is 

pitched as bringing high-end features to 

mid-range handsets and is run by an octa-core

CPU with four 2.2GHz and four 1.8GHz Kyro 

260 chips. This configuration allows it to mark 

impressive GeekBench 4 single- and multi-

core scores of 1,623 and 5,916, which outpace 

Google’s Pixel and Sony’s Xperia XZ flagship 

smartphones from last year, with the latter 

pegging 1,537/4,190 and 1,652/3,785, 

respectively. 

The R11’s CPU is backed up by an Adreno 

512 GPU and 4GB of RAM, that allow it to run 

GFXBench 3’s basic T-Rex gaming test at an 

average of 49 frames per second. That’s a 

decent jump on the R9 Plus’ 31fps, but is some 

way off the respective 92 and 90fps of the 

Google Pixel and Sony Xperia XZ. The new 

chipset also brings with it compatibility  

for the high-resolution Bluetooth file transfer 

technology AaptX and 2 x 2 MIMO Wi-Fi, 

features that were formerly exclusive to 

flagship smartphones. 

Keeping all this running is a generous 

3,000mAh battery that draws on Oppo’s 

VOOC quick-charge technology for a peak 

charge speed of around 2% per minute  

and pairs with the efficient processor  

to run a reasonable 8 hours and 20 minutes 

in PCMark for Android’s battery life 

benchmark.

[ JOEL BURGESS ]

OPPO R11
$649
www.oppo.com/au

CRITICAL SPECS
Color OS 3.1; 5.5-inch AMOLED display @ 1080p (401ppi);
corning Gorilla Glass 5; Qualcomm Snapdragon 660 CPU;
Adreno 512 GPU; 4GB RAM; 64GB internal storage;
microSD card slot; dual-sensor 16MP/20MP rear camera; 
20MP front camera; 3000mAh li-po battery;  
15.4 x 7.5 x 0.7cm, 150g
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THAT AMPLE REAR CAMERA
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Hurry! Offer ends October 25th

Terms & conditions: This offer expires 25th October 2017 and is available to subscribers within Australia only. Please allow 6–8 weeks for delivery of your first issue. For full terms and conditions, 
see www.magshop.com.au/future. Please see our privacy policy on page 6.

 DON’T WAIT! VISIT WWW.MAGSHOP.COM.AU/FUTURE OR CALL 13 61 16 AND QUOTE m1711pcu  
 TO SUBSCRIBE TO TECHLIFE MAGAZINE. 

Subscribe to TechLife and become part  

of Australia’s newest and most exciting 

technology title. We’ll keep you up to date 

with all the ways modern tech can improve 

your life, focusing on practical news, reviews, 

guides and tutorials rather than on specs and 

gigahertz. TechLife isn’t just for the geeks:  

it’s for everyone!

[ SPECIAL OFFER ]

Subscribe 
to TechLife 
and SAVE!

 GET THE NEXT GENERATION  
 OF TECH MAGAZINE  

 DELIVERED DIRECTLY TO  
 YOUR DOOR EVERY MONTH! 

A TERRIFIC DEAL
FOR LOYAL READERS 12

ISSUES FOR $69
JUST $5.75 PER ISSUE!

24
ISSUES FOR $128

JUST $5.33 PER ISSUE!

Save 
42%

Save 
46%
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Synology DiskStation DS1517+
A SUPER-FLEXIBLE 5-BAY NAS WITH FUTURE-PROOFING EXPANDABILITY.

THE DS1517+ ISN’T your average 5-bay 

network-attached storage device. Sure, it can 

handle all the normal tasks, from backups to 

running applications, but Synology takes the 

DS1517+ a step further, bridging the gap into 

server territory. By providing a PCIe 

expansion slot, Synology allows users to 

upgrade the DS1517+ and add features  

that best suit their particular network. 

Alternatively, it’s possible to drop in a dual  

M.2 SSD adapter card, to massively increase 

data caching and give a boost to higher 

performance applications.

Combined with the flexible Synology DSM 

operating system, the DS1517+ has the 

potential to serve a wide range of key roles  

on a network that go beyond a normal NAS. 

All this potential doesn’t come cheaply, 

though, and without a doubt, it will be overkill 

for a lot of users. It’s primarily aimed at 

creative professionals, and the feature set is 

quite specific. Users will want to consider their 

needs carefully (especially any potential need 

for future upgrades) to decide whether this  

is a worthy addition to their home-office or 

SMB network. 

Launched globally April 2017, the DS1517+ 

hasn’t been on shelves long enough to see 

much of a price reduction. It’s also available  

in different specs. In Australia, it’s not yet 

possible to find the NAS for under $1,000,  

and the cheapest 2GB RAM models cost 

between $1,050 and $1,100. Jumping up to  

the 8GB version puts the price closer to $1,200, 

which is very cost competitive compared to 

adding the RAM separately. 

While the DS1517+ has a PCIe slot, it doesn’t 

include either a 10GbE network adaptor or 

M.2 SSD expansion card. While that means 

you can reduce your outlay by just purchasing 

the one that you need, as there’s only one PCIe 

slot, you’ll have to choose either one or the 

other — you can’t have both. Synology offers 

its own 10GbE branded network cards  

(a dual-port option available for a hefty $450  

and a single-port option for $220) and SSD 

expansion cards for the DS1517+, but the PCIe 

slot will also support a variety of third-party 

options, such as the Intel X540-T2.

With multiple 10GbE connections and  

SSDs installed, Synology reports the NAS  

can provide up to 1,179MB/s reading, and 

542MB/s writing. That’s a massive boost 

compared to normal NAS read and writes 

bottlenecked on a 1GbE network — well worth 

the extra expense if you can make use of it. 

SSD caching can improve NAS performance 

for certain applications, but even when it’s 

supported, it will typically take up a slot in  

the NAS. By using an expansion card for this 

instead, the Synology DS1517+ can maximise 

storage capacity, while giving up to a 2.7x 

boost in I/O performance. The M2D17 

expansion card costs around $230 and handles

two drives, which are extra. One important 

limitation to note is that it supports SATA  

M.2 SSDs only, not the faster NVMe/AHCI 

PCIe models. 

To ensure high-end performance,  

the DS1517+ includes some beefy hardware  

for a NAS. The RAM is dual channel, but also 

upgradeable to 16GB. The Intel Atom C2538 

quad-core CPU buzzes along at 2.4GHz and 

has plenty of spare grunt for running your 

server style apps. The DS1517+ also has 

hardware encryption built in, to help satisfy 

business security concerns. The NAS is also 

geared towards expandability beyond the  

PCIe slot, with the ability to handle up to 

150TB of storage using two DX517, 5-bay 

expansion units ($750). You can also plug in 

other devices and storage via the box’s four 

USB 3.0 ports or two eSATA connections. 

The Synology engineers have put in a lot  

of work into making their NAS extremely  

easy to set up and use. Getting up and  

running is as simple as slotting in the drives, 

connecting the unit to a network, and heading 

to find.synology.com in a web browser.  

The DSM web interface then walks you 

through the rest of the setup, and includes  

a guide to getting started with the more 

in-depth features. 

We tested the DS1517+ with dual Seagate 

IronWolf Pro 10TB hard drives, set to RAID 1. 

Our review unit didn’t include a PCIe network 

card or SSD expansion slot, so it was tested 

over a regular 1GbE LAN. We achieved 

sequential speeds of 111.4MB/s writing and 

110.3MB/s reading — that’s about average for 

this class of NAS, and good enough to handle 

most home or small-office demands. 

[ LINDSAY HANDMER ]
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SYNOLOGY DISKSTATION 
DS1517+

2GB, $1,050; 4GB, $1,200
www.synology.com

CRITICAL SPECS
Supports up to 5 x 10TB 3.5/2.5-inch drives;  
Intel Atom C2538 CPU; 2GB/8GB RAM;  
1 x PCIe Gen2 x8 (x4 link); 4 x RJ-45 1GbE LAN;  
4 x USB 3.0; 2 x eSATA; 16.6 x 25 x 24.3cm; 4.5kg
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Huawei Watch 2
A WELL-EQUIPPED SMARTWATCH WITH P

THE ORIGINAL HUAWEI Watch was an

Android watch with a premium metal finish 

that looked smart on the wrist, but with this 

sequel, Huawei has opted for a rugged sporty 

theme, with a chunky plastic body and sizeable 

bezel surrounding the watch face. While it’s 

unlikely to win any style awards, it is at least 

functional. The Watch 2 has a strong health 

and fitness angle, and its design means it will 

survive the rigours of a workout, training 

session or race. To that end, the default silicon 

strap is sweat-proof, and it can be easily 

removed, with handy pegs on the underside 

making it easy to detach from the watch body.

The Watch 2 works with all Android 

smartphones running Android 4.3 and above, 

or iPhone 5 and newer Apple phones running 

at least iOS 9 and, as we briefly mentioned 

earlier, one of the key draws is its fitness 

capabilities. Thanks to a wealth of features 

(including GPS, Bluetooth, 4G and a heart rate 

monitor), it’s able to track a range of activities 

and workouts. Fire up the Workout app and 

you can select which activity you’re about  

to do, then the Huawei Watch 2 will monitor 

your heart rate, workout intensity, duration, 

distance, steps, calories-burned and location 

— depending on the type of exercise you’ve 

chosen to do.

We’re disappointed by the display, though. 

At 1.2 inches, it’s small and it feels even smaller 

when you try to use the on-screen keyboard  

or some of the more complex apps. The 390 x 

390-pixel resolution also isn’t the highest 

definition we’ve seen on smartwatches, and 

while it boasts a higher pixel density than  

the original Huawei Watch, the latter was 

larger, at 1.4 inches, giving you more space  

on screen. The display is still bright enough  

to read everything, however, and is generally 

responsive to the touch, but it’s definitely not  

a standout feature.

Inside, the Watch 2 packs a Snapdragon 

Wear 2100 processor, along with 768MB of 

RAM and 4GB of storage. However, neither  

of the latter is really enough, with the device 

feeling sluggish in use, with notably slow 

transitions between watch faces and menus.

We’re also disappointed by is the lack of  

a rotating crown or bezel, although you do  

get two buttons on the right side of the watch, 

with the one at the 2 o’clock position your 

main navigation key for bringing up the app 

list and returning to the clock face. The 

second, at 4 o’clock, is a programmable key.  

It’s set to launch Workout by default, but for 

those less actively minded, Android Pay is a 

useful shortcut to have attached to this button 

for quick contactless payments. The trouble is, 

it’s not always that convenient — on several 

occasions, Android Pay refused to work at all. 

Hopefully, this intermittent bug can be ironed 

out with a software update, but it currently 

makes for a frustrating experience.

Although the Huawei Watch 2 is a Vodafone 

exclusive in Australia, it functions perfectly 

well without a SIM card, using either your 

smartphone’s internet connection or that of  

a local Wi-Fi network; from Vodafone,  

it comes on a plan and includes a 4G nanoSIM 

— useful if you’re into fitness and outdoor 

activities where you mightn’t want to take  

your phone with you. Without a SIM card,  

the Watch 2 can last two days on a single 

charge. Pop a SIM card in, however, and its 

thirst for a mobile connection cuts that usage 

to just over a day. If you really want to extend 

the battery life, you can put it into ‘watch 

mode’, which can give you up to 18 days from a 

single charge.

Huawei has tried to cover all possible 

use-cases with the Watch 2, and while it does 

hit most of them, it doesn’t do so in a way that’s 

overly user-friendly. If anything, it strengthens 

the case for specialised smartwatches targeted 

at particular uses, rather than a one-device-

fits-all approach.

If you’re a fan of the Huawei Watch 2’s 

rugged looks, and the wide array of features 

and fitness options, then it’s not too bad a 

choice within that field — but that $609 price 

tag, even when spread out over 24 months on a 

Vodafone plan, isn’t quite justified in our book.

[ JOHN MCCANN ]

HUAWEI WATCH 2
From $609  
(Vodafone exclusive, only sold on plan)
www.huawei.com

CRITICAL SPECS
1.2-inch AMOLED display @ 390 x 390 pixels;  
Snapdragon Wear 2100 CPU; 768MB RAM, 4GB storage; 
GPS, NFC, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, 4G SIM; programmable key; 
48.9 x 45 x 12.6mm; 57g
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Samsung T5 Portable SSD
SAMSUNG FEELS THE NEED FOR SPEED... AGAIN.

SAMSUNG’S BACK AGAIN with yet another super-fast portable storage 

solution, returning to the well that it first dug in 2015 with the T1 drive 

(and followed up again last year with the stellar T3 line), and has this 

time churned out the predictably-named third-gen ‘T5 Portable SSD’. 

The USB external drive promises even quicker transfers speeds, making 

it perfect for those who need all their files copied over, like, right now. 

Sporting a similar brushed aluminium unibody design as last time 

(sans the two-tone styling), the T5 is also almost exactly the same size as 

its previous-generation incarnation, shaving off just under a millimetre 

from the T3’s width. A USB Type-C port on the device lets you switch 

between the included Type-C to Type-A and Type-C to Type-C cables, 

the latter being especially convenient for use with newer MacBooks and 

other ultraportable laptops, or even Android smartphones. For those 

who want to keep their files secure and away from prying eyes, optional 

AES 256-bit hardware encryption is available, which creates a secure 

partition on the device that you need to unlock via a pre-loaded 

Samsung encryption app. Once that app’s installed, the SSD requires 

the user to enter a password before they can view the contents within. 

But really, the real selling point here is the immense transfer speeds 

that solid state drives are capable of, and we’re pleased to say that  

the T5 is no slouch in that regard. Our CrystalDiskMark tests revealed 

sequential multi-thread read and write speeds of 437MB/s and 

444.3MB/s, putting it in first place amongst rival portable SSDs 

(Samsung’s T3 was the previous leader, achieving 433.7MB/s and 

412.1MB/s speeds). However, in terms of large single-threaded transfers, 

the T5 fell short of the WD My Passport SSD’s 431.1MB/s and 

420.3MB/s record. That’s not enough of a difference to make us 

recommend one over the other, however, and physically, we preferred 

the T5’s thinner physical profile and rounded edges, so we know  

which way we’d flop.  [ STEPHEN LAMBRECHTS ]

Belkin Thunderbolt 3 Express Dock HD
AN EXPENSIVE LITTLE FRIEND FOR YOUR MACBOOK.

YOU CAN TELL at first glance that Belkin’s latest Express Dock HD was 

intended to be a companion for the newer MacBooks. The aluminium 

finish and tapered design are undeniably sleek, and thanks to its 

moderate size, it neither dominates the desk nor gets carried away  

by the weight of the connected cabling. 

The dock has particularly strong video chops — it can support  

two external 4K displays via one of its Thunderbolt 3 ports and the 

DisplayPort, or alternatively, a single external 5K display. You’ll find  

the standard affair of ports — two super-speed USB-A 3.0s at the rear 

and one at the front, Gigabit Ethernet connection and two 3.5mm jacks 

for headphones and microphones. 

The show-stealers come in the form of the two Thunderbolt 3 Type-C 

ports, one of which will attach to your MacBook and provide it with  

up to 85W of power along with data transfer, and the other of which can 

be used for displays, hard drives and other connections, even allowing 

you to daisy chain up to five devices. 

If you do intend on using an external hard drive, we’d definitely 

recommend connecting it via the Thunderbolt 3 connection, as it will 

get you close to the same speeds as plugging directly into your computer 

(around 420MB/s using a Samsung external SSD), whereas the USB 

Type-A port suffered around 100MB/s drops in both write and read 

speeds in our testing. 

This is a very expensive dock, but the $500 mark is pretty standard  

for a Thunderbolt 3 dock with this kind of feature set. As such, before 

buying the Express Dock HD, we’d make sure that you actually need 

everything it has to offer, as you can definitely get a more affordable 

alternative that ditches the higher-end features.    

[ HARRY DOMANSKI ]

SAMSUNG T5 PORTABLE SSD
250GB, $199; 500GB, $329; 1TB, $649; 2TB, $1,
www.samsung.com/au

CRITICAL SPECS
2TB/1TB/500GB/250GB; USB 3.1 (Gen 2, 10Gbps);
AES 256-bit encryption, CE, BSMI, KC, VCCI, C-tick,
FCC, IC, UL, TUV and CB certifications;  
7.4 x 5.73 x 1.05cm; 51g

IN THUNDERBOLT 3 EXPRESS DOCK
95
belkin.com/au

CRITICAL SPECS
Only compatible with Macs running OS Sierra or later;
2 x Thunderbolt 3 (Type-C); 3 x USB-A 3.0; DisplayPort;
Gigabit Ethernet; 2 x 3.5mm audio in/out;  
20.74 x 8.8 x 3.03cm; 2.9kg
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Sennheiser PXC550 Wireless  
Noise Cancelling Headphones
A GENUINE BOSE RIVAL.

THIS IS WHAT premium noise-cancelling headphones should be —  

out-of-the-box elegance combined with rock-solid quality and all the 

technological wizardry available today. The PXC550s are beautiful.  

At only 227g of softness on the head, these are an all-day, all-flight affair. 

The active noise-cancelling isn’t going to syphon your grey-matter like the 

Bose QC35s, but you are promised a hiss-free, music-focused ride no 

matter the environment. Sonically, they’re beautiful; there’s definition 

throughout and a lovely feel-good warmth to the overall sound. However, 

they can feel a little thick depending on your level of noise-cancelling.

The touch controls on the right side are fantstic — elegantly glide two 

fingers up and down to adjust the volume, forward and back to jump 

through tracks and a single touch to pause and play. It’s almost as sensual 

to the touch as a MacBook trackpad, and it’s the first time we’ve found 

that this feature hasn’t felt clunky or shoe-horned into headphones.

Sennheiser has also released CapTune, a companion app for both iOS 

and Android that gives users finer control of their sound. Custom EQ 

curves and deeper headphone tweaking is straightforward and easy to 

navigate. At this stage, the app will only play music stored on your device 

or through the Tidal streaming service. We’d probably use CapTune 

exclusively if Spotify was an available service. 

Rounding out the PXC550 package is a travel case, plus all the requisite 

charging and 3.5mm backup cables. 

The 550 truly are lovely headphones, but perhaps not lovely enough  

at that price. If Sennheiser can knock them down to somewhere closer  

to Bose’s premium noise-cancelling offering, then they’d definitely get  

a strong nod — and a higher rating — from us. Buy them only if you hate 

your wallet.  [ TROY COLEMAN ]
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 SENNHEISER PXC550 WIRELESS  
 NOISE CANCELLING HEADPHONES 
$630
en-au.sennheiser.com

CRITICAL SPECS
Dynamic closed; circumaural; up to 30 hours battery life; 
active impedance 490 Ω / passive impedance 46 Ω,  
17–23,000Hz frequency response: Bluetooth 4.2; 227g
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[ LISTEN UP! ]

Which multiroom
speaker system?
WITH A HUGE NUMBER OF MULTIROOM 
AUDIO SYSTEMS ON THE MARKET, 
PICKING THE BEST IS A TOUGH TASK. 
WE REVIEW FIVE MAKERS’ OFFERINGS 
TO HELP YOU CHOOSE THE RIGHT ONES. 

[ BENNETT RING ]

THE OLD DAYS of needing a separate stereo in each room  

of the house are long gone, thanks to the creation of 

multroom audio systems. Made famous by the likes of Sonos, 

these speakers are all connected to your Wi-Fi and can be 

synched to several different sound sources, be it a PC,  

TV or mobile phone. 

We sourced six of the bigger brands on the market,  

and nearly all of them centre on a soundbar for the living 

room and TV, with additional speakers needing to be 

purchased for each room in which you want to access your 

music. There’s a huge variance in price and quality when  

it comes to these kits, from cheap $200 speakers right up  

to $1,499 for top-of-the-line units. 

As they all rely on Wi-Fi, you’ll need to ensure you have  

at least passably-good Wi-Fi coverage in each room you want 

to place a speaker. Some come with an Ethernet connection,  

but most homes don’t yet have Ethernet in every room.  

They can also be used with Bluetooth, but this is extremely 

range-limited, so Wi-Fi is by far the most flexible solution. 

Many of these systems are also compatible with smarthome 

automation kits, further extending their functionality, and we 

can expect this to become more popular as home automation 

really takes off. But that’s in the future — let’s see what you 

can expect to buy today. 

HOW WE TESTED
To test these multiroom systems, we used a Synology RT2600ac router to supply 
the Wi-Fi network, and set up a speaker next to this, as well as one approximately 
10 metres away with several walls in the way. We originally started testing with  
a Moto G4 Play phone with Android 6.0.1 but this turned out to be a nightmare — 
it appears that most kits aren’t compatible with this version of Android. We then 
tried a Moto G4 Play and a Samsung Galaxy S7, both of which had Android 7.0 
installed, and our installation nightmares disappeared. 

06 MULTIROOM SPEAKER 
SYSTEMS TESTED

W IROOM
AU

CO ITY
Ensure your chosen kit works 
with your existing phone and 
router. There’s still a lot of 
connection problems with these 
kits based on the forums  
we visited when troubleshooting 
our own problems.

POWER PORTS REQUIRED
Remember that each speaker still 
needs a power point, so you’ll 
have to find a plug near where 
you want to mount each speaker.

WI-FI RANGE
As these speakers connect to 
your Wi-Fi network, they’ll stop 
working when they’re out of 
range of your router. You may 
need to buy a Wi-Fi extender  
or Ethernet over Power kit  
in this case.

APP MATTERS
The quality of the phone app  
for each kit is extremely 
important, as that’s how most 
people will control the system. 
Some are rather unwieldy,  
to say the least. 

LISTEN CLOSELY
At the end of the day, these are 
speaker systems, so sound 
quality is extremely important.  
If possible, try out the speakers 
before buying them, or read 
reviews to see which ones  
sound best. 

CHECK STREAMING 
SERVICES

Not all speaker setups support 
every music service. We’ve 
provided a handy chart showing 
which kits support each 
streaming music service. 

AUX-IN 
Some speakers have additional 
inputs on the rear, such as SPDIF 
or multiple HDMI inputs, which 
could be handy depending on 
your overall setup. 

EXPANDABILITY 
Some kits have more optional 
components than others, 
allowing you to upgrade the 
system over time with extra 
subwoofers, outdoor speakers 
and the like. Check out what’s 
compatible with your system in 
case you do foresee yourself 
upgrading the kit in future. 
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Bluesound Puls
PREMIUM SPEAKERS THAT ARE PRICED TO MATCH.

WE’D NEVER HEARD of Bluesound before, 

but it seems they’ve got an amazing reputation 

when it comes to multiroom audio devices. 

And for good reason; this kit was one of the 

best of the lot, with incredibly good sound 

quality, stupidly easy setup and a bunch of 

features unique to this brand. There’s one 

catch, though — they’re certainly not cheap. 

The main unit is the Bluesound Pulse 2,  

a triangular speaker whose hefty weight 

suggests some seriously good hardware within. 

On the top are a set of basic controls, and 

unlike other units, the touch controls are easy 

to see and use. It’s built around a 5.25-inch 

woofer and twin 2.75-inch mid- to high-range 

drivers, and pumps out crystal clear audio at 

extremely high volume maxing out at 80W. 

At the rear of the unit, there’s a plethora  

of inputs that the other systems all lacked, 

including one USB Type-A, one USB Type-B, 

Ethernet SP/DIF, 3.5mm stereo plus a 3.5mm 

stereo output in case you want to listen with 

headphones. 

The setup process couldn’t be simpler. 

Simply connect via the phone app and it 

automatically does a firmware update,  

which took around five minutes. We were  

then good to, and the application was 

definitely one of the better ones, with the  

basic controls easy to use, but a deep range  

of speaker customisation buried in the 

advanced options.

The Puls

speakers, a

This two-wa

3.5-inch driv

Like its bigge s

on the rear, though not quite as many.

There’s a single Type-A USB, another Type-B

for servicing, 3.5mm stereo/SP/DIF combo 

and a 3.5mm headphone out. There’s also 

Ethernet if you’re lucky enough to have  

a wired home.

For such a small speaker, this thing cranks 

out an impressive level of audio with little 

distortion. Bluesound really knows how to get 

the most out of their speaker design. There’s an 

optional battery pack so you can take it out  

the back the next time you have a family BBQ, 

and it again was a total breeze to set up with 

the BluOS Android application. 

Both speakers support a huge range of 

online streaming applications, as seen by our 

streaming support table; if you use it, it’s likely 

supported by the BluOS application. They also 

support a wide range of file types: MP3, AAC, 

WMA, OGG, WMA-L, ALAC, OPUS, FLAC, 

MQA, WAV and AIFF.

Bluesound has totally nailed it with these 

speakers, but you do pay a hefty price for such 

a quality product. However, if you really value 

your listening experience, you can’t go wrong 

with either product.  

BLUESOUND PULSE FLEX & 
PULSE 2

Bluesound Pulse Flex, $699; Blues $1,499
www.bluesound.com

CRITICAL SPECS
App for iOS, Android, Kindle Fire and Windows & Mac  
OS X desktops; Pulse 2: touch controls, 1GHz ARM 
Cortex-9 Multi-core processor; 80W. Bluesound  
Pulse Flex: two-way speaker; optional rechargeable  
BP100 Battery Pack

41/2

SUPPORTED STREAMING SERVICES
TuneIn Radio, iHeartRadio, Calm Radio,
Radio Paradise, WiMP, Slacker Radio, Qobuz,
HighResAudio, JUKE, Deezer, Murfie,
HDTracks, Spotify, TIDAL, Napster, Microsoft 
Groove (with OneDrive) and KKBo.

s Flex is the smaller of the tw

d is designed for smaller rooms.

speaker is built around a

v r and another 25mm drive

brother, it has seve s
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IT’S BUILT AROUND A 5.25-
INCH WOOFER AND TWIN 
2.75-INCH MID- TO HIGH-

RANGE DRIVERS, AND PUMPS 
OUT CRYSTAL CLEAR AUDIO AT 

EXTREMELY HIGH VOLUME 
MAXING OUT AT 80W. 
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Sonos Play:5
THE ORIGINAL IS STILL THE BEST. WELL, ALMOST.

SONOS IS THE brand that made multiroom 

home audio famous, and the Play:5 is a great 

indication of why. It’s certainly not the 

cheapest kit around, costing $749 per speaker, 

but it does offer brilliant sound quality,  

superb ease of setup and some clever app 

features that the others lack.

Sonos claims this is their biggest and best- 

sounding speaker, and we have to back up 

those claims. The sound output by each 

speaker is simply superb, and the inclusion  

of three woofers per speaker means it can 

handle the floor-shaking lows as easily as 

glass-shattering high. This is some seriously 

good sound quality on offer, definitely up there 

with the best of them. 

Setup took all of two minutes; start the 

Sonos app, search for speakers and then  

pop in the home Wi-Fi password. Sadly, this is 

another one of those apps that requires the 

user to set up a Sonos account, and you can’t 

use a fake email address as it sends an 

activation key to your email. 

Once connected, the unit did an automatic 

firmware update, and then asked which 

services we’d like to use. After selecting 

Spotify, it allowed us to use the normal Spotify 

interface and simply select the Sonos system  

as the playback device.

Like most of the apps here, each speaker  

can be given a name such as Kitchen or  

Living Room, or grouped together. The app 

also features something called Trueplay,  

which basically calibrates the speaker for the 

environment it’s in. You simply need to head 

into the room where the speaker is, start the 

Trueplay feature, and it will adjust the EQ  

for that speaker to deliver the best quality 

audio possible. 

There’s a huge range of options buried deep 

in the software if you like to tinker, but the 

main interface is one of the best we’ve seen, 

being super easy to use. Unlike some apps,  

we were also able scroll through a song that 

was playing, a feature not always supported  

by these apps. 

Where the Sonos is lacking is the range of 

inputs on the rear. There’s a single 3.5mm line 

in and Ethernet in... and that’s it. Thankfully, 

the Wi-Fi worked perfectly even at the longest 

range, with zero dropouts and a snappy 

response to inputs on our phone. 

It might not be cheap, but the Sonos Play:5 

has a number of benefits over its competitors. 

For starters, the audio quality is phenomenal. 

Secondly, it doesn’t get much easier to set up 

than this, and to tinker with each speaker  

or groups settings. Sonos has been in the  

game for much longer than most of these 

companies, and it shows. 

SONOS PLAY:5
$749
www.sonos.com.au 

CRITICAL SPECS
Six speaker drivers;
six Class-D amplifiers;
one speaker per pack; t
802.11b/g 2.4GHz Wi-Fi
20.4 x 36.4 x 15.4cm; 6.3kg
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SUPPORTED STREAMING SERVICES
Internet radio and podcasts (over 100,000),0
Apple Music, Spotify, TuneIn; Google Music,
SoundCloud, Deezer, Zdigital, anghami,
audiobooks, bandcamp, calmradio,
Classical Archives, Concert Vault, Dar FM,
Daytrotter, fitradio, focus@will, gaana.com,
Groove, Hearts of Space, hotelradio.com,
Hype Machine, iHeartRADIO, LIVEPHISH,
Mixcloud, MLB.com Gameday Audio, Murfie,
Nugs.net, Q.SIC, radionomy, radiopup,
RUSC, SAAVN, Soundmachine, Spreaker,
Stitcher, Tidal, Tribe of Noise.

hree woofers, three tweeters;
, 10/100 Ethernet;

THERE’S A HUGE RANGE OF 
OPTIONS BURIED DEEP IN THE 

SOFTWARE IF YOU LIKE TO 
TINKER, BUT THE MAIN 

INTERFACE IS ONE OF THE 
BEST WE’VE SEEN, BEING 

SUPER EASY TO USE.

WINNER
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Bose SoundTouch 10 & SoundTouch 30
BOSE KEEPS IT NICE AND SIMPLE.

IF YOU WANT a nice, easy and affordable 

multiroom speaker system, Bose has you 

covered. The SoundTouch kit couldn’t easier  

to install and build upon. It’s one of the most 

affordable kits in the roundup, which is 

surprising for such a premium brand like Bose.

The main base station is the SoundTouch 30, 

and it’s a vertically standing black or white brick 

of sound. Again, like the better kits, it feels nice 

and heavy, suggesting some premium 

ingredients within. Like all of the kits, we used 

the Android app to control the system, in this 

case, the SoundTouch app.

Setup involved pressing a couple of buttons  

for a few seconds before the app detected the 

speakers on our network, and then they were 

connected. However, we had to create a Bose 

account to open the software, which is always 

annoying — we’ve got more than enough useless 

accounts already, thank you very much. It also 

dropped out a couple of times during the 

connection process and playback process,  

despite being within two metres of our router. 

Unlike other apps, the SoundTouch app 

required us to enter our Spotify details to access 

it; with most other kits, we’d simply fire up 

Spotify, then choose the speaker system as the 

playback device. On top of the unit are a series  

of six buttons which can be tied to your favourite 

playlist, along with volume and Bluetooth 

pairing and power buttons. There’s not much  

in the way of inputs, with a single Ethernet port 

and another auxiliary input. We do appreciate 

the small OLED display; most other speakers  

rely upon a cryptic series of flashing LEDs to 

communicate, necessitating reading the manual 

to figure out what each blinking pattern means. 

Sound quality is excellent, though a little tinnier 

than the likes of Bluesound. 

The Bose SoundTouch 10 is the little brother, 

and is the perfect little speaker to set up an 

affordable array of speakers through your home. 

It’s about half the size of the SoundTouch 30,  

yet still pumps out a respectable volume without 

much distortion. There’s no Ethernet this time 

around, just a 3.5mm input. Like the 30, it 

supports MP3, WMA, AAC, FLAC and Apple 

Lossless, a far cry from the huge range supported 

by the Bluesound speakers. A cute little remote 

means you can use that instead of your phone  

for volume control. Like the more expensive  

base unit, we had issues with this speaker often 

disconnecting from our home Wi-Fi network,  

a problem we didn’t experience much elsewhere. 

Still, at just $275 a pop, it’s easy to see how 

three or four of these could be located through 

the house to deliver home-wide music on a 

relatively affordable budget. The app itself is one 

of the worst, though, with a rather cluttered  

and ugly design, so hopefully Bose releases  

an update in the near future. 

BOSE SOUNDTOUCH 10 &
SOUNDTOUCH 30

Bose SoundTouch 10, $275; Bo
www.bose.com.au

CRITICAL SPECS
Soundtouch 10: remote control; 3.5mm aux input;  
802.11 b/g/n; 21.2 x 14.1 x 8.7cm; 1.87kg
Soundtouch 30: remote control; 3.5mm aux input, 
Ethernet port; 802.11 b/g/n; 24.6 x 43.5 x 18cm; 8.4kg

SUPPORTED STREAMING SERVICES
Internet radio (oughly 20,000 streaming
radio stations from around the world);
Spotify, Pandora, Amazon Music,
iHeartRadio, SiriusXM, Deezer and Qplay;
For music services not integrated into
SoundTouch, connect via Bluetooth for more
listening options, such as YouTube.

31/2

WE DO APPRECIATE THE 
SMALL OLED DISPLAY; MOST 

OTHER SPEAKERS RELY UPON 
A CRYPTIC SERIES OF 

FLASHING LEDS TO 
COMMUNICATE, 

NECESSITATING READING 
THE MANUAL TO FIGURE 

OUT WHAT EACH BLINKING 
PATTERN MEANS. 

ose SoundTouch 30, $665
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Sony HT-NT5 &
WHY YOUR MOBILE MATT

THIS WAS ONE of the fir ,

and showed just how important it is to ensure

the rest of your network is compatible. To say

that setting this up with Android 6.0.1 was

a nightmare is an understatement of epic

proportions, turning what should have been

a five-minute job into a four-hour epic.

We couldn’t get the Bluetooth to synch

for over an hour via the phone, but it would

connect to a laptop. And then it suddenly

started working on the phone, with no changes

made on our end at all. After spending hours

trying different Wi-Fi settings, we gave up and 

used Ethernet. It connected immediately to the 

home network and we could finally control it 

via the SongPal app, which allowed us to do  

a firmware update. Voila! Suddenly, everything 

was working perfectly. So make sure you do  

a firmware update first!

Once we had it on the network, we were 

immediately impressed by the sound of the 

HT-NT5. It comes with its own discrete 

amplifier, which is also connected wirelessly, 

giving this unit a huge boost in bass. We’re not  

a big fan of the design of the soundbar, though 

— it sits flat with the speakers aimed at the 

ceiling. The only way to get it to face forward  

is to use the included wall mounts, which 

require drilling. 

As a Sony device, we weren’t surprised to see 

it supported hi-res audio, which is 24-bit 

+96KHz, yet it’s not the only product in the 

p p y

ports, with a total of three inputs and one

output, along with USB, digital and analogue

inputs. In terms of file supports, it can handle

AAC, WMA, AIFF, ALAC, DSD, WAV, MP3

and FLAC.

As for the SRS-X99 speakers, these are more

in line with the room speakers you’d find in

a typical multiroom audio setup such as the

Sonos. Once again, though, we had major

connection issues, with WPS not working,

so we had to once again use Ethernet and do

a firmware update. Eventually, we got them to 

connect to the phone, though we’re not really 

sure how, as we basically experimented with 

different settings for an hour or so. It’d be nice 

to have more than a flashing LED to let us know 

what was going on during the setup process.

Thankfully, once they were online, the sound 

quality was exceptional, though at $1,000 each, 

you’d hope they would be. This is thanks to 

seven discrete speakers and another eight amps. 

The Sony app was also excellent, with one of  

the cleanest designs we’d seen. 

While it proved to be an absolute pain to get 

working, once it was up and running, the sound 

quality of this set was equal to the best in the 

pack. Just ensure you connect them to Ethernet 

first and do a firmware update before trying 

Wi-Fi, and also ensure you have Android 7.0  

or the latest version of Apple’s iOS. 

SONY HT-NT5 & 
SRS-X99

HT-NT5, $949; SRS-X99
www.sony.com.au

CRITICAL SPECS
HT-NT5: 2.1 sound bar with dedicated subwoofer,  
3-way speakers, 6 discrete amplifiers; hi-res audio;  
3.5mm audio input; 108 x 5.8 x 12.7cm; 3.6kg
SRS-X99: 7 speakers, 8 amplifiers, 154W;
43 x 13.3 x 12.5cm; 4.7kg

SUPPORTED STREAMING SERVICES
Sony claims SongPal works with every
streaming service if you connect via Wi-Fi.

31/2

& SRS-X99
TERS SO MUCH.

rst sets we tested, roundup to do so. There are plenty of HDMI

, $999

ONCE WE HAD IT ON THE 
NETWORK, WE WERE 

IMMEDIATELY IMPRESSED 
BY THE SOUND OF THE HT-NT5. 

IT COMES WITH ITS OWN 
DISCRETE AMPLIFIER, 

WHICH IS ALSO CONNECTED 
WIRELESSLY, GIVING THIS 

UNIT A HUGE BOOST IN BASS. 
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Yamaha WX-030 & WX-010
ANOTHER NIGHTMARE SETUP.

HERE WE GO again. This was another kit that 

was a massive pain to set up, as the MusicCast 

software kept hanging on ‘Obtaining IP 

Address Error’, and then got hung on this 

screen. Yet Spotify could identify the speaker 

and work over the Wi-Fi network — we just 

couldn’t access any of the MusicCast features. 

We had this issue with both speakers, and the 

solution proved to be the same as the Sony 

(back over the page) — plug both speakers  

into Ethernet and then do a firmware update. 

After this, the software detected the speakers 

properly, though we did get frequent Wi-Fi 

dropouts with both kits. 

The WX-030 is a rather small unit 

compared to many of the bigger, more 

expensive units here, yet still pumped out  

a surprisingly clear wall of sound. It’s also 

possible to pair two identical units together  

to get stereo sound, as well as make groups  

of various speakers. 

The MusicCast software had one of the  

best interfaces of the lot. We loved the ability 

to take a photo of each room you’re using  

the speaker in, and then you simply tap that 

image for that speaker to become active. 

Unfortunately, none of the speakers have 

automatic activation via Bluetooth when 

you’re working through the house, but there 

are home automation add-ons that do  

enable this. 

Setting up the Yamaha

the same issues as the WX- nd once

again, Ethernet came to our rescue. This is

a slightly smaller speaker than the WX-030, 

but still cranks out more than acceptable 

audio. Supported files are MP3, WMA, 

MPEG4-AAC, WAV(*2), FLAC(*2), AIFF(*2), 

ALAC(*1) where (*1) is up to 96kHz and (*2) 

up to 192kHz. 

It doesn’t appear to support a lot of 

streaming services, though — limited to 

Spotify, Pandora, SiriusXM, Napster, Juke! 

And Qobus according to the official website. 

Compared to the competition, this is an 

extremely short list. 

There’s no denying the price is right,  

but the setup woes combined with short list  

of supported streaming apps means there  

are better options out there.  

YAMAHA WX-030 & 
WX-010

WX-030, $289; WX-010, $227
www.yahama.com.au

CRITICAL SPECS
WX-030: Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Ethernet; stereo pairing;  
24.3 x 15.7 x 11.3cm; 2.2kg
WX-010: Wi-Fi, Ethernet; 12 x 16 x 13cm; 1.7kg

SUPPORTED STREAMING SERVICES
Spotify, Pandora, SiriusXM, Napster, Juke! 
and Qobus.
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0 THE MUSICCAST SOFTWARE 
HAD ONE OF THE BEST 

INTERFACES OF THE LOT. 
WE LOVED THE ABILITY TO 

TAKE A PHOTO OF EACH ROOM 
YOU’RE USING THE SPEAKER 

IN, AND THEN YOU SIMPLY TAP
THAT IMAGE FOR THAT 

SPEAKER TO BECOME ACTIVE.
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AI-POWERED DIGITAL BUTLERS FACE OFF:
WHICH ONE DESERVES A PLACE IN YOUR HOME?

SHOWDOWN
GOOGLE HOME vs AMAZON ALEXA vs APPLE HOMEPOD
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Digital butlers  
put to the test 
Smart AI speakers are the newest 
tech trend — so what can they do, and 
which one is the best for Australia? 

65

Google Home 
It may have taken its time getting 
here, but Google Home arrived as a 
fully-formed product that pulls  
its weight around the house.

68

Amazon Echo 
Is the original AI speaker  
still the best?

71

Apple HomePod 
Apple is hoping to bring 
Siri — and better audio 
quality — to the AI-
speaker scene.

72

Other smart  
AI speakers 
Amazon, Google and 
Apple aren’t the only ones 
getting in on the smart-
speaker game. 

73

Smarthome
starter kit
We round-up our top five 
smarthome gadgets that 
work with AU smart 
speakers to help you start 
upgrading your home.

76

Supercharge your 
Google Home 
Get started creating a 
smarter abode with these 
advanced Google Home 
tricks and tips.
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But what if you removed the smartphone from the equation?

What if you were able to do things simply by saying the required actions

out loud? It would be much like having a personal assistant around the

clock that you didn’t have to pay for — aside from the initial investment

of purchasing the speaker.

This is the promise presented by the latest generation of smart

speakers, which can control smarthome gadgets, play music, answer

questions and interact with services like Uber and Domino’s Pizza.

While a similar form of voice technology has been available for a few

years now on Apple, Android and Windows smartphones, it hasn’t had

y g y

that’s always ready to do your bidding.

For too long now, smarthome aficionados have been longing

for that one piece of the puzzle that finally ties all of the elements  

of the modern home together — between the smart TV and digital 

set-top box through to the washing machine, vacuum cleaner, and 

subscription music and video services. Smart speakers, with their 

widespread support of various brands and digital platforms, may well 

be that missing element we’ve all been waiting for that ties everything 

together into a cohesive, voice-controlled ecosystem. The question is: 

which one do you invest in?

ONE OF THEE bi gestt sues wit smart h me gaddgets to dad te hhas bbeen

having to co troll thl ththemm tthhrorou hgh a sma trt hphone. HHaviing tto bb iring your

phone out, launch the relelevanant apppp, then navigate to the correct screen

with multiple swipes and button pton pupusheshes is way more of a hassle than

simply reaching for the relevant light swt switchitch or pr power button.

— ppror bablyt ithe despre d pickup that the techh gian a

hings.do tthihie tto ddobbecause itit ffeells silillly a kskiing your phhone t

h in the home. With themuch iy so mThe same barrier doesn’t apply

ut voice commands feels more likeng outcallingspeaker centrally placed, call

futuristic yet invisible household butler h a futug with a fyou’re interacting wi

Digital butlers put to the test
SMART AI SPEAKERS ARE THE NEWEST TECH TREND — SO WHAT 

CAN THEY DO, AND WHICH ONE IS THE BEST FOR AUSTRALIA? 
THE TECHLIFE TEAM FINDS OUT.
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IMAGINE THIS: YOU have a new roommate

that turns on the heater for you when you get 

home, warms up the coffee machine before 

you wake up in the morning, reads you to 

sleep at night and makes sure to turn off  

the bedside light when you’re drifting off.  

This roommate shows patience when you yell, 

does their best to dig out answers to the 

obscure information you ask for, knows your 

personal taste in music better than your closest

friends and will play new songs that you might

like on request. 

And while your 

roommate isn’t 

always the sharpest

— you’re not 

always returned 

the answer you’re 

looking for or 

played the audio 

you were expecting

— communication 

is very-much a two 

way street, and 

more often than not, asking for what you want

in a different way will yield a better response. 

More important than all this, you know it’s 

there to listen, always. And it’ll even call you 

‘Supreme Leader’, if you want. That roommate

is the Google Assistant, and it lives in the 

palm-sized pod that is the Google Home.

PRETTY FLY FOR A WI-FI (SPEAKER)
Google Home wears a few hats, but its primary 

function is to act as a voice-controlled, 

internet-connected speaker. The Google 

Assistant can be called upon to play specific 

tracks from connected music streaming 

services like Google Play, Spotify or the 

radio-streaming service 

TuneIn, but if you don’t 

have a subscription to any 

of these services, the 

Google Home comes 

bundled with six months 

free access to YouTube 

Red, allowing you to cast 

music directly to the 

speaker over your Wi-Fi. 

If you happen to have  

a Chromecast Audio 

attached to an old receiver 

or your favourite speakers (or a spare $59 for 

one), you can also get Google Home to cast 

music directly to your living room by asking 

nicely. Sadly, at the moment, you can’t cast  

the same song across Google Home and a 

Chromecast Audio, but the Assistant adds 

particular emphasis on the last word when it 

responds to this instruction with “I’m sorry, 

I’m unable to help you with that request yet.”

Of course, those four audio streaming 

services aren’t going to satisfy everyone, 

especially when Google Home could really be 

the perfect little pod-caster if you could, say, 

pull the latest episode from Pocket Casts just 

by asking. At present, you can’t control any 

other services using your voice, but Google 

Home has all the tech needed to act as a 

Chromecast receiver, so it’s just a matter  

GOOGLE HOME
$199
madeby.google.com

CRITICAL SPECS
2-inch full range driver, dual 2-inch passive radiators; 
Grey, Carbon, Copper speaker-grill colours;  
compatible with Android 4.2+ and iOS 8.0+;  
802.11b/g/n/ac (2.4GHz/5GHz) Wi-Fi;   
14.3 x 9.64 x 1.8cm; 477g

Google H
IT MAY HAVE TAKEN IT
AS A FULLY-FORMED PR

[ JOEL BURGESS ]

5

S TIME G DE GETTING HERE, BUT GOOGLE HOME ARRIVED
ODUCT TH OUSEHAT PULLS ITS WEIGHT AROUND THE HOU

WINNER

ED’sCHOICE
AWARD

YOU HAVE A NEW ROOMMATE 
THAT TURNS ON THE HEATER 

FOR YOU WHEN YOU GET 
HOME, WARMS UP THE COFFEE 
MACHINE BEFORE YOU WAKE 
UP IN THE MORNING, READS 
YOU TO SLEEP AT NIGHT AND 

MAKES SURE TO TURN OFF 
THE BEDSIDE LIGHT WHEN 

YOU’RE DRIFTING OFF.

REVISED & 
UPDATED 
REVIEW!
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TOP 10 THINGS TO ASK 
GOOGLE HOME
USEFULL PHRASES TO ASK YOUR
NEW BUTLER.

“Set a timer for 15 minutes.” For
anyone spending a bit of time in the
kitchen, a hands-free timer is
invaluable. 

“Read me the news.” Home will read
you the headlines or particular
category from your choice of news
sources. 

“Turn the lights down to 30%.” You’ll
have to set this up through IFTTT as a
shortcut, but you can say any
percentage from 1 to 100 using this
one customisation.

“Schedule an event.” We’re still
waiting on reminders, but you can
read your Google Calendar and
schedule upcoming events with
Home. 

“Play some music on Google Ho
and the Chromecast.” Home can
play the same song across multip
Chromecast connected speakers

“Will I need an umbrella today?”
Google Home knows where you l
and will pull the day’s weather
forecast for you.

“We’re having people for dinner
You can set up preconfigured roo
lighting and heater levels for sing
sentence scene commands throu
IFTTT. 

“Good morning/ good night.” Th
another advanced IFTTT that will,
turn on your coffee machine and
bedside lights.

“What is the closest florist?” Ho
can draw on Maps to find particu
shops in an area in case you need
minute gifts in a rush.

“Add cheese to the shopping list
Keep track of shopping lists and
at it on your phone when you’re in
supermarket.
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of going into the third-party app and clicking 

the ‘Cast to Google Home’ button. That does

bring popular apps like Pocket Casts, TED,

Plex, SoundCloud, CloudPlayer and Chrome

into the fold — albeit in a way that still

ultimately requires you to control them

with your phone.

If you’re listening to audio entertainment

through one of the four voice-supported apps,

you can play, pause, change the volume and

skip forward and backwards by asking, but if

you’re just casting to the device, you’ll have to

resign yourself to the limited set of volume

and ‘stop’ commands.

THE STAMP OF A GOOGLE
Google Home is an exceptionally smart little

wireless speaker, so when you factor in that it

costs $200 — notably less than many

similarly-sized portable Bluetooth speakers

— it makes you wonder how the audio actually

sounds... This bowling pin shaped boom-box

has one major advantage over its portable

compatriots... it’s connected to power.

The fact that the Google Home’s single

2-inch driver doesn’t

YOU CAN DICTATE NOTES TO
GOOGLE’S CLOUD-BASED

NOTE-TAKING APPLICATION
KEEP, FOR EXAMPLE, SO THAT
THEY’RE COPIED TO ALL YOUR

DEVICES AND TAP INTO
GOOGLE’S WEB-BASED

SHOPPING LIST APPLICATION
TO ADD ITEMS.

need to be optimised to use as little battery 

power as possible means it’s got a competitive 

edge over comparable portable speakers — 

and you can hear the difference. It’s no match 

for a dedicated hi-fi system, to be sure, but for 

basic music and podcasts that you’ll listen to 

while cooking or as background while chatting 

with family or friends, it’s perfect. Dual 2-inch 

passive radiators add more than enough punch 

at the low end, while the of full-range driver 

adds warmth through the mid-tones, precision 

at the top end, and a reasonably-loud 

maximum volume with minimal distortion. 

IT’S THE LITTLE INTERNET-OF-THINGS 
THAT COUNTS

The audio element of Google Home arguably 

makes it worth the asking price on its own,  

but playing tunes is really less than half of 

what the unit can 

achieve. This little 

penguin-shaped butler 

is also the best central 

smarthome hub  

we’ve come across.  

At launch, Google  

had already done the 

legwork in connecting 

the Home to any 

smarthome gear you 

might already own. 

With Belkin’s WeMo devices, TP-Link’s Kasa 

collection, D-Link’s Home products, 

Alphabet’s newly launched Nest products, 

Phillip’s Hue smart-bulbs and Telstra’s 

Smarthome units, to name just a handful, 

Google Home’s smarthome device 

compatibility list was comprehensive from  

day one. Connecting each of these smart 

devices is a uniform easy-to-navigate process 

that requires opening the connected devices 

tab in the Home app, signing into the third- 

party app, authorising connection permissions 

and then simply importing the list of 

connected devices.

While the simplicity of that is undoubtedly 

a massive perk, what’s perhaps dramatically 

more appealing is that every single device we 

connected during testing worked seamlessly 

under the command of Google Home.  

Many of the devices we connected were 

actually more responsive and consistent under 

the Google Home’s eye than when controlled 

through the device’s own app. 

The single 2-inch 
full-range driver and 
dual 2-inch passive 
resistors combine to 
pump respectable 
audio for the device’s 
price point. 

Google’s recently launched mesh Wi-Fi network allows you  
to ask Home to give your phone or PC network priority and 
can accommodate a large number of smarthome devices.
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THE HAND OF THE KING
This particular overachiever has even more

up its sleeve, though. You can dictate notes to

Google’s cloud-based note-taking application

Keep, for example, so that they’re copied to all

your devices and tap into Google’s web-based

Shopping List application to add items —

we’re assuming the latter will eventually get

some kind of supermarket integration for

voice-activated purchases, as this feature exists

in the US already.

If you like to keep up with the news but

aren’t always around for the TV’s evening slot,

you can sync Google Home to your favourite

Australian publications and prioritise them,

so Home knows what headlines and news

stories you want to hear first when you ask it

to “Give me the news”. To top it off, Google

Home can read anything upcoming pegged

on your Google Calendar and, with the ability

to sync up to six Google accounts and link

them with a personal “OK Google” voice

signature, you’ll never have to worry about

other members of your household peeking

on your schedule.

BUILDING A NEW HOME
The varying lifestyles and values of its users

means that constantly introducing useful

integrations and feature upgrades is a key

element to the ongoing success of a smart

speaker. There is a complicated

interdependence between Google Assistant

updates, third-party integrations, Home

firmware rollouts and physical smart device

compatibilities, making it challenging to keep

track of everything that is introduced.

For instance, the Google app for iOS had

a version of Assistant that could be used as a

microphone remote for your smarthome since

the launch of Google Home locally, while the

same Assistant update for Android 7.0 Nougat

and 6.0 Marshmallow devices rolled out

slowly, taking a few months to reach anything

but the latest flagship handsets. Then although

Spotify Premium accounts have always been

able to be synchronised with Google Home

locally, the compatibility with free accounts

was only added in August — a development

that will seem trivial to many, but meant that

anyone using a premium Spotify account via

‘Family Sharing’ wasn’t able to access voice

controlled audio until the update. There’s also

been an update for Bluetooth compatibility

that allows you to play locally stored music

or relay calls to the smart speaker, and a

multiroom feature that’ll let you to play music

on the Home and any Chromecast Audio

connected speakers synchronously... a handy

feature when you’re entertaining guests.

THE HOME OF THE FUTURE
While Google Home did an excellent job of

making local smarthome devices compatible

with the smart speaker, the third-party IFTTT

app — which Home relies on for creating

‘Shortcut’ commands — is still lacking

compatibility with a few key players like

TP-Link. The smart calling features and

step-by-step cooking instructions that have

launched in the US require local business

partnerships, unit localisation and regional

recipe selection to be successful, so could still

be a way off. A lot of what Google announced

at its I/O conference in May has already

arrived, so it shouldn’t be too long before the

remaining Reminders, proactive assistance

notifications and visual Chromecast responses

are added to the already extensive feature set.

It’s easy to feel like you’re missing out when

the Australian launch of a product like Google

Home is so far behind the US release, but

looking at it another way, Google has delivered

a polished device that, just a few months out

from launch, brings with it an established

ecosystem of smart devices, services and

a series of updates that build on over a year’s

worth of road testing and development.

For $59, you can swap out the
stock grey speaker grill for a
Carbon or Copper base that’ll
add some drama to this
subtle piece of tech.

Although it isn’t available just yet, Google has promised 
to integrate Chromecast-connected screens to display 
visual information like directions alongside home 
responses. 

Set up multiroom audio by combining a Google Home and a Chromecast Audio in a custom group called ‘The Party Speakers’  
to have music playing in sync all over the house. 

Google Home is compatible with a range of existing 
smarthome devices including: Belkin WeMo,  
D-Link Home, TP-Link Kasa, Alphabet Nest, Phillips Hue  
and Telstra’s Smarthome. 
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IT’S FRIDAY NIGHT. You’ve convinced your date to come back to

your house for a night cap. As you fumble for the house keys, you call 

out to Alexa to play your seduction song of choice, Marvin Gaye’s 

‘Let’s Get It On’. You also ask her to change your lighting colour  

to red and dim the bedroom lights to 20%, followed by a request to 

turn the heater on. Later, you get Alexa to book an Uber to drive  

your date home. 

Welcome to the world of Amazon Echo, where dozens of everyday 

tasks are but a voice command away. Think of it as an omnipresent 

assistant called Alexa, who can do everything from controlling your 

lighting and playing music, through to launching Netflix and 

answering random questions.

This unassuming, cylinder-shaped speaker first made its debut in 

the US in June 2015, and while it’s yet to officially launch in Australia, 

there are various options for purchasing it Down Under, including 

several sellers on Facebook, Gumtree and eBay, along with the usual 

assortment of grey importers. 

The Echo can’t actually do anything that isn’t already possible 

from a smartphone. What it does is make those things easier to 

access. Instead of having to find your phone and fumble through 

various screens to find the function you’re looking for, you simply 

call out to the Echo — which, with its 7-piece microphone array,  

is sensitive enough to pick your voice up from another room —  

and tell Alexa what you need her to do. 

Throughout testing, we found the Echo’s 

voice recognition system far more reliable  

than that of Apple’s Siri, which also offers 

smarthome features but is a lot more hit or 

miss when it comes to processing commands.

By far, the Echo’s coolest feature is its ability

to control smarthome gadgets. Almost all of 

the major platforms are supported, spanning 

smart lights, smart plugs, smart locks,

  

smart lights, smart plugs, smart loccks,

Wi-Fi security cameras, robot vacuuum

cleaners, smart TVs and more. Connnect these

The Echo Dot is the Mini-me of the family. It offers all the features of the larger Echo, but in a 
smaller form factor and for a cheaper price. The built-in speaker is of the ‘clock radio’ variety,  
but you can beef the sound up by connecting an external speaker to the line-in port. 

The Amazon Echo has a 
minimalist appearance, 
mainly characterised by  
the distinctive wrap-around 
speaker grill on the lower half. 

INSTEAD OF HAVING TO FIND
YOUR PHONE AND FUMBLE 

THROUGH VARIOUS SCREENS 
TO FIND THE FUNCTION 

YOU’RE LOOKING FOR, YOU 
SIMPLY CALL OUT TO THE 
ECHO — WHICH, WITH ITS 

7-PIECE MICROPHONE ARRAY,
IS SENSITIVE ENOUGH TO PICK

YOUR VOICE UP FROM 
ANOTHER ROOM — AND TELL 

ALEXA WHAT YOU NEED DONE.

Amazon Echo
IS THE ORIGINAL AI SPEAKER STILL THE BEST? 
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devices to the Echo, and all of a sudden, 

you’ve got a proper ‘home of the future’ setup 

with various devices you can control purely 

through voice commands. 

Setting these up on the Echo is relatively 

straightforward. It can automatically 

‘discover’ any supported smart devices on 

your home network, and you can group 

things together by room. We had a range of 

Philips Hue lights set up in the living room, 

bedroom and bathroom, for instance, and 

could turn these on and off by room saying 

something like, “Alexa, turn the lights on  

in the living room.” While the Hue lights 

work out of the box, you’ll need to install  

the Philips Hue ‘skill’ (more on that later)  

to change light colours and activate  

lighting scenes. 

We also tested it with Belkin’s WeMo 

Switch smart plug, which adds the ability  

to switch ‘dumb’ appliances on and off. 

Connected to a heater, we could get the Echo 

to turn it on or off simply by asking Alexa.

As good as the Echo is at understanding

i d h ill d

You can extend  

the Echo’s built-in 

functionality using 

‘skills’, which are 

essentially applets that

you download to the 

speaker. There are 

approximately 11,000 

skills available 

through the 

marketplace in the 

Alexa app, including 

games, cooking apps, 

fitness apps and news 

updates. One of our 

favourites is Uber, enabling you to order

a car to pick you up at home even quicker 

than through the app. 

The Echo can also connect to Amazon’s 

Fire TV media player, which means you can 

launch various apps (such as Netflix or 

Amazon Video) and search for specific TV 

shows, movies, genres and actors using voice 

commands. This integration isn’t as

hi i d h h f i

O

lcameras.com.au

CS
ck and white; 
l-antenna Wi-Fi; 

P, AVRCP profile; 
r, 2-inch tweeter, 7-microphone array;  
cm; 1064g
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AMAZON ECHO
Approx $170
www.dwidigita

CRITICAL SPEC
Available in bla
dual-band, dua
Bluetooth A2DP
2.5-inch woofer
23.5 x 8.4 x 8.4

we’re optimistic that 

this may be possible 

down the line. 

As far as music 

goes, the Echo 

supports Amazon 

Music Unlimited  

and Spotify, as well  

as the iHeartRadio 

and TuneIn radio 

apps. You’re out  

of luck if you use 

something else,  

but given the Echo 

works as a Bluetooth 

speaker, too, you can pair it with your phone 

and have all of the sound wirelessly piped 

through the Echo. 

Audio quality is reasonably good, with 

room-filling sound and omnidirectional 

audio. Sound is crisp and precise; however, 

bass response is noticeably lacking, which 

means the experience is disappointing for 

tunes with a heavy bass line. If this is your 

preferred style of music, you’re better off 

opting for the cheaper Echo Dot and using  

its line out (a feature that isn’t present on  

the larger Echo) to connect it to a superior 

speaker. 

Should you go to the bother of importing 

an Amazon Echo? Probably not if you’re only 

going to be using it for music playback, 

looking up facts on the internet and getting it 

to check your calendar — as these things can 

more or less be done with your existing 

smartphone hooked up to a ‘dumb’ speaker. 

But if you own a selection of smarthome 

devices already — or are looking to purchase 

some — the Echo is a worthwhile investment 

for making your smarthome more accessible. 

Plus, as the Echo continues to get better over 

time, you’ll be able to do more with it. 

Personally, we’re waiting for the Domino’s 

‘skill’ to be supported in Australia for 

seamless home delivery pizza.  

The Echo View is the newest addition to the Amazon 
family, adding a large 7-inch colour touchscreen for 
making video calls, seeing song lyrics, watching 
video content and viewing security camera footage.

AS GOOD AS THE ECHO IS 
AT UNDERSTANDING VOICE 
COMMANDS, THE SYSTEM 

STILL NEEDS A BIT OF 
REFINEMENT. IT CAN ONLY 

PROCESS ONE COMMAND AT 
A TIME, WHICH MEANS IF YOU 

WANTED TO TURN THE LIGHTS 
AND HEATER ON, AS WELL AS 

PLAY A SONG, YOU’D HAVE 
TO SAY EACH OF THOSE 

COMMANDS SEPARATELY 
— WHICH CAN GET TEDIOUS 

ON A DAY-TO-DAY BASIS.
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Setting up an Echo in Australia
SINCE THE ECHO ISN’T OFFICIALLY AVAILABLE IN AUSTRALIA, YOU’LL NEED TO EMPLOY A FEW
WORKAROUNDS TO GET IT UP AND RUNNING. FIRST, YOU’LL NEED TO INSTALL THE AMAZON ALEXA
APP, WHICH ISN’T AVAILABLE IN THE AUSTRALIAN APPLE APP STORE OR PLAY STORE. 

TO DOWNLOAD IT from the App Store,  

you’ll need to create a new Apple ID based in 

the US. This isn’t as straightforward as it 

seems, as going by the usual route will 

necessitate a US credit card to complete the 

new account setup. To create an Apple ID 

without a US credit card on an iPhone, launch 

the App Store app on your iPhone and scroll  

to the bottom of the screen. Tap on the Apple 

ID button and select ‘Sign out’. 

Next, choose any free app, song, video or 

book, and tap the ‘Get’ button, then tap install. 

Tap the ‘Create new apple ID’ option and enter 

the required details. Make sure to change the 

country to ‘United States’, hit Next and then 

fill out the rest of the details. On the next 

screen, select ‘None’ for the payment method. 

You’ll need to put a dummy US address and 

phone number in the billing address field  

(we recommend looking up the details of any 

American company), and then you’re done. 

Downloading the Android app is a little 

easier. Rather than having to go to the trouble 

of creating a new US account, you can simply 

download the latest APK installer for the 

Alexa App. We downloaded it from the 

APKMonk website: www.apkmonk.com/app/

com.amazon.dee.app. Note, you will probably 

have to change your smartphone’s security 

settings to enable you to install an app via  

the web browser. 

Once you have the app, it’s simply a case of 

firing up the Echo speaker and following the 

prompts in the app to connect it your wireless 

network. You’ll also need an Amazon account 

to register the Echo. 

To personalise the Echo to your location,  

go to the app, tap on the Menu button in the 

top left corner and select Settings. Tap on the 

name of your Echo, and scroll down to the 

‘Device time zone’ section. You can change the 

country to Australia and your specific time 

zone — this will help for any reminders, 

alarms or facts you ask Alexa. 

Unfortunately, there’s no way to change the 

device location to somewhere local (it defaults 

to Seattle), which means that any time you ask 

Alexa for the weather, you’ll need to specify 

the city as well. This also trips you up when 

asking for location-based queries such as 

“Where’s the nearest Chinese restaurant?”. 

Thankfully, some of the location-based apps 

don’t rely on the Echo’s physical location. 

Uber, for instance, will use the location that 

you have saved as ‘home’ in the Uber app, and 

will automatically send a car to that address. 

Lastly, scroll down to the ‘Measurement 

units’ within the Echo’s settings and tick the 

options to use metric measurements for both 

temperature and distance.  

TOP ALEXA COMMANDS
“Alexa, book an Uber.” This will tell you how far 
away the nearest Uber is based on the home 
location set within the Uber app, and then ask 
for your confirmation to book it. 
“Alexa, dim the lights in the bedroom.”  
This works across multiple supported smart 
light systems, including Philips Hue, LIFX  
and Xiaomi Yeelight. 
“Alexa, turn the lights in the living room red.” 
For Philips Hue lights, you will need to install 
the Philips Hue ‘skill’ beforehand.
“Alexa, trigger party time.” This puts your 
Philips Hue lights on a colour loop. You will 
need to install the IFTTT app and activate the 
‘Tell Alexa to start the party and put your lights 
on a color loop’ recipe.
“Alexa, trigger unsilenced phone.”  
You will need to install the IFTTT app and then 
activate the ‘Unsilence your phone with  
Amazon Alexa’ recipe.
“Alexa, trigger call my phone.” You will need  
to install the IFTTT app and then activate the 
‘Hey Alexa, call my device’ recipe. IFTTT will 
then call your phone.
“Alexa, turn the heater on.” This command 
uses a smart plug like the Belkin WeMo Switch. 
“Alexa, play some easy listening music.”  
This will stream music from the ‘easy listening’ 
genre on your default music platform.
“Alexa, what’s on my calendar for today?” 
Alexa will list all of the appointments  
that are listed in your calendar. 

The Echo can quickly call you an Uber based on the 
home address specified in your Uber profile.

Change the Echo’s device time zone to ensure you get 
accurate time-based information and reminders.

You’ll need to make a 
US-based Apple ID to 
download the Alexa App, 
but you’ll have to follow a 
very specific process to set 
this up without need to 
supply a credit card.

The supported music 
services on Echo include 
Spotify, Amazon Unlimited 
and iHeartRadio.
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been confined to Apple smartphones and

computers, unable to break free in the way

Amazon’s digital assistant Alexa or Google’s

Assistant have. But now, nearly six years on 

from its debut, Siri is finally moving into 

living rooms via the HomePod, a Siri-

powered, voice-controlled Wi-Fi speaker with 

an A8 chip for brains. 

Apple’s new toy (shipping in the US this 

December for US$349, and a local price 

expected soon) is crammed with seven 

beam-forming tweeters and an upward-firing 

woofer, designed to project a sound tailored 

to the size of room it’s placed in. As much as 

it seems like a competitor to Amazon Echo  

or Google Home, the HomePod is concerned 

with music and sound quality first. Yes, it can 

turn off your smart lights, but would rather 

blast out some AC/DC — and then suggest 

similar bands.

At just under 18cm tall, the HomePod  

is certainly small for the tech it’s housing.  

The smart speaker uses room-sensing tech  

to learn where it’s positioned and to analyse 

the room’s acoustics, intelligently tuning  

its output to sound great in that space.  

The speaker also provides access to Apple 

there s mult

HomePods around the house and the

speakers communicate via AirPlay 2, which 

means you can use the HomePod to control 

other AirPlay 2-compatible speakers.  

Place two HomePods in a room and they’ll 

automatically detect and balance one another, 

producing an immersive sound experience. 

The multiple tweeters have their own amps, 

for a fully directional sound, and even the 

woofer is smart — an algorithm analyses 

the music playing and dynamically tunes  

the low frequencies.

Touchy-feely types will also dig Apple’s 

integrated controls — tap the top of the 

speaker to play, pause or adjust volume.  

The setup is easy, too — just hold your iPhone 

next to the HomePod to kickstart things.

So how does the HomePod stack up  

against the Amazon Echo or Google Home? 

Firstly, n terms of audio performance,  

the HomePod’s spec outshines the other two  

with its seven-tweeter array, custom 

subwoofer and real-time acoustic modelling, 

while the Amazon Echo has just a 2.5-inch 

tweeter and 2-inch subwoofer, and the 

Google Home just a 2-inch driver and  

closer to a Sonos.

Things aren’t so clear-cut when it comes

to smart assistant clout. Siri is older and more 

polished than Google Assistant and Alexa, 

but it doesn’t have Google Assistant’s superior 

natural language processing, nor is it as 

progressive as Alexa’s growing ‘skill’ set. 

Overlap in functions aside, price will be  

a deciding factor for many, as Apple’s 

HomePod will probably cost somewhere in 

the vicinity of a whopping $500, compared  

to the Echo’s $230, or Google Home’s  

mere $199.    [ CLAIRE DAVIES ]

APPLE HOMEPOD
AU price TBC (US$349) 
Release date TBC
www.apple.com/au

CRITICAL SPECS
Available in white and space grey; 7 x tweeters,
6 x mic arrays; 802.11a/b/g/n/ac Wi-Fi with MIMO;
AirPlay 2 (with a HomeKit-enabled device); 
14.2 x 17.2cm; 2.5kg
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Apple bites back
WITH ITS UPCOMING HOMEPOD, APPLE’S HOPING TO BRING SIRI 
— AND BETTER AUDIO QUALITY — TO THE AI-SPEAKER SCENE.
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THE NASCENT SMART speaker segment is 

barely out of its nappies. With plenty more in 

the works, including a Bixby-based Samsung 

speaker and a Harmon Kardon speaker that 

uses Microsoft’s Cortana voice assistant 

technology, it may be worth waiting it out to 

see which one emerges as the superior speaker.

On the other hand, it could well end up 

similar to the smartphone space, where a 

variety of devices are available to satisfy 

particular budgets, capabilities and 

supported media platforms and devices. 

Certainly in the smart speaker sector, there’s 

already a clear delineation between Google 

Home and Amazon Echo as far as the music 

and video platforms that are supported,  

and this can be fragmented even further 

when looking at the compatible smarthome 

gadgets and third-party services. 

The big kahuna that’s expected to land in 

December is the Apple HomePod, which was

unveiled earlier in the year at Apple’s annual 

Worldwide Developers Conference. Priced  

at US$349 (the Google Home is US$130, 

while the Amazon Echo is US$180),  

it’s considerably more expensive than existing

rivals, suggesting that it’s aimed at the 

premium end of the market. 

Hopefully, this means significantly better 

audio quality than that exhibited by the 

Home and Echo, which have both presented 

themselves as more like additions than 

replacements to a dedicated home music 

system. Indeed, Apple’s CEO Tim Cook  

made the rather ambitious statement at 

WWDC that they were hoping to “reinvent 

home music” in the same way that they did 

portable music.

As you’d expect, the HomePod uses 

Apple’s Siri voice technology, which it has 

been refining since 2011 on its mobile 

devices, and it will also work in tandem with 

the HomeKit technology to control smart 

devices. For users who’ve gone all-in to the 

Apple ecosystem, this would be a good choice 

for its likely deep integration with iPhones, 

iPads, Apple TV, and Apple music and  

video content. 

Not to be outdone by Apple, there are 

strong rumours that Samsung will be 

entering this arena with a speaker powered  

by its Bixby voice assistant technology,  

which first made its debut on the Samsung 

Galaxy S8. Details are spartan, given this 

speaker is still planted firmly in rumour-ville, 

but we’d be very surprised if Samsung didn’t 

have a product in this segment by the end  

of the year — and probably set for release  

just ahead of the Apple HomePod to steal  

its thunder. 

Veteran audio juggernaut Harman Kardon 

— which happens to be a wholly-owned 

subsidiary of Samsung Electronics — 

announced its ‘Invoke’ smart speaker late  

last year, and it’s expected to be available  

in the US by Spring 2017 (in other words,  

by the time you read this). Shaped somewhat 

like a salt and pepper shaker, the Invoke  

is capable of the usual voice-controlled 

functions such as playing music, checking 

traffic, reading out the latest news headlines 

and controlling smarthome devices, but it 

also offers integrated Skype functionality  

for making VoIP calls. Given its origins,  

we’re optimistic that the Invoke will also 

deliver an excellent audio experience.  

NOT TO BE OUTDONE BY APPLE,
THERE ARE STRONG 

RUMOURS THAT SAMSUNG 
WILL BE ENTERING THIS 
ARENA WITH A SPEAKER 

POWERED BY ITS BIXBY VOICE
ASSISTANT TECHNOLOGY, 

WHICH FIRST MADE ITS DEBUT 
ON THE SAMSUNG GALAXY S8.

The Harman Kardon Invoke 
uses Microsoft’s Cortana 
voice control technology, 
which adds the interesting 
feature of being able  
to seamlessly control  
Skype communication.  
An interesting feature if you 
still happen to use Skype!

The Eufy Genie is one of the 
cheapest ways to get your 
hands on the Amazon Alexa 
voice control technology. 
Available for US$30 from 
Amazon, you’ll need to use  
a forward shipping service 
like ComGateway to get your 
hands on it.

Other AI smart speakers
AMAZON, GOOGLE AND APPLE AREN’T THE ONLY ONES 
GETTING IN ON THE SMART-SPEAKER GAME. 

[ JENNETH ORANTIA ]
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D-Link Smart Plug Kit (DCH-105KT)
IT’S D-LINK TO A SMARTER HOME. 

LAUNCHING IN TIME for the Google Home speaker, D-Link’s 

Wi-Fi Smart Plugs are some of the most recent additions to 

Australia’s IoT portfolio. This delay has allowed the individual 

DSP-W215 smart plugs (of which there’s two in this kit) to be fitted 

with a number of additional technologies that offer further insights 

and greater connectivity. The D-Link Smart Plugs feature an 

internal power meter that you can monitor through the mydlink 

Home app, budget monthly power allocations for and set to notify 

you when you are coming close to reaching this allocation. 

Additionally, the Smart Plug’s inbuilt thermal gauge can be set to 

automatically shut off when it reaches a customisable temperature 

threshold. D-Link’s Home app extends the device’s hardware 

features even further allowing you to set basic or advanced 

schedules for the Smart Plug. The app will let you tweak start and 

end times, the days of the week it’ll run and variable durations of 

power delivery on particular days. This is a surprising amount of 

customisability to have built into a proprietary app; fortunately, it 

hasn’t hindered the device’s openness to third-party sync with 

IFTTT or Google Home. D-Link’s Smart Plug offering has a WPS 

button for speedy Wi-Fi setup, but also includes clever failsafes like 

an in-app factory reset setting that’ll allow you to go through the 

setup process without the device’s onboard memory defaulting to 

unwanted connections. When you consider each switch comes in at 

$50, close to a third less than the simplistic Wemo Switch, the 

D-Link Smart Plugs are excellent value and insightful IoT devices. 

D-LINK SMART PLUG KIT 
(DCH-105KT)

$90
www.dlink.com.au

CRITICAL SPECS
802.11n Wi-Fi; 1-year warranty; 
9 x 6.1 x 3.6cm; 125g
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Smarthome 
starter kit
WE ROUND-UP OUR TOP FIVE SMARTHOME 
GADGETS THAT WORK WITH AU SMART-
SPEAKERS TO HELP YOU GET STARTED 
UPGRADING YOUR HOME. 

[ JOEL BURGESS ]

OVER THE LAST couple of years, we’ve seen the smartening of 

everything from barbeques to toasters and though many of these 

devices bring only superfluous ‘smart’ features, the Internet of 

Things market has laid some solid foundations for the smarthome. 

For now, the core smarthome devices are: lights, power plugs and 

security cameras, unless you’re willing to delve into more 

commercial smarthome systems that are generally expensive and 

require qualified electricians to install. That said, combinations of 

these three elements allow for a surprising amount of customisation. 

Smart bulbs now have the capacity to light a room with your choice 

of blue or yellow light, a feature that changes the atmosphere from 

energising to relaxing without affecting the overall visibility.  

Smart plugs turn any appliance you can think of into an app or 

voice-controlled smart device and will also often track the overall 

power consumption of the connected unit. Even home security 

cameras can now be synced to only record when other devices are 

triggered. These smart devices are handy on their own, but the 

launch of Google Home has made it clear just how powerful IoT 

components can be when you have a central unifying hub 

connecting them all. If you’re willing to take the time to set it up,  

you can create a natural lighting scheme to wake you up in the 

morning with a pair of adjustable colour-warmth lights, connect all 

the speakers in your house to play your Spotify playlists when you 

have friends over, or get your front door light to turn on when you 

get home. Some of these can do without a central smart speaker, but 

you’ll need it to be able to turn off a lamp or heater by asking, which 

is really the key ingredient in a desirable smarthome network. 

SMART PLUGS
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B ( )
THE FIRST SWITCH TO A SMARTHOME.

AS ONE OF the first companies to really push the Wi-Fi-connected 

smarthome devices, Belkin launched its WeMo devices way back 

in 2015. The Wemo Switch was one of the first items to be released, 

which is pretty clear when you look at how big it is compared to the 

other devices on the market. Yet other than taking up an extra 

socket, the Wemo switch actually holds up pretty well to its 

recently launched competitors, at least when paired with Google 

Home. It’s a little simpler than its sibling, the Wemo Insight 

Switch, only offering basic on/off control, but the core Wi-Fi 

connection is there and for most things you’ll want to connect, 

that’s enough. The setup process is simple, requiring you to plug 

the device in, log on to its local Wi-Fi, configure the device’s 

settings and then attach it to your home Wi-Fi network. If the 

connection is good and all your Wemo Devices are connected  

to a single network, then Belkin’s auto-network setup makes the 

installation process speedy, but this hands-off approach makes  

it harder to change elements if there are complications and the 

structure of WeMo’s remote access settings means you’ll have  

to have all your WeMo devices connected to the same network  

to access them remotely. Belkin has done a good job of integrating 

it’s devices with IFTTT, but without additional internal hardware 

features, the customisation options are limited. It gets all the basics 

right, so if you can find it on sale, go for it, but there are other 

smartplugs these days that offer more for the same cost.

TP-LINK SMART PLUG 
WITH ENERGY MONITORING (HS110)

$49 
www.tp-link.com.au

CRITICAL SPECS
802.11b/g/n Wi-Fi; Google Home compatibility;
10 x 6.6 x 7.7cm; 132g

BELKIN WEMO SWITCH 
$69.95
www.bekin.com/au

CRITICAL SPECS
802.11n 2.4GHz Wi-Fi; 1-year warranty;
11.5 x 8 x 6.5cm; 350g

4 3

Belkin WeMo Switch (F7C027au)

WINNER

APPROVED
AWARD

TP-Link Smart Plug  
with Energy Monitoring (HS110)
THE MISSING LINK IN YOUR SMARTHOME. 

CONSIDERING THE HS110 Smart plug from TP-Link was released  

at the end of 2016, it contains almost all the additional technologies 

and advanced feature sets of its more recently released competitors. 

This egg-shaped smart plug gives you running tallies of your plug’s 

daily, weekly and monthly power consumption and average runtime 

through the Kasa smartphone app. This doesn’t extend to the 

consumption threshold notifications of D-Link’s DSP-W215 (back 

over the page), but it’ll give you a good indication of how much power 

each socket is using and whether or not you need to curb usage.  

In a similar fashion, the Kasa app is mildly outdone by the D-Link 

DSP-W215 in scheduling, but it’ll still let you schedule switching 

routines for the HS110 for specific times on selectable days of the 

week, so the difference is largely inconsequential. One element that 

did hold TP-Link back was a lack of integration with IFTTT for the 

HS110. There are some compatible TP-Link routers on IFTTT,  

but without a direct link to the HS110, some of the more intricate 

customisations you can do using this third-party app were sorely 

missed. We’ve had the opportunity to spend quite a bit of time with 

the HS110 and, over that time, it has had one of the most reliable 

connections of all the IoT devices we’ve tested. It also slots neatly  

into Google’s Home and Assistant software, allowing you to control 

the plug using your voice, making it an excellent overall option for 

connecting appliances. 
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TP-Link LB120
SET THE MOOD WITH AN ADJUSTABLE WARMTH SMART BULB. 

TP-LINK HAS FOUR smart bulbs in its range, two entry-level  

on/off Wi-Fi lights, a full RGB LED bulb that can project any 

colour you want and the LB120, which gives you a light with 

tweakable colour warmth. This bulb hits the sweet spot in terms  

of price and features, achieving a sophisticated level of light control 

without requiring you to fork out for something that is fully disco, 

that you probably won’t use that often anyway. While the Kasa 

smarthome app hasn’t been quite as clever at pitching the features 

of tunable light warmth as the ‘energise’, ‘reading’, ‘concentrate’ 

and ‘relax’ presets you’ll find on Philips Hue, it has all the same 

capabilities allowing you to pick a colour of light anywhere from 

2,700k to 6,500k (basically, from yellow light to white light).  

Kasa also offers a circadian wakeup setting that’ll slowly increase 

the level of naturally coloured light in the morning, allowing you 

to replace your alarm with a less dramatic wakeup. The LB120 

shares the scheduling and energy consumption settings you get 

from TP-Link’s other offerings, so you can set up lighting routines 

that’ll repeat on certain days of the week and check your overall 

power usage. But the LB120 also adds the ability to set a particular 

light colour for each event or default to the last colour setting for 

scheduled configurations. $49 for a device that you can connect  

to your existing Wi-Fi, change the warmth of and control using 

your voice through the Google Assistant is an impressive 

proposition that doesn’t really have any direct competition. 

Philips Hue E27 Starter Kit
CHANGING THE HUE OF THE SMART BULB SCENE. 

THE PHILIPS HUE is one of the more sophisticated smart light 

offerings available, but it’s also a little more complicated than the 

simple plug and connect smart bulbs we’re used to. Philips has built 

its range of bulbs around an intermediary hub called the Bridge  

that you’ll need in order to get your lighting network up and 

running. While the additional cost of this device might seem more 

like a barrier to entry than a bridge (see what we did there?) — 

especially when you consider you’ll have to wire power and an 

Ethernet cable to the hub — it’s actually a worthy investment if you 

are looking to broadly extend your smarthome connectivity.  

The Philips Hue range use a connection protocol called Zigbee, 

which, rather than depending on the  easily consumed bandwidth 

of your local Wi-Fi network, creates its own mesh network using  

the built-in forwarders of each bulb and gives you a robust wireless 

system that doesn’t consume or interfere with your wireless internet 

connection. The hub also brings a practical button that you can 

configure to control your lighting system in a more traditional 

manner and the app offers some advanced lighting regimes,  

like fading in and out to preconfigured wake up and sleep routines. 

The setup is easy and, though it’s a pain initially to have to set up  

the Bridge somewhere where you can wire it to your network,  

it provides a much more consistent connection than Wi-Fi IoT 

devices. It’s more expensive initially, but provides a much better 

overall smart lighting solution. 

PHILIPS HUE E27 KIT 
$290
www.meethue.com

CRITICAL SPECS
Max 50 bulbs and 12 Hue accessories per bridge; Zigbee 1.0;
2.4GHz frequency; 8.8 x 8.8 x 2.6cm; 392g 

TP-LINK LB120
$49
www.tp-link.com.au

CRITICAL SPECS
802.11b/g/n Wi-Fi; 800lm; Amazon Alexa and Google 
Assistant compatibility; 2.4GHz frequency; 17.1 x 10.4 x 
7.9cm; 170g

4 4
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SMART BULBS
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on by simply asking, Google Home and the

Google Assistant it runs inside, will let you

customise and supplement theses commands

to a unique level. If you plan to keep on top  

of the impending revolutionary developments 

of the smarthome and its smart speaker 

overlords, then there’s already plenty of 

advanced features on offer here.  

LIGHTS CAMERA ACTION
Getting your smart light networks set up is the

first step to the perfect smarthome. Over the 

last couple of years, the number of smart 

lighting systems for the home has ballooned 

and figuring out exactly what is the right light 

for each location is the first step to a good 

smarthome. For many of the light sockets 

around your home, a simple on/off LED bulb 

will be perfectly adequate, but lights in your 

TV area will benefit greatly from bulbs that 

you can be dimmed for watching movies.  

For the bedroom, dining room and office,  

we’d strongly recommend considering a smart 

bulb that offers customisable colours or 

light-warmth control. The novelty of turning 

your room purple quickly wears off, but 

customisable coloured lights will allow you  

to create a relaxed mood at a dinner party, 

wake you up gently at the time you want in the 

morning or switch to a blue hue to keep you 

energised in the office. 

Some colour-configurable smart bulbs like 

those in the Philips Hue range will come with 

automation you d like to configure. For

anything that requires spontaneity however,

the simplest method is to ask Google Home  

to do it. 

THE ROOM MATE
While the smart speaker is exceptional at 

recognising individual commands, Google 

Home is not a multitasker and can be easily 

tripped up by requests including more than 

one action. To get around this, you have to 

preconfigure scenes that group multiple smart 

devices so you can control all of them with a 

single command. Google Home does this  

to your smart devices. By assigning all the

lights in your living room to that room,

you can turn them all on with the command

“turn the living room lights on”, but you can 

also still turn individual lights on and off by 

their name. Naturally, this can be extended  

to include smart plugs and lights if you want  

to add other types of electrical devices to the 

equation. It’s important to name your devices 

in a way that’ll allow you to remember where 

they are, but that doesn’t include the full room 

name, say the ‘left bedside light’, which is in 

the bedroom, to prevent Google from slip-ups.

 

FIRST smart speaker to officially

n Australia, Google Home has

cally changed the smarthome game

ecting a well-established ecosystem of

ome devices to a single, voice-activated

nd centre. The key ingredient in this

n is time, with Google Home’s voice-

d commands dramatically decreasing

e and energgyy requq ired to switch ligghts

liances on or off. This impressive

set not only bolsters Google Home’s

appeal, but also makes existing

ome devices responsive enough to be

ee toto aa mmasasss mamarkrketet. TheTherere’ss aa nnumumbeberr

ced ways in which Google Home can

arge your smarthome, and while most

will be sufficiently engrossed by the

o turn your coffee machine or heater

mply asking Google Home and the

their own software thhat’ll alloow you to set up

automated wakeup regiimmmeses ffooor any regular 

automation you’d likke to confifigure For

in a number of waysyss, bbutut tthehe ssimimplplesestt anandd

primary method is thrrough assigning rooms

to your smart devices Byy assigning all the

Supercharge your Google Home
GET STARTED CREATING A SMARTER ABODE WITH THESE ADVANCED 
GOOGLE HOME TRICKS AND TIPS.

[ JOEL BURGESS ]

With multiple lights in the one room, you should label 
each with an easy-to-remember name, so you can 
control them individually, as well as in a group.
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rumours that Google is 

unching a Google Home mini,  

Amazon Echo Dot competitor 

icrophone and potentially 

aker connectivity to allow you

udible range of your Google

n’t been officially confirmed or

This means that, unless you’re

out for another Google Home,

d to controlling your home

that the smart speaker is in

adjacent rooms either side of it.

Phones with the Google app

ver, will have their own

d run off the same Google

recognition system as the one

Google Home, so can be easily

controlled remote for your

arning to use your smartphone

marthome remote allows you

ces from any room of the house

you aren’t connected to the

nection that your devices are

T-POWERED
VOICE COMMANDS

While using your smartphone to extend the

effective range of your Google Home is enough

of a reason to learn how to use it on its own,

integrating the Google Assistant into your

smarthome setup will also allow you to draw

on Google’s recently added ‘Shortcuts’ feature,

to create custom voice commands for a huge

combination of smart device actions.

Shortcuts rely on integration with the

Alphabet-owned app If This Then That

(IFTTT) — which you’ll have to download

on your phone first and then sync with your

Google account, allowing it to manage and

control assistant commands. You’ll also have

to sync all the smart device apps through the

IFTTT interface, but once it’s all linked up,

the number of additional commands and

specific instructions you have access to is

endless. Searching in the app for the Google

Assistant will bring up a comprehensive list

of popular commands including everything

from “Goodnight”, which will turn out all the

lights, to “Prioritise my Smartphone” —

a command for anyone with Google’s new

mesh router that’ll give the phone/computer/

tablet a fastlane to the web — a feature that’s

surprisingly valuable in a house with a bunch

of WiFi-competing IoT devices. If you want

to drill down a little further, you can build

your own recipes from the ground up — 

identifying a particular phrase or set of 

phrases to trigger specific responses in 

particular smarthome devices. You can make 

these quite sophisticated by adding number 

fields like “Turn lights to 75%” or text 

ingredients, such as “Post ‘I Love roast beef’  

to Twitter”, and you can even combine the two 

for supremely powerful commands. 

Even though you set these up through a 

phone, IFTTT saves preferences and recipes  

to your Google Account and will push the 

commands back to your Google Home unit. 

Shortcuts are, however, bound to your 

personal account, so won’t be available for 

other household users and guests. 

If that wasn’t enough, IFTTT also opens  

a whole raft of automation and integration 

tools for optimising your smarthome that 

don’t directly connect or rely on the Google 

Assistant at all, so it’s a good avenue to  

explore for anyone really looking to push  

the smarthome concept.
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CUSTOM IFTT
VOICE COMMA

Syncing a Google Home account to an IFTTT account 
will allow you to build your own custom voice 
commands (called ‘Applets’) for individual, or groups 
of, smarthome devices.

It might seem arbitrary assigning smart devices
rooms after connecting them to Google Home,
but it’ll allow you to control multiple units in an area
with a single command.

Set up your smartphone to launch Google Assistant  
on the voice command ‘Ok Google’ and it’ll be a 
convenient smarthome remote, greatly extending  
the range of the Home speaker. 

There are plenty of options for retrofittable smart lights if you want to want to be able to change  
a room’s lighting scheme or just control lights with your voice. 



SMARTPHONE VIDEO CONTINUES to

improve every year, whether its higher

resolution, twin lenses, smarter focusing or

features you used to see only on high-end

semi-professional cameras like high dynamic

range (HDR). But the one thing that hasn’t

improved at all over the last millennia is the

poor old human arm and the hand on the end

of it holding the phone. No offense, I’m sure

you’re quite proud of your arm — but as a

steady camera-holding apparatus, it has a few

limitations. For starters, there’s just gripping the

phone — fingers are general-purpose grappling

devices, not purpose-built for perfectly locking

around smartphones. There’s also no gyroscope

in your arm to steady things — yes, it does

hopefully have a brain on the end of it, but the

brain is often distracted with other life events,

meaning its total existence isn’t all about just

keeping that phone steady. That’s why image

stabilisation techniques were invented —

optical and electronic — to overcome these

human frailties. But image stabilisation

mechanisms are only useful while you’re

capturing your video; after the fact, they’re as

useful as an umbrella in a hailstorm. But thanks

to some extremely clever software developers,

there are now methods for straightening up

your selfie videos after you’ve captured them.

In other words, you can break the shake.

MINOR MIRACLES ONLY
Just so we don’t let expectations spiral out of

control, it’s important to understand what these

clever tools can do and what they can’t do.  

They can perform minor miracles and 

straighten up surprisingly messed-up videos, 

but they can’t make video from throwing your 

phone in the tumble-dryer look like it’s flying 

around like a stately old Boeing 747.

HOW DE-SHAKING WORKS
When you’ve seen the results first-hand, you’ll 

think you’re looking at magic — but it’s actually 

huge chunkfuls of mathematics. While every 

de-shaking app or filter will have its own special 

sauce, they all essentially do the same thing —  

watch pixels. Lots of them. To give you a very 

rough idea of how it works, imagine having  

25 printed photos on clear plastic, each one  

a frame from one second’s worth of video.  
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DE-SHAKE YOUR VIDEOS AFTER YOU’VE CAPTURED THEM

NO MORE EXCUSES FOR SHAKY PHONE VIDEOS: TECHLIFE SHOWS HOW TO TAKE THE SHAKE 
OUT OF YOUR SMARTPHONE SELFIE FLICKS!

[ DARREN YATES ]

[ A TECHLIFE PRO GUIDE ] 

Motorola’s Moto G5  
has eight CPU cores,  
but still takes time  
to de-shake video.
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Your job is to align those frames so that the 

overall position of the scene you’re capturing 

stays in a fixed position. You may end up with 

those prints at all angles and, clearly, objects will 

move within the frame, but the idea is to keep 

the overall image in the same position.

You’re able to do that with your eyes 

intuitively, by looking for where the pixels look 

the same overall and positioning each photo  

or ‘slide’ on top of the others so that the overall 

image appears in a steady position. A stabilising 

or ‘de-shaking’ app does something similar, 

except it has to look at blocks of pixels on each 

frame, judge the overall position and then 

compare those blocks to the previous frame, 

noting the relative positional change overall.  

It then corrects the movement by adding back 

in the relative change, but this time, in the 

reverse or opposite direction. It’s really clever 

stuff and a great example of how maths can 

produce both a creative and practical outcome.

DE-SHAKE VIDEOS ON YOUR PHONE
In years past, you’d have needed a fairly chunky 

computer with lots of horsepower to pull off 

video de-shaking, but so far have smartphones 

come in recent times that you don’t have to use 

a PC at all — you can try de-shaking your 

videos on your phone. The processing power  

of smartphones is well underrated and they’re 

actually capable of far more than we’re mostly 

using these devices for. Most current-generation 

phones have enough hardware to process the 

mathematical algorithms behind video 

de-shaking. Clearly, the more horsepower you 

can throw at it, the faster it will work, but you 

don’t need the very latest smartphone to at least 

have a crack at it.

ANDROID DE-SHAKING APPS
If you have an Android device, the chances are 

you don’t even need to install any apps to have 

video stabilisation already on your device.  

Did you know the new Google Photos app for 

Android devices can de-shake videos? It was 

added into the most-recent update and will 

work on most standard videos. What’s more,  

it’s actually pretty good and is about as easy to 

use as it gets. Google Photos will play most MP4 

files, but if you press the pencil ‘Edit’ icon on the 

video window, you’ll launch Photo’s 

rudimentary edit window with two keywords 

underneath the video timeline — Stabilise  

and Rotate. We’ll forget about Rotate for now, 

but the Stabilise option is a one-touch control 

that, as soon as you tap it, instantly sets about 

stabilising your videos. It’s not particularly 

quick, but given the work it has to do, it’s 

actually not too bad. We tested an eight-core 

Motorola Moto G5 phone, finding it took  

162 seconds to stabilise 60 seconds of DVD-

resolution (720 x 576-pixel) video — take your 

device performance cues from that. Press Save 

in the top-right corner when it’s completed 

processing and it will automatically save  

to a separate file in the same folder as your 

original video clip. 

Unfortunately, you don’t have any control 

over the video quality of the stabilised version 

— you can’t set the video bitrate or anything 

else — so the video quality appears slightly 

diminished overall. The stabilised version also 

appears slightly cropped compared with the 

original, but that’s the choice — you either put 

up with inevitable wobbly edges where the 

process has to try and fill in the bits of the frame

that are missing as a result of being shifted, or 

you crop around the wobbly bits to get a nice 

clean edge. Google looks to have gone for the 

crop option, but for a simple one-touch solution

anyone can use, it’s pretty hard to argue with.

Unfortunately, there are a few Android 

versions of the Photos app floating around 

depending on the version of Android your 

device is running. If you’ve updated to replace 

the old Google+ version of the app, Android 

Lollipop/5.0 to Nougat/7.1 users will likely have 

at least version 3.2.0 by now. For older devices, 

we did a quick check on our cache of Android 

phones and it seems that anything older than 

Lollipop/Android 5.0 misses out on the 

‘Stabilise’ option, even if you update to the latest 

version of the Photos app. That said, it’s still a 

very welcome addition to have — and if you saw 

my '20 ways to improve smartphone video’ 

story (issue 67, page 80), you can throw this one 

in to make it 21. 

If you can’t get Google Photos to work,  

there’s also the third-party Video Stabilizer 

(tinyurl.com/y9t5hbmz) available on Google 

Play that does something similar — except,  

it only needs Android 4.3/Jelly Bean or later.

iOS DE-SHAKING APPS
Have an Apple iPhone or iPad instead? There 

are at least two de-shaking apps available on the 

App Store that we know of — Deshake (tinyurl.

com/ybfbnxh2) is a $4.50 app that works a little 

like Video Stabilizer, but with a slicker interface 

and a couple of extra controls. You’ll need at 

least iOS 9.0 to get it up and running, however. 

The other is Emulsio (tinyurl.com/yc8tyde2) 

— it initially came out as a filter for iOS’s Photo 
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If you like lots of control, the Deshaker 
filter provides endless entertainment.

Tap Google Photos app’s pencil (Edit) 
icon to bring up stabilisation.



app, but it’s now a standalone tool. It’s free to try

(it watermarks your videos until you fork over

$4.50 to buy it), only needs iOS 8.0 and provides

the ability to drill down and inspect your videos

frame-by-frame, which is pretty impressive —

as are its results. As we said earlier, de-shaking

won’t turn a beat-up old car into a gold carriage,

but it’ll likely be a more luxurious ride by

comparison with the original video. You can see

a splitscreen before-after video on YouTube

using the MacOS X version called ‘Elasty’,

which uses the same screen-shifting algorithm. 

Head to youtu.be/UeOWv-mNJKs.

YOUTUBE STABILISER
Video stabilisation does require a reasonable

amount of CPU power, but there’s a way around

that — get someone else to do the hard yards for

you. That’s where YouTube comes in. Google’s

online video site has its own stabilisation option

that we suspect is essentially the same algorithm

found in the Google Photos app. The difference 

here is that, instead of you doing the video

processing on your hardware, it’s done on

YouTube servers. Yes, you have to upload your

video to your YouTube account, but you don’t

have to publish it and you can download the 

stabilised copy and delete the original from

your account if you so wish.

Is it faster than using your own phone?

That’s debatable — particularly depending on

how fast your upload speeds are. Either way,

we certainly wouldn’t use it to fix up your next

feature-length film, but if you have a really cool 

video clip that could use tweaking and you

don’t have the hardware to fix it yourself,

YouTube is a definite option.

To access the filter, go to your YouTube

account (get one if you don’t) and upload a

video using the PC browser version of YouTube.

Once the video is uploaded, go to 'Video

Manager' (top-right), select the video and then

choose Enhancements from the drop-down

Edit menu. This brings up a new window with

YouTube’s collection of fixes, filters and effects.

Click on the Stabilise button and YouTube will

start processing it. Once completed, you can

choose to save the new stabilised version over

the top of the old one with Save, save it as a new

separate video clip or ditch it altogether and just 

go back to the original.

The Stabilise option was also part of

YouTube’s Video Editor, although by the time

you read this, Video Editor will be no more

as Google announced earlier in the year that its

in-app video editing tool would be removed  

on September 20th this year.

COMMERCIAL VIDEO EDITORS
More professional video editors like Adobe

Premiere will be up to their eyeballs in

stabilising options, but for something closer to

the home user’s budget, Vegas Movie Studio

versions 12 and 13 have the Sony Stabilise video

FX filter bundled in, allowing you to throw in

stabilisation of your videos while you’re

processing them. The filter itself is a step-up

from what you’ll find on most phone apps,

with options to adjust pan smoothing (how well

the stabilisation handles proper natural

movement) and how much stabilisation you

throw in. We tried it on our test clip and it

works really well, giving you the scope to vary

how much you use, where other apps don’t.

Muvee claims its 3D stabilisation not only

adjusts for your camera movement being

up-down and left-right, it also fixes what’s

called the ‘parallax error’ when the camera

also moves forward and back. Its US$20 Turbo

Video Stabilizer app aims to fix the wobbles in

all three planes. You can grab a free trial version 

(requires email address) from the Muvee 

website at tinyurl.com/yb7blfdy. 

VIRTUALDUB DESHAKER
If you prefer something else that gives you

total control over how the stabilisation process

works, give VirtualDub and DeShaker a go.

VirtualDub has been around since forever —

it’s that old, it’ll run on Windows 98. It’s by no

means the easiest video transcoding tool to use, 

I’ll grant you, but it does have the option  

[ 080 ]

VirtualDub is an ageing video transcoder
that can perform de-shaking for free.

Most Windows-based video editors now 
include a ‘stabilise’ FX filter.

Tap the Stabilise command to stabilise
your videos right on your smartphone.
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of Gunnar Thalin’s excellent DeShaker filter. 

Both of these tools are full-function free apps, 

but they’re really for video enthusiasts.  

If someone says to you ‘codec’ and you think 

they’re just mispronouncing a US camera 

company, best to steer clear of this option and 

go with one of the phone apps instead.

We won’t cover this option in detail here —  

the setup alone would chew up more space than 

we’ve got — but I still have it in my kitbag of 

video tools. You’ll find VirtualDub online at 

virtualdub.org (along with documentation) 

and the DeShaker filter is available at guthspot.

se/video/deshaker.htm. The DeShaker website 

has a quick guide to get you started with the 

filter, but there’s an almost endless list of tweaks 

to play with, so strap yourself in for the long 

haul. To get VirtualDub to read MP4 files,  

you’ll also need the Ffmpeg plugin, which is 

available from the SourceForge website  

(tinyurl.com/y8eb6jwl). 

One last thing, forget ideas of neat Windows 

app installers — these tools come as old-

fashioned zip files, so be sure you’re comfortable 

with Windows Explorer before you take  

this one on.

NO MORE EXCUSES
The next time you capture a live event, do two 

things — first, turn your phone sideways into 

landscape mode and your TV will love you  

for it. Second, run your video clip through  

a post-processing video stabilisation app —  

the results won’t be absolutely perfect, but you 

could be pleasantly surprised at just how well 

you can take the shake out of your videos  

and make something everyone will want  

to watch.  

[ 081 ]

VIDEO STABILISATION DOES REQUIRE A REASONABLE 
AMOUNT OF CPU POWER, BUT THERE’S A WAY AROUND 

THAT — GET SOMEONE ELSE TO DO THE HARD YARDS 
FOR YOU. THAT’S WHERE YOUTUBE COMES IN. 

You then choose your crop type and Video Stabilizer
finishes the job.

The Video Stabilizer app begins by analysing your
video clip.

Select Enhancements from the 'Video Manager' menu 
in your YouTube account.

Click on ‘Stabilise’ and YouTube will 
automatically clean up the video shakes.

If you own an iPhone, you’ll find stabilisation apps on 
the App Store.
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REINSTALL & 
REINVIGORATE 
WINDOWS
MAKE YOUR NEXT WINDOWS REINSTALL 
A SMOOTHER,BETTER EXPERIENCE.

[ NICK PEERS ]
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IT WAS TWO years since our previous 

Windows reinstall when we came to write this 

piece. That’s normally a reasonable time to 

wait between wiping your hard drive clean  

and starting again, although given the size  

of our Windows install (90GB and rising),  

it was clear we’d possibly waited too long. 

Despite 16GB of RAM, a fast SSD boot drive, 

and quad-core processor, Windows took  

what felt like an age to get going after booting, 

while there was a noticeable slowdown  

in performance.

Unsurprising, really: since we last wiped the 

drive, we’d installed two major Windows 10 

updates — the Anniversary Edition and the 

Creators Update. It was obviously time for a 

complete clear-out, but bitter experience had 

taught us a few lessons along the way. Some  

of those lessons go back to the early days of 

Windows; others are new to Windows 10.

And that’s where this feature comes in. 

We’re going to take you on the ultimate 

Windows reinstall 

tour, whether you’re 

installing Windows  

7, 8.1 or 10. You’ll 

discover that the 

actual physical act  

of reinstalling is the 

simplest part of the 

process, so we’ll step you through everything 

you need to do to preserve your data, transfer 

settings across the reinstall divide, and ensure 

nothing gets left behind — just in case.

We’ll show you how to prep for reinstall  

by bringing all your key apps, drivers and 

licences into one place (oh, and don’t forget to 

uninstall apps that need deactivating prior to 

reinstalling). You’ll discover how to source the 

latest version of your Windows install media 

for a cleaner, more up-to-date install out of the 

box (we’ll also reveal a tool that gives you the 

power to craft your ultimate reinstall disc).

We’ll step you through the install process, 

but crucially, we’ll be on hand to guide you 

through the post-setup phase. Get Windows 

up and running again, reinstall core apps, 

restore links to your data folders, bring back 

your app settings and — for good measure — 

install a snapshotting backup regimen that l 

ets you roll back your PC quickly when the 

need arises. 

Long story short, everything you need  

is here. Enough preamble — let’s reinstall 

Windows!

WE’LL STEP YOU THROUGH 
THE INSTALL PROCESS, BUT 

CRUCIALLY, WE’LL BE ON HAND 
TO GUIDE YOU THROUGH THE 

POST-SETUP PHASE.
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PARTITION YOUR DRIVE
You need a secondary (not backup) drive if you
want to separate data from Windows. If you don’t
have one, you can partition your main drive in two
to split Windows and your apps from your
documents, photos, portable apps and any files 
not directly tied into Windows.

It is possible to partition using the Disk
Management tool (type “diskmgmt.msc” into the
Run dialog box), but if files are situated at the end
of the drive, you won’t be able to partition it to
the size you want. Instead, download and install
AOMEI Partition Assistant (www.aomeitech.com/(
aomei-partition-assistant htm )

Ascertain how you wish to split your drive in
two — typically look to allocate 64GB or more
for your Windows partition, depending on the
number of apps and games you use, leaving the
rest for your data. If space is currently at a
premium, temporarily move your data off the
drive while you create the second partition.

Launch Partition Assistant, select your
Windows drive (typically drive C), and click
‘Check Partition’. Choose ‘Scan and Repair’
and reboot to let it do its work. Once complete,
restart Partition Assistant, select drive C again,
and this time choose ‘Resize/Move Partition’.
Use the slider to shrink the drive by the amount 

you wish to free up for your data partition.
Be sure to leave at least 5GB (preferably more)
of free space for your system drive. If partitioning
an SSD drive, click Advanced and select ‘Allow
partition alignment’. Click OK.

Next, select the unused space, and click
‘Create Partition’. Leave all available space
allocated and ‘File System’ set to ‘NTFS’. 

Click Advanced to set a label (such as ‘Data’),
but leave all other settings alone. Click OK,
then Apply. Review the changes, then click
Proceed. Reboot when prompted — when done,
your new drive shows up in Windows, ready 
for your data.
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BEFORE YOU START
Step one of the reinstall process is to make  

sure you’re fully backed up. Let’s begin by 

taking a fail-safe drive image of your computer 

in its current state. Not only does this give  

you something to roll back to if the reinstall 

process fails for any reason, but it also ensures 

that every scrap of your current configuration 

— including programs and their settings — 

are accessible in case you need to refer to or 

access them after performing the install.

There are plenty of good third-party 

drive-imaging tools out there, but for  

the purposes of your 

fail-safe image,  

let’s stick with the 

Windows 7 Backup 

and Restore tool.  

The quickest way to 

launch it in any version

of Windows is to press 

‘Win-R’ to open the 

Run dialog, then type 

“sdclt.exe” and hit Enter. Click ‘Create a

system image’, choose your backup drive as 

the destination and click Next. By default, 

your system partitions should be selected,  

so verify there’s enough space on your target 

drive (the actual backup will be smaller than 

the size indicated) and click Next again.

With your fail-safe 

backup in place,  

it’s time to turn your 

attention to your data. 

If you’ve been 

diligently backing up 

using File History or 

the Windows Backup 

and Restore tool,  

you should be covered, although if you’re using 

the latter, open it and click ‘Back up now’  

to ensure it’s fully up to date. 

Another option is to move your data to  

a different drive or partition, so it’s left 

untouched when you reinstall Windows.  

You need to fix permissions after reinstalling, 

but we’ll cover that in due course. If you don’t 

have a second hard drive available (make sure 

it’s not your backup drive), check out the 

boxout below for details of partitioning your 

system drive in two. Once set up, create a  

user folder on the root of your new drive or 

partition, then open File Explorer, and start 

moving folders over to the new drive by 

right-clicking each in turn, and choosing 

‘Properties > Location tab’. Click Move to 

select the corresponding folder on your data 

drive, then choose Yes when prompted,  

and all your files are moved to the new drive.  

If you’ve got cloud folders hosted on your 

system drive, don’t forget to move them now, 

too, to save the bother of a lengthy resync 

IF YOU’VE GOT CLOUD 
FOLDERS HOSTED ON YOUR 

SYSTEM DRIVE, DON’T FORGET 
TO MOVE THEM NOW, TOO, TO 

SAVE THE BOTHER OF 
A LENGTHY RESYNC 

POST-INSTALL

Take a fail-safe backup 
image before you begin.
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STALL DISCTHE ULTIMATE REINS
l, it’s possible to createIf you want full control

mized install media. But bethe ultimate customi
technical users only.warned — it’s for t

nd install the free version ofDownload an
NTLite fromwww.ntlite.comw . Once set up,

app. The simplest way to use itlaunch the a
junction with a previously createdis in conju

ation flash drive — with that plugged in,installa
k Add to select the drive containing yourclick

indows install files. The OS appears in the listWi
— click it to mount it.

Once the source has been added, several
options appear down the left-hand side of
the NTLite window. Start with Components —
read the warning (it’s a good idea to test your
customised Windows install in a virtual
environment, such as VirtualBox, as advised),
and click OK. From here, you can remove various
components — including drivers, selected apps,
and localisation files — to slim down the size
of your install media and subsequent Windows

install. You’ll see some options are marked in
blue and greyed out — you need to pay for a full
licence to access these.

The Configure section enables you to choose
which elements are pre-installed, and which
ones need to be manually enabled after
installation — you can disable Internet Explorer
11 and Windows Media Player, and enable
Hyper-V support out of the box, for example.

Go to Integrate to slipstream Windows
Updates and Drivers into the media — these will
be automatically installed after Windows,
so while lengthening the overall install time,
it saves you the hassle of doing so manually.
Finally, the Automate section enables you
to skip some of the setup questions.

Once done, apply your changes, then —
if necessary — generate a new ISO file, which
you can burn to disc or copy to USB flash drive
using a tool such as Rufus (rufus.akeo.ie).e
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post-install. In this case, copy rather than 

move the files — you can link your cloud sync 

app to the correct folder after reinstallation.

BACK UP PROGRAM SETTINGS
This is a key part of the reinstall process.  

If you want to avoid having to meticulously 

record all of your program settings, the best 

thing to do is find ways of backing them up. 

Start by downloading the free portable tool 

CloneApp from www.mirinsoft.com  

(go to ‘Download Resources > CloneApp — 

Portable’). Right-click ‘cloneapp.zip’ and 

choose ‘Extract All’ — save it to your backup 

drive (or portable apps folder if you have one), 

then open the CloneApp folder, right-click 

‘CloneApp.exe’ and choose ‘Run as 

administrator’.

A list of supported apps is displayed.  

Click ‘Select Installed’ and CloneApp 

automatically selects all the applications in  

its database that you’ve installed — including 

some handy Windows settings, such as Library 

and network settings. Go through the list, 

unchecking those you have no plans to restore 

along with Windows.

To see what’s being backed up, click ‘What  

is being backed up’ and a complete list of apps 

and their settings (such as Registry entries or 

associated folders) is shown. If you click ‘Start 

CloneApp’, these settings and files are backed 

up. Simply uncheck an item to exclude it from 

the backup, then click Update.

Not all your programs will be supported 

here, but you can still back up their settings 

using CloneApp if you can identify where 

they’re stored — either in the Registry or in  

a specific folder. Start your search under  

the C:\User\<username>\AppData and  

C:\ProgramData folders, as well as the app’s 

own folder under C:\Program Files or  

C:\Program Files (x86). Also open the Registry 

Editor (type “regedit” into the Run dialog), 

and look under the HKEY_CURRENT_

USER\SOFTWARE Registry key for any 

subkeys related to your apps.

Once you’ve identified where they are,  

click the Custom button in CloneApp,  

and click the appropriate buttons  — Files, 

Folders or Registry Keys — to manually add 

these locations. If you’re struggling to locate 

them, try Googling the program name, along 

with words such as “backup” and “settings”,  

or explore the app’s own preferences or 

settings for an option to ‘export settings’  

to back them up manually.

Another important consideration is your 

saved games — try the free GameSave 

Manager tool from www.gamesave- 

manager.com, where you’ll find its database 

supports over 4,750 games.

Now might also be the time to consider 

migrating to portable apps where you can 

— these can be stored on your data drive,  

and will survive all reinstalls with their 

settings intact. Use the PortableApps.com 

platform tool to manage and launch them  

— you can download and install apps  

from here, or manually add them to the 

PortableApps folder inside their own folder. 

Then open the PortableApps.com platform, 

and click ‘Apps > Refresh App Icons’ to bring 

them into the program menu.

If you switch to portable apps,  
you save time configuring them.
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Pro, need to be deactivated or uninstalled 

before you reinstall Windows. Scour the 

Taskbar and Taskbar Notification area,  

as well as the Start menu, for apps you may 

have forgotten about.

Also consider your drivers. Driver backup 

tools are available, but a neater solution is to 

source your own core drivers now if required. 

Most drivers can be reinstalled after 

Windows — many even come as part  

of Windows — but it’s important you can 

verify specific drivers are covered. These 

include your display drivers — particularly 

for older AMD cards — as well as network 

drivers, enabling you to get back online.

If Windows was pre-installed on your PC, 

don’t assume your drivers are guaranteed to 

come back when you reinstall. Instead,  

visit your PC manufacturer’s website now to 

source drivers for the version of Windows  

you plan to install. You should find most here 

— if your PC is self-built, the motherboard 

manufacturer’s website is a rich source  

of drivers, too.

If you can’t find supported drivers for  

your version of Windows, drivers for an  

older version — such as Windows 7 for 

Windows 10 — may still work if required,  

so long as they’re the same system type (32-bit 

or 64-bit) as your version of Windows.

Finally, if you open Device Manager  

(type “devmgmt.msc” into the Run dialog), 

you can see what drivers are installed for your 

hardware — double-click an item and switch 

to the Driver tab. If the Digital Signer states 

“Microsoft Windows Hardware 

Compatibility Publisher”, it’s likely that  

the driver will be installed with Windows;  

if the provider is Microsoft, it’s a given.

BUILD YOUR REINSTALL MEDIA 
Time to reinstall, right? Wrong. You may 

already have a Windows install CD — 

particularly if you’re rolling back to an earlier 

version of Windows — but it may not be the 

latest version. Why force yourself to install 

more Windows Updates than necessary —  

the Creators Update for Windows 10, or 

Service Pack 1 for Windows 7, for example —  

when you can download and create the latest 

version of your Windows install media, which 

comes with these updates pre-installed?  

Not only do you save yourself time, but you 

ensure your install is as clean as possible.

You need one of two things for your install 

media: either a blank DVD (or possibly two) 

or a large enough USB flash drive (typically 

8GB or larger). The latter is preferable, 

because installing from this is much quicker 

than via DVD, but verify your PC can boot 

from USB drives before proceeding —  

REPAIR, NOT REINSTALL
Reinstalling Windows is often seen as the 
ultimate solution to any problem. If you’re 
reinstalling to fix problems, rather than clear out 
a clogged up system, once you’ve ascertained 
it’s an issue with Windows, rather than a 
hardware problem, ask yourself whether a 
full-blown Windows install is required. If your PC 
is functioning perfectly other than some specific 
glitches — Microsoft Edge no longer works after 
the Creators Update, for instance — a repair 
install may be a better option.

Repair installs simply overwrite Windows files 
— your apps, programs (including their settings), 
and any data on your system drive is left 
untouched, theoretically. The procedure for 
performing a repair install varies between each 
version of Windows, but they share one common 
characteristic — you have to be able to boot  
into Windows to launch the repair from the 
Windows desktop. 

Win 7 and 10 users can insert their Windows 
install media and launch the installation process 
from there. When prompted, choose the Custom 
option to ‘upgrade’ your existing installation.  
If your Windows 10 media isn’t the latest version, 
run the Media Creation Tool instead, and choose 
the Upgrade option from there — make sure you 
select the option to keep personal files and apps 
before clicking Install.

Windows 8.1 provides a handy ‘refresh’ 
option, which enables you to reinstall Windows 
over the top of itself — access this from ‘Change 
PC settings > Update and recovery > Recovery’, 
then click ‘Get started’ under ‘Refresh’.

The installation process is identical to 
performing a full reinstall, but at the end of it, 
your programs and data are untouched — only 
Windows gets refreshed, hopefully resolving 
whatever problems you’ve been having. 

Note: It’s a lengthy process, so be prepared  
to wait an hour or more, depending on the speed 
and state of your PC.

MORE REINSTALL PREP
Before going further, make sure you have the 

program media you need — install CDs and 

DVDs, plus any product keys. If you purchased 

digitally, simply make sure you have access to 

your online account, or check your email for 

the keys you need. If you’re struggling to track 

down product keys, a free portable tool such as 

License Crawler (www.klinzmann.name 

— use the ‘Mirror ServeSr (1)’ link on the 

Download page) can track down the 

information you need.

Go through your list of programs for those 

that require activation — some, such as Nitro 

Don’t forget to restore your file 
backup post-reinstall.
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FIX PERMISSIONS
When you hive off your data to a separate
partition or drive, you may have issues accessing
your user folders after reinstalling Windows.
That’s because they’re ‘owned’ by your current
user account, and when you reinstall Windows,
you end up creating a new user account, even if
it’s identical to your old one.

In most cases, when you first try to access one
of these folders — when you point Windows
toward them, say — you’re told access is denied,
but are prompted to click Continue to gain
permanent access.

This usually resolves the issue, adding your
current user account to the list of users permitted
access. If it fails, you need to manually take
control of the folder. Right-click it, and choose
‘Properties > Security tab’. If there aren’t any read
permissions, click Advanced, followed by
Continue. Next, click Add, followed by ‘Select a
principal’, then click ‘Advanced > Find Now’.

You have a choice — if you share your PC with
others, select your username. if you’re the only
user, you could select Everyone, which saves the
hassle of having to repeat this process every time
you reinstall Windows (though if it’s a laptop,
ask yourself if you want the data accessible to

anyone who might steal it). Click OK twice,
and you should now be able to assign basic
permissions — choose ‘Full Control’ if you were
the previous owner of the folder. Click OK,
select ‘Replace all child objects’ and click ‘Apply >
OK. Click OK twice, and you should now have
access. If you’re feeling zealous, right-click

the folder again, and choose ‘Properties >
Security tab’. Click Edit, then select each
‘Account unknown’ entry (a reference to earlier 
Windows installations), and click Remove
followed by OK to get rid of them all.

any PC worth its salt from the last decade 

should be able to, but check with the 

manufacturer before proceeding.

If you’d like to craft the ultimate reinstall 

disc — complete with more slipstreamed 

updates and Windows configured just so — 

check out the box on NTLite, titled ‘the 

ultimate reinstall disc’, back over the page. 

Windows 7 users who want to create 

reinstall media with Service Pack 1 

slipstreamed into it should head to  

www.microsoft.com/software-download/

windows7 — you need to provide your 

Windows product key, and you’re pointed 

toward one of two ISO downloads for 32-bit 

and 64-bit. Unless your PC is incredibly old, 

64-bit is the preferred choice. It allows you  

to use more than 4GB 

of RAM, and offers 

better performance.

One key 

consideration may be 

older hardware — 

check you can source 

64-bit drivers, or you 

may have to replace 

the hardware or stick 

with the 32-bit version.

Once the ISO file is downloaded, grab

the Windows USB/DVD Download Tool  

from wudt.codeplex.com — this enables  

you to create your Windows 7 install media 

from the ISO file.

Things are simpler if you want to reinstall 

Windows 8.1 — go to www.microsoft.com/

software-download/windows8 — or 

Windows 10 (www.microsoft.com/software-

download/windows10). Both versions of the 

Media Creation Tool enable you to download 

the latest version of the installer files —  

the Creators Update for Win 10 — then burn  

a DVD or create a bootable USB flash drive.

TIME TO REINSTALL
It’s time to ditch your underperforming, 

glitchy Windows for a brand new install. 

You’re all backed up, 

your data has been 

moved to a new 

partition or drive,  

and you’ve sourced 

any key drivers you 

might need.

First, insert the 

install media and 

restart your PC.  

If it’s set to look for a 

bootable DVD or USB 

drive, you see a message inviting you to press 

any key to boot from CD or DVD — press it 

and jump to the next paragraph. If not, look 

for a message inviting you to enter the boot 

menu. When the menu appears, select your 

DVD drive or USB flash drive from the list, 

IT’S TIME TO DITCH YOUR 
UNDERPERFORMING, GLITCHY 
WINDOWS FOR A BRAND NEW 
INSTALL. YOU’RE ALL BACKED 

UP, YOUR DATA HAS BEEN 
MOVED TO A NEW PARTITION 

OR DRIVE, AND YOU’VE 
SOURCED ANY KEY DRIVERS 

YOU MIGHT NEED.

Make sure you note down your 
product keys and licences.
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SET UP SNAPSHOTS
The Windows drive-imaging tool is fine for
occasional image-based backups, but if you
want to regularly back up your entire Windows
installation without running out of drive space
— handy if you want to test software, then roll
things back without making permanent changes
to your system, for example — you need a tool
that offers differential backup images, such as
Macrium Reflect Free (www.macrium.com/(
reflectfree.aspx). Differential images only recordx
the changes made since the last backup was
taken, reducing their file size dramatically.

Once installed (create the rescue media when
prompted in case of disaster) click ‘Create anprompted, in case of disaster), click Create an
image of the partition(s) required to back up and
restore Windows’. Select a suitable location on
your backup drive, and click Next. Click the
Template drop-down and choose ‘Differential
Backup Set’ to create a schedule that makes
aa momontnthlhlyy fufullll drive image, then daily
differential images — select Differentiiall,

then ‘Edit Schedule’ to change this (to a weekly
schedule, for instance).

To prevent drive space from running out,
tweak the ‘Define Retention Rules’ by weeks,
days, or number of backups. Click Next to
review your settings — click ‘Advanced Options >
Auto Verify Image’ and check the box to
automatically verify your drive image after
it’s created. Click OK, followed by Finish.
You need to enter your account password to
enable scheduled backups, and Macrium is
set up to back up automatically going forward,
but you need to create your first backup.
Switch to the ‘Backup Definition Files’ tab,
select your backup definition file and click Runselect your backup definition file and click Run,
choosing Full from the drop-down.

If you’re diligent, create another backup job
from here to periodically back up to an
alternative location — a network drive, say —
to provide an extra layer of redundancy for your 
Windows installation.

and hit Enter; if two entries exist, try the one 

marked ‘UEFI’ first.

Win 8 and 10 users may find no options 

appear on startup — this is down to your PC’s 

ultra-fast boot setting. If this is the case, boot 

back into Windows, then navigate to ‘Start > 

Settings > Update & security > Recovery’  

and click ‘Restart now’. When the advanced 

startup menu appears, click ‘Use a Device’  

to select your boot device.

If you’re downgrading from Win 8 or 10  

to Win 7, you need to tweak some UEFI 

settings — from the advanced startup menu, 

choose ‘Troubleshoot > Advanced > UEFI 

Firmware Settings’. Now look for the ‘Fast 

Boot’ and ‘Secure Boot’ settings, disabling 

both. If there’s a ‘CSM (Compatibility Support 

Module)’ setting, make sure it’s enabled.  

Once done, save your settings and exit,  

then start the reinstall process.

INSTALLATION STEP-BY-STEP 
The basic install process is practically 

identical across Windows 7, 8.1 and 10.  

When the Windows Setup wizard starts, 

verify that the language, time and currency, 

and keyboard are all set to your chosen 

language. Click Next, followed by ‘Install 

Now’. At this point, Windows 8.1 and 10  

users are prompted for their product key; 

Windows 10 users can skip this step if they 

upgraded to Windows 10 from Windows 7  

or 8.1, because your licence is digital and tied 

to your computer; Windows activates 

automatically after installation.

If prompted to 

choose a Windows 

edition, select the one 

you’re currently 

running — typically 

Home. Click Next, 

agree to the licence 

agreement, and click 

Next again. Now select

‘Custom: Install 

Windows only 

(advanced)’ by  

clicking it.

A list of available drives appears —  

your current Windows partition should be 

selected by default, but check that the size, 

type (Primary) and free space match what 

you expect. Click Format to wipe the drive, 

then click OK to confirm the warning.  

With the drive selected, click Next.

There are two distinct phases to the 

installation process. First, files are copied a 

nd prepared for installation. Then Windows 

starts installing features and updates. It then 

informs you it needs to restart — this happens

automatically,  

or you can click 

‘Restart Now’.

If prompted to boot 

from CD or DVD, 

don’t press anything. 

You’ll see the 

Windows logo appear 

for the first time,  

then a series of 

messages about 

preparing devices and getting ready pop up. 

Windows may restart several times.

SET UP WINDOWS
This stage of the process is simple enough f 

or Windows 7 users. Enter your product key 

when prompted, and follow the prompts to set 

up a user account and get going. The same is 

true for Windows 8.1, although its ‘Express 

Settings’ option isn’t as pervasive as  

Windows 10.

Windows 10 first asks you about your 

location and keyboard, sorts out your network 

connection (including Wi-Fi configuration), 

then asks you whether you’re setting up for 

personal use or for an organisation. Personal  

is the choice for most. You’re then prompted  

to sign in with your Microsoft Account —  

if you’re sticking with an old-school local user 

account, click ‘Offline account’, followed by 

‘Maybe later’.

If signing in, you go through the usual 

procedure, including any additional 

verification or authentication you may have  

set up. You’re prompted to set up a PIN,  

then asked to set up Cortana. This is the point 

where privacy comes into play, so review all 

options carefully, flicking the slider to ‘Off’  

for any you don’t need or use.

That’s the end of the setup process — 

Windows now configures itself based on  

your choices, and you see a series of messages 

appear on screen. Eventually, when all is ready, 

you find yourself back at the familiar  

Windows 10 desktop.

THERE ARE TWO DISTINCT 
PHASES TO THE INSTALLATION 

PROCESS. FIRST, FILES ARE 
COPIED AND PREPARED 

FOR INSTALLATION. THEN 
WINDOWS STARTS 

INSTALLING FEATURES 
AND UPDATES.
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POST-INSTALL SETUP 
The Windows desktop is back, and you 

should notice things are much quicker.  

They won’t remain this fast, though —  

not once you’ve reinstalled your core apps  

and settings — but you’ll still end up with  

a much quicker PC once you’re done.

Let’s start by bringing Windows fully up  

to date. Windows Update should already be 

operating in the background, but you can 

move things along by opening it (via ‘Settings 

> Update & security’ in Windows 10) and 

performing a manual scan. Let all updates 

install themselves, then reboot.

Now is a good point to reinstall any third- 

party security software you have, then it’s 

time to restore your personal data (or link it 

back into Windows if you’ve moved it to 

another partition or drive). If you’ve backed  

it up previously, you need to open File History 

or Backup and Restore, and choose the 

‘Restore’ option. Locate your backup, and 

choose the option to restore it to its original 

location.

If you’ve partitioned your hard drive and 

hived off your data folders to another drive, 

open your user folder, and repeat the process 

for pointing your user folders to their new 

locations (again, choose Yes when prompted 

to move any existing data — this doesn’t 

affect your data). If you run into permissions 

issues, see the boxout back over the page.

Next, go through Settings and the Control 

Panel, setting things up as you remember.  

For example, type “sysdm.cpl” into the Run 

dialog box to set up your Workgroup, rename 

your PC, switch System Restore on (Windows 

10 now disables it by default), and make 

various other system tweaks. If you have  

any Windows tweaking apps, such as  

the Ultimate Windows Tweaker  

(www.thewindowsclub.com) — which, 

among other things, enables you to use 

Windows Photo Viewer as your default image 

viewing app — now’s the time to run them.

One final step for Win 10 users. Download 

and run the portable O&O ShutUp10 tool 

from www.oo-software.com/en/shutup10  

to tighten Windows’ lax privacy controls.

RESTORE PROGRAMS
Now might be a good time to take your first 

post-install drive image — a nice clean image 

you can roll back to if your next round of 

post-setup actions goes awry. See the boxout 

opposite for an alternative to Windows’ own 

Backup and Restore tool.

Once done, start reinstalling all your core 

apps, making sure you run them to reactivate 

or register any license keys. Once done,  

run CloneApp from your backup drive.  

If you click Restore, every single setting you’ve 

backed up is restored. If this doesn’t appeal, 

open the CloneApp\Backup folder, and move 

out any program folders to exclude them from 

the process. If prompted to overwrite files 

when restoring, choose Yes to replace new 

files with your backed-up versions. If all goes 

well, you should find, when you next open 

your programs, that they’ve got your old 

settings intact.

If you find you’ve forgotten to back up a file 

or program setting, what then? This is where 

your fail-safe drive image comes into play. 

Step one is mounting the image as a virtual 

drive in Windows. Type “diskmgmt.msc” 

into the Run dialog, then choose ‘Action > 

Attach VHD’. Click Browse and go to 

‘WindowsImageBackup\<Computer Name>\

Date’ on your backup drive, where you’ll find 

several VHDX files. Select the largest one,  

and click ‘Open > OK’. The partition is 

highlighted, so right-click it, and choose 

‘Change Drive Letter and Paths’. Click Add  

to allocate it a drive letter, and you can browse 

its contents in File Explorer, enabling you to 

copy off any files you need.

If you need to locate and extract Registry 

settings from your old installation, open 

Registry Editor, and select ‘HKEY_LOCAL_

MACHINE’ from the list. Then choose  

‘File > Load Hive’. You can then browse to  

the drive you’ve just mounted, and load the 

following files from the locations listed, 

depending on which Registry hive you need 

(typically HKEY_CURRENT_USER or 

HKEY_LOCAL MACHINE\SOFTWARE).

 HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE \SAM: 

Windows\system32\config\SAM

 HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE \SYSTEM: 

Windows\system32\config\SYSTEM

 HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE \

SOFTWARE:  

Windows\system32\config\SOFTWARE

 HKEY_USERS \.Default:  

Windows\system32\config\DEFAULT

 HKEY_CURRENT_USER:  

%userprofile%\ntuser.dat

Browse these keys for missing data,  

export it to your hard drive as .REG files,  

then reimport them into the Registry.  

CloneApp restores all backed-up 
settings with a click.

Mount your fail-safe backup to 
recover forgotten settings or data.
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[ MAC ]

Email reminders
of events on Mac

I’m looking for a simple calendar that’ll send me

email reminders of appointments and events,

and will run on both my iPad and my iMac.

Apple’s own Calendar app doesn’t seem able to

send emails, so unless I were to carry my iPad

around with me all the time, I’d most likely

miss its reminders. Can you suggest something

that will do what I want?

[ COLIN EYRE ]

create. This will only work when your iMac is 

running and connected to the internet, though. 

To receive email notifications more easily, you’ll 

need to switch to a different calendar system. 

Probably the most popular and capable is Google 

Calendar (calendar.google.com), which includes 

the ability to send email notifications, as detailed 

at bit.ly/2aH3ZfJ. Because Google Calendar is  

so widely used, several third-party iOS and OS X 

apps make access to it simpler and more 

productive, although you may be perfectly happy 

to use its web interface. Google’s own iOS app  

is designed to fit iPhone screens but not iPad, 

though it does run on Apple’s tablets.

 
[ WINDOWS ]

Restore System in 
Control Panel

I see that the Windows 10 Creators Update  

has now removed the System Control Panel, 

embedding it into Settings instead. Is there a 

way to bring the original back so I can easily 

access the advanced options?

[ TONY BARROWCLOUGH ]

Rob Mead-Green replies: Windows 10 is doing 

its best to hide away the old Control Panel, but 

it’s still there — the quickest way to access the 

Advanced tab of the System Properties Control 

Panel is to press ‘Win-R’, type “sysdm.cpl” and hit 

Enter, for example; while typing “control system” 

Any unsaved information in
Word is stored in hidden files.

XnView is a feature-rich tool 
for viewing and editing 
images.
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Ian Sleightholm replies: Due of the widespread 

use of Macs in conjunction with iOS devices, 

Apple has integrated all reminders of this type 

into notifications, which are accessible by swiping 

down from the top edge of your iPad’s screen, 

and through the icon at the far right of your 

Mac’s menu bar. Sadly, neither platform offers 

the facility to divert those notifications to email 

messages. The closest you can get to it in 

Calendar is a crude solution that’s only available 

in the Mac version, which requires you to set  

an alarm that sends an email on each event you 
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brings up the System Properties Control Panel 

with information about your PC. If you’d like 

these shortcuts back on the menu that appears 

when you right-click the Start button, download 

and run Win+X Menu Editor (winaero.com/
download.php?view.21). Select ‘Add a program‘ 

from the list of options at the top of the window, 

then choose ‘Add a Control Panel item’ and scroll 

down and choose System. Now restart File 

Explorer and the shortcut will appear.

 
[ SOFTWARE ]

Compatability issues 
with Ember

I’m still using a wonderful (but discontinued) 

program called Ember, which I purchased back 

in the Windows XP days. I’ve never found 

another graphic file manager, viewer and 

screensaver like it, so keep going back. I’ve tried 

to install it now in Windows 10, but am unable 

to get past a series of setup screens, which keep 

appearing each time I restart the program.  

Can you help?  [ PETER MCANDREW ]

Cat Ellis replies: In the past, Peter could 

complete the setup process by temporarily 

reducing User Access Control to its lowest level, 

but this no longer works in Windows 10. 

Ironically, the actual solution is a lot simpler. 

When running Ember for the first time, simply 

right-click its program file or shortcut and choose

‘Run as Administrator’. This gives it the one-time

access to the Registry it needs to finish setting 

itself up — once done, the program should run  

as normal. While troubleshooting the problem, 

Ian came across XnView (www.xnview.com)  

as a potential long-term replacement for Ember. 

It comes in many guises — XnView MP is the 

most fully featured version, while XNView 

Classic may have the functionality Ian needs.  

All are free for personal use.

 
[ WINDOWS ]

Restore the 
WINHLP32 help 

system in Windows 10
I can no longer view help files from older 

programs in Windows 10. Is there a 

workaround?  [ FIONA HOLLIS ]

Rob Mead-Green replies: Microsoft stopped 

providing a fix for this with Windows 8.1, but 

thanks to the efforts of Komeil Bahmanpour  

(and a slight tweak), you can get older help files 

working in Windows 10 – even with the latest 

Creators Update. Here’s how to do it...

Head to www.komeil.com/download/1230  

to download ‘winhlp32-windows-7-x86-x64-

komeil.cab’ to your PC. Save it to your hard 

drive, then double-click the CAB file and drag  

the three files into a new folder to extract them.

Right-click the extracted Install.cmd file and it

will open in Notepad. Choose Edit, then add the 

following two lines under the ‘:: Settings’ section, 

as shown: 

You’ll need to add the video to your client device 
by navigating to ‘Add Videos... > Browse > UPnP 
devices’ and then choosing your PC.

Your Wi-Fi signal may broadcast beyond your home’s
boundary, so ensure its password is a strong one.

set WindowsVersion=7
goto :BypassVersionError

Save the file and exit Notepad. Now right-click

Install.cmd again, but this time choose ‘Run as

administrator’. Click Yes when prompted.

A command window should appear, indicating

files copied and Registry entries updated

successfully.

Press the key when prompted to close the

Command Prompt window. Now re-open your

offending application and press F1 to open the

Help files. You should now find that the help files

you need for your old Windows programs appear

correctly once again.

 
[ WINDOWS ]

Explorer crashes 
when I right-click

I have two laptops — one of which is new — 

and both are running Windows 10. Both have 

the same problem: when I right-click  

an item in File Explorer, Windows will 

momentarily freeze and then File Explorer 

crashes and restarts. It’s not consistent —  

it occurs around 50% of the time, and it doesn’t 

happen when right-clicking within an 

application. Any ideas?   [ PETER HOAREA ]

Alex Cox replies: This is usually linked to a 

third-party program adding an option to the 

context menu that appears when you right- 

click a file, folder or drive. We told Peter to use 

CCleaner (www.piriform.com) to view what 

items were currently present in the context menu 

by heading to ‘Tools > Startup > Context Menu’. 

Here, you’ll see a list of entries linked to 

directories (folders), drives and files — and one 

or more of these will be causing the crash. Start 

by selecting them all, then click Disable (some 

entries may be blocked, ignore these). You should 

find the right-click menu works correctly, 

enabling you to start re-enabling items until you 

encounter the crash. Peter used this technique  

to trace the problem to the entries related to 

Dropbox — as he didn’t need the extra features, 

simply leaving these disabled fixed his problem.

 
[ HARDWARE ]

Why am I getting 
pictures, not sound?

Recently, I connected my laptop to the television 

via HDMI to watch something on the big 

screen, but can only get pictures, not sound.  

I’m running Windows 10 on a HP laptop and 

have verified that the HDMI cable is working 

correctly.   [ ANDREA CHRISTOU ]

Rob Mead-Green replies: These days, both 

laptop and desktop PCs offer multiple sound 

outputs, and if you have the wrong one selected 

as the default, it means you can appear to lose  

all sound. To solve this problem, start by clicking 

the ‘̂ ’ button in the Taskbar Notification area. 

Look for a white volume icon, right-click it and 

then choose Playback devices. One will clearly  

be marked as the default — our guess is that  

it’s not the correct one, so right-click each device 

in turn and choose Test. When you hear sound 

again, select the device in question and then click 

the Set Default button to make it the default  

from now on.

Going forward, when you connect your HDMI 

cable between your laptop and your TV again, 

you may need to return here and switch the 

sound output to the HDMI port temporarily to 

hear sounds coming through your television. 
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USING ULTRALINK AND ANYSEARCH
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[ MAC ]

Search smarter in Safari
GRAB THE FREE EXTENSIONS THAT CAN BOOST YOUR SEARCHING PRODUCTIVITY.

[ ROLAND WADDILOVE ]

SEARCHING IN SAFARI is easy enough,  

but by installing a few extensions, you can

make it more interesting and productive  

as well. Extensions are available from a variety

of sources, but Apple’s Safari Extensions 

Gallery is the best place to get them — all the

ones featured there have been certified by 

Apple as being safe.

The extensions we look at here add new 

features to Safari. SearchPreview adds 

thumbnail images to search results pages, 

AnySearch increases the number of search 

engines from four to more than a dozen,  

and Ultralink turns text on web pages into 

information links, making it easier to learn.

Bear in mind that, while it can be useful to 

have some extra extensions running, it’s not

a good idea to add too many, as they can slow

down browsing and use up memory. Keep them

to a minimum and use just those you find mos

helpful. You can go to ‘Safari > Preferences >

Extensions’ to disable or uninstall any that

you no longer find useful. Choose ‘Safari > 

Extensions’ to visit Apple’s gallery.

y 

m

t 

01  ULTRALINKS
Words and phrases, especially 
people, places and technical terms, 

are highlighted when you hold Command.  
Click them to open Ultralink and show related 
information.

02  CLICK A LINK
Click a highlighted Ultralink on a web 
page to display the widget. Click the 

Ultralink button in the widget to open a panel 
that shows related links and other info.

03  MAP BUTTON
The buttons that appear in the 
Ultralink widget vary with the text  

of the link. If the text is a place, like this one,  
a Google Map is available.

04  ANYSEARCH
Click the AnySearch button on Safari’s 
toolbar to see a list of search engines. 

Click the one you want to use and then just type  
a word or phrase into Safari’s search field.

01

02

03

04
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05  CHANGE ENGINES
In ‘Safari > Preferences > Search’,  
Apple provides a choice of just four 

search engines in the pop-up at the top of the tab. 
Having installed AnySearch, click its button on 
Safari’s toolbar and you can now choose from 18!

01  INSTALL SEARCH EXTENSIONS
Choose ‘Safari > Safari Extensions’. 
Search for Ultralink, AnySearch  

and SearchPreview one at a time, and click the 
‘Install now’ link under each one on the search 
results pages.

03  SHOW ULTRALINKS
Go to any page that contains a  
reasonable amount of text and hold 

Comand. Ultralink scans the text and turns 
keywords and phrases it finds there into links,  
which are then highlighted to grab your attention.

06  SEARCH ANYWHERE
Select a different search engine from  
that list — such as Ask, shown here —  

then type a word or phrase in Safari’s search field. 
The search results then come from the search 
engine you chose from AnySearch’s menu.

02  SEE SITE THUMBNAILS
Use one of the engines built in to Safari 
(Google, DuckDuckGo, Bing or Yahoo)  

to search for something, such as “Mars missions”. 
SearchPreview adds a thumbnail image next to  
each site that appears in the search results.

04  EXPLORE ULTRALINKS
Click a highlighted Ultralink and a widget 
containing several buttons will appear. 

Click the ‘W’ to read a Wikipedia entry explaining 
the word or phrase, and also to display image 
slideshows.

[STEP BY STEP]

ADD SAFARI SEARCH EXTENSIONS

GET MORE LINKS
Exploring Ultralink further...

Ultralink creates numerous links from keywords in a page’s text and, from
there, you can explore related links in its pop-up widget and on its website.
Follow the links and discover new things on the web that you didn’t know
were related. It’s a great extension to have, and fascinating to explore when
you have time.

Click one of the Ultralinks on a web page and then click the Ultralink
button in the widget — it looks like a blue eye. This opens the Ultralink panel
showing related words and links, and the keyword category.

Then click the category in the Ultralink panel to open a new browser tab
that displays images related to the category. Each of the images is a link
to a website. Scroll down the page and click images to go there.
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[ IOS ]

Customise 
iOS 11’s 
new Control 
Center
BETTER STRUCTURED 
AND QUICKER TO NAVIGATE, 
THE UPDATED CONTROL 
CENTRE IS BRIMMING WITH  
NEW CONTROLS.

IOS 11 CONSOLIDATES all of the items in

Control Center into a single page, rather than

expecting you to swipe left or right between

general, media playback and HomeKit controls

like in iOS 10. Because it makes things much

faster to access, it’s one of our favourite

changes in this year’s upgrade.

At a glance, you might think some controls

have been removed in iOS 11. There’s no sign

of AirDrop, for example. The key to getting

the most from Control Center is to remember

that you can apply a long press (or a firm one

on devices equipped with 3D Touch) to many

of the individual or groups of controls to

reveal additional features or sometimes

contextual settings.

Aside from it being better structured and

quicker to navigate, there’s a long list of new

controls you can add to Control Center.

Plus, while some of the items on the panel

can’t be rearranged or removed, you’re given

some choice over the order in which items

you add appear. If you add a lot of extras,

Control Center scrolls vertically by a small

amount, but it’s still quicker to get around

than before.

01
SLIDER TYPES
Slide a finger up or down these

controls to adjust their levels.

Hold a finger on one to open a larger version

and make finer adjustments. For brightness,

this reveals Night Shift and True Tone

controls, if your device supports them.

02
SLIDER TYPES
Some controls, such as the flashlight,

use a slider with notched levels.

On iPhone 7 and 7 Plus, you can feel your

way between the discrete levels if you haven’t

disabled ‘Settings > Sounds & Haptics >

System Haptics’.

03
AUDIO CONTROLS
This group contains the basic

playback controls. You can press it

to reveal a precise playback position slider

and an icon to choose which headphones or 

speaker receives audio. If the latter of those  

is all you want, just tap the pulsing icon at the 

top right of the audio controls group to skip 

the intermediate level and go straight to the list 

of available outputs.

04  CONNECTIVITY
Press the connectivity group to 

confirm which Wi-Fi network you’re 

using, to alter AirDrop’s setting and — if your 

carrier allows tethering — a toggle for 

Personal Hotspot.

05  CHOOSE CONTROLS
There are more items available  

for Control Center than it initially 

displays. In ‘Settings > Control Center’, under 

‘More Controls’, tap ‘+’ next to an item to add 

it. Under ‘Include’ at the top of the page,  

THE KEY TO GETTING 
THE MOST FROM CONTROL 
CENTER IS TO REMEMBER 

THAT YOU CAN APPLY A LONG 
PRESS TO MANY OF THE 
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUPS 

OF CONTROLS TO REVEAL 
ADDITIONAL FEATURES.

Control Center has two types of slider: 
smooth and notched.
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All the new controls...

01  LOW POWER MODE 
(IPHONE)
Tap to shut down certain 

functions — see ‘Settings > Battery’ —  
and slow the rate of power consumption.

02  DO NOT DISTURB WHILE 
DRIVING (IPHONE)
This feature for driving more 

safely normally kicks in automatically,  
but this starts it manually.

03
VOICE MEMOS (IPHONE)
Tap this to go to the Voice Memos 
app, or hold it for options to start 

a recording or play back the last one.

04
WALLET (IPHONE)
Tap to open Wallet to use  
Apple Pay or another card there. 

Hold it to check your last transaction.

05
APPLE TV REMOTE
This opens a built-in remote 
control, with a menu to choose  

an Apple TV, plus a Siri button for tvOS.

06
ACCESSIBILITY SHORTCUTS
This opens a panel containing 
shortcuts to various accessibility 

features that might be useful or necessary.

07
MAGNIFIER
Tap to open the magnifier mode 
added in iOS 10, without you 

having to triple-click the Home button.

08  GUIDED ACCESS
This takes you to ‘Settings > 
General > Accessibility > Guided 

Access’ so you can configure this parental 
control and lock your child into one app  
and restrict capabilities.

09
TEXT SIZE
This opens a slider which adjusts 
the text size in apps that support 

iOS’s Dynamic Text resizing feature.

10
NOTES
Tap to create or append to a note, 
depending on your settings.  

Hold to start one of various kinds of note.

11  SCREEN RECORDING
Tap to record your device’s screen 
output. After a short countdown, 

the top bar turns red. Tap this control again 
or the bar to save to the Videos album  
in Photos.

12  ALARM, STOPWATCH & 
TIMER
Tapping takes you to the relevant 

tab in Clock. As in iOS 10, you can hold/press 
Timer to reveal presets; sadly, there are no 
such shortcuts on the new controls.

drag the handles on the right to move around 

the extra items; you can open Control Center 

while here to check you’re happy with their 

arrangement in it.

06  AUDIO CONTROLS
You can jump straight to output 

selection from the top level of 

Control Center, but you might press the audio 

group to skim more precisely, which is great 

for podcasts.

ASIDE FROM IT BEING BETTER 
STRUCTURED AND QUICKER 

TO NAVIGATE, THERE’S A 
LONG LIST OF NEW CONTROLS 

YOU CAN ADD TO 
CONTROL CENTER. 
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[ ANDROID ]

Take charge of your 
Android’s privates
CHECK AND MANAGE HOW MUCH OF YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION IS 
EXPOSED ON YOUR ANDROID SMARTPHONE OR TABLET. 

[ LINDSAY HANDMER ]

WHILE MOST PEOPLE have nothing to hide, 

the amount of sensitive information that 

flows through a smartphone is staggering.  

A surprising amount of that data is collected,

and stored — from location information to 

voice searches. While the potential threat is 

fairly minor, understanding and controlling 

your Android privacy is always a good idea. 

To make it simpler, we’ve put together a 

guide that covers privacy tweaks for normal 

users, through to creating a locked-down 

device for tinfoil hat conspiracy theorists. 

GETTING STARTED
Google collects a huge amount of data, but 

also makes it very easy to see and control 

what is stored. Check it out under ‘Settings > 

Google > Personal info & privacy’,  

then swipe down and open ‘My Activity’. 

Depending on your Android version and 

settings, you can view everything from 

locations you have visited, to search and 

YouTube history. Fortunately, under 

‘Personal info & privacy > Activity controls’, 

it’s easy to control what is stored, and delete 

what is there. An easy way to go through  

and adjust the privacy options, is to use the 

Google Privacy checkup, which will walk 

you through the options.  

BASIC PRIVACY UPGRADES
Once you’ve completed the Google Privacy 

checkup, there are a few other ways to 

safeguard your privacy, without going to  

any extremes. Always enable two-factor 

authentication on apps or services with it 

available, and consider using a password 

manager. We recommend 1Password 

(1password.com), available for free (with 

paid premium options) via Google Play.  

Any time you install a new app, make sure  

to opt out of the app improvement programs, 

which send anonymous data about usage, 

but could end up compromised. Most new 

Android phones have encryption turned on 

by default (turn it on if not) — check under 

‘Settings > Security’. While we can’t 

recommend avoiding backups, be aware  

that auto backups to the cloud could be 

compromised, so make sure they use an 

excellent password. For those who have  

a work-provided phone that is remotely 

managed, be aware that any information 

kept on it could be 

accessed. 

PHYSICAL PRIVACY
If you don’t have one 

already, use a pin or 

password on your 

device. A fingerprint is 

also good (and easy to 

use) but not as secure. It’s also very

important to ensure that your device  

is set to not show notifications on the  

lock screen, as this can be an easy leak of 

personal information. It can also comprise 

two-factor authentication, if your device is 

lost. The method of checking and changing 

this depends on your Android version,  

but should be in your screen lock setup, 

under Security. Android included remote 

tracking, locking and wiping feature is a 

good way to protect your data in the case  

of a lost device 

(myaccount.google.

com). But again,  

it relies on the 

security of your 

Google account. 

To protect your 

privacy when sharing 

your phone, consider 

using screen pinning (Android 7 only).  

The option allows you to only give access to 

a specific app, and needs your pin entered 

to access anything else. This option is 

found under ‘Settings > Security > Screen 

pinning’ and is turned on by tapping the 

overview button, then swiping up and 

WHILE THE POTENTIAL 
THREAT IS FAIRLY MINOR, 

UNDERSTANDING AND 
CONTROLLING YOUR 
ANDROID PRIVACY IS 
ALWAYS A GOOD IDEA. 

Keep your data safe by restricting access to 
or hiding apps with Applock.

Apps such as Truecaller make it easy to block 
unwanted calls and texts, as well as provide  
a caller ID. 
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the app working. Nevertheless, it’s still 

good practice to check the permissions, and 

revoke any that are suspect. You can check 

permissions via ‘Settings > Apps’ and then 

selecting a specific app, then Permissions. 

While it’s fine for a camera app to need 

access to the microphone, a calculator 

shouldn’t need any permissions at all. 

BLOCK CALLS AND SMS
In Android 6.0 or newer, protecting your 

privacy from unwanted calls is easy — just 

touch and hold a number, and select Block. 

From the phone app, jumping into ‘Settings 

> Call blocking’ allows numbers to be 

entered and blocked. This also blocks SMS 

from the same number, or touch and hold  

a message, then select the ‘No’ symbol in 

the top right. A great third-party option 

with more features and caller ID is 

Truecaller, available from Google Play 

(truecaller.com). 

HIDE FILES AND PHOTOS
The simplest option to hide photos from 

prying eyes in Google Photos is to archive 

them by selecting a photo, then ‘Menu > 

Archive’, but that only removes them from 

the main feed. Another option is to use a 

photo or file privacy manager app. Keepsafe 

is a great place to start, as its free (with paid 

upgrades) and secures your private files 

behind a password, pin or fingerprint. 

VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK
Connecting to an unknown Wi-Fi network 

is an easy way to have your privacy and 

security compromised. The best solution is 

to use a VPN, which encrypts all your data 

and keeps it away from snooping eyes.  

Hola VPN (hola.org) is a great free option 

for occasional use, but for more in-depth 

protection, a paid VPN like Windscribe 

(windscribe.com) is often worth the $5 per 

month subscription.  

selecting the Pin icon. Another option is 

to use an app locker program to restrict 

access — Applock (domobile.com) is free 

and a great place to start. 

APP PERMISSIONS
Android apps ask for permission to access 

certain information when installed, but it 

is possible to review and adjust this 

afterwards. Some apps need permission  

to access information such as contacts,  

so revoking the permission might stop  

APP CHOICE
OUT OF THE BOX, THE DEFAULT GOOGLE APPS, AS WELL AS POPULAR THIRD-PARTY OPTIONS
ARE QUITE SECURE, BUT DO TRACK AND LEAVE A LOT OF PERSONAL INFORMATION
POTENTIALLY VULNERABLE.

Fortunately, there are loads of third-party alternatives geared towards those who want to keep
their usage totally private. Brave (brave.com) is a fast, free browser with a big focus on keeping your
online activities on the down low. Gmail is convenient, but Google bots do have access to everything
you send for anonymous data mining. In contrast, ProtonMail (protonmail.co ) is end-to-end
encrypted, so only the sender and receiver can read the contents. Popular messaging apps such as
WhatsApp don’t get message contents on their servers, but do keep metadata on when and to whom
messages were sent. Signal (whispersystems.co( ) is a privacy-focused alternative, and does not
keep any data about your use. Free cloud storage is handy (especially Google Drive), but paid third-
party solutions such as SpiderOak (spideroak.com(( ) provide backups with end-to-end encryption,
for extra peace of mind.

Android has a build-in privacy checkup through  
your Google account, which can help adjust the  
basic options.

While options such as Gmail are convenient, 
third-party apps such as ProtonMail offer full 
end-to-end encryption for total privacy. 

When lending a device, use screen pinning 
to make only the current app accessible. 

A virtual private network (or VPN) is the ideal way  
to protect your personal information when using 
Wi-Fi away from home. 
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IN THE PAST year, we’ve seen a host of excellent 

mesh network solutions released. Google WiFi, 

Netgear Orbi, Linksys Velop, Ubiquiti AmpliFi 

HD, TP-Link Deco and others have made 

getting whole home Wi-Fi coverage easier than 

it has ever been before.

So this month, we thought we’d take a bit  

of a deeper dive into mesh networking, and how 

you can get the most out of your mesh network. 

We’ll focus on positioning, and how you can 

maximise performance.

UNDERSTANDING BACKHAUL
The key to understanding mesh networks is a 

little thing called ‘backhaul’. In order to relay 

your data back to the router and onto the 

internet, the nodes or satellites have to be able  

to communicate with each other. How they do 

that depends on the product and the particular 

configuration of your network.

You may be able to connect the mesh node  

to the router and to each other using wires. 

More likely, the nodes will use wireless 

signaling to talk to each other. Depending on 

the product, that may involve in-band signaling

or a separate wireless band (see sidebar on 

in-band and tri-band networks on the  

following page).

THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION
The absolute best way to set up a mesh network  

is to connect the various nodes using Ethernet 

cables. Mesh networks are smart enough to use 

the cable connection for backhaul, meaning that 

there’s no conflict with Wi-Fi communications. 

Ethernet cables are also fast enough that the 

network won’t be limited by bottlenecks  

in the backhaul.

Of course, running Ethernet cables through 

the house might not be an option for many 

people. So let’s look at a more realistic Plan B — 

using wireless backhaul.

START WITH THE ROUTER
The first thing you should set up the mesh router. 

The router is the device that’s connecting you  

to the internet and, realistically, it’s going to be 

placed wherever the internet comes into your 

house. Some mesh network solutions, like the 

Ubiquiti AmpliFi and Netgear Orbi, have a 

distinct router device that’s physically different 

from the nodes (aka satellites, aka mesh points) 

and has a dedicated WAN port. Other mesh 

solutions, like Linksys Velop, TP-Link Deco  

and Google WiFi, simply assign the first node  

you set up as the router, and reassign one of the 

LAN ports as a WAN port.

Either way, the first thing you should do is  

start with this single device. Plug it in and use  

the vendor’s mobile app to start it up and get  

a Wi-Fi network running. Make note of the  

Wi-Fi network name.

TESTING STRENGTH
The next phase is to plan out the positioning of 

the nodes. The mobile app for the mesh solution 

may come with tools to help you measure signal 

strength and determine where is best to place  

The Google WiFi is one 
of a host of new mesh 
networking solutions.

[ HOME NETWORKING ]

Get the most from mesh Wi-Fi
THE PRO GUIDE ON MAKING SURE YOUR NEW MESH NETWORK IS SET UP CORRECTLY
AND OPERATING EFFICIENTLY.

[ NATHAN TAYLOR ]

A mesh network layout. The mesh router and nodes
communicate with each other using backhaul, while
wireless devices will automatically talk to the nearest 
mesh node.

Backhaul links

Mesh routerMesh router

Mesh nodeMesh node

Mesh node

User devices User devices

Modem router

Internet
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IN-BAND AND TRI-BAND MESH NETWORKS
MOST MESH NETWORK SOLUTIONS USE ONE OF THEIR NORMAL WI-FI BANDS
TO COMMUNICATE WITH EACH OTHER FOR BACKHAUL.

That is to say, they talk to each other the same way they talk to any other device. This can cause
complications in terms of performance.

The way it works is that a mesh network will try to use the fastest possible connection for back
That means that they will typically use the 802.11ac Wi-Fi band, which operates at 5GHz. But if yo
mobile device is also using 802.11ac to connect with the network, then your device is competing w
the backhaul for space on the airwaves. To put it another way, your bandwidth is effectively halve

Now there are some solutions to this. A few mesh network products, like the Linksys Velop and
Netgear Orbi, actually have tri-band networks. They have a separate, dedicated backhaul wireles
network that runs at a different radio frequency from user communications, so there’s no conflict
Everybody gets full speed.

Others mesh networks may try to connect the user in the 2.4GHz band (used by the older 802.
Wi-Fi standard), which is slower than 802.11ac but causes no conflicts with the backhaul. But the
that means you’re only connecting at 802.11n speeds. Otherwise, they simply accept that speeds
are going to be halved.

the nodes. We’re going to assume it doesn’t  

and we’ll use a free mobile app called WiFi 

Analyzer instead. WiFi Analyzer is available for

Android on Google Play. Unfortunately, there’s 

no real equivalent on iOS due to limitations in 

the operating system.

WiFi Analyzer will tell you the received 

signal power of every wireless network your 

mobile can detect. It reports the strength in dBi

relative to a reference point of 0. The closer to 0, 

the stronger the signal. For example, -50dBi is 

better than -70dBi. If the signal is -60dBi or 

better, it’s a good signal. If it’s -90dBi or worse, 

you’re likely to start experiencing dropouts.

As you move away from the router, the signal

power will decrease. What we want to do is 

move far enough away from the router that  

the node is a useful repeater, but not so far that 

the backhaul link between the node and router 

will struggle to carry enough data. Holding the 

phone with WiFi Analyzer, slowly start moving 

away from the router in the direction that you 

want the wireless network to extend. As you 

move, the wireless power from your mesh 

router’s Wi-Fi network will decrease. Once you 

get to -70dBi or higher, it’s time to start thinking 

about placing the node/repeater/satellite/mesh 

point. You can also use WiFi Analyzer to test 

the effect of specific positions (on top of the 

shelf, inside that cupboard) on signal power.

Using this technique, you can make sure  

that the node is in a position to receive a strong 

signal from the main router. If you have more 

than one node to place, repeat the process, 

moving in a different direction from the router. 

Once you’ve planned out where all of your 

nodes are going, you can plug them in and go 

back to the vendor’s mobile app to configure 

them and connect them to the main router.

MULTIPLE HOPS
Even with the node extending the range of the 

Wi-Fi network, long and large homes might still

have issues. Don’t worry. It’s possible for a

backhaul signal to travel over multiple hops

That is, it can go node > node > router.

Once you’ve set up your initial nodes and you 

find that you still don’t have a good signal where 

you need it, you can use additional nodes to 

further extend the range. With all the nodes 

activated, you can use the same technique above 

to add more nodes. WiFi Analyzer will pick up 

the strength from the strongest node. Then 

continue to move in the direction of the Wi-Fi 

black spot until the signal power starts getting 

spotty again (ie, worse than -70dBi). Then you 

can place the new node.

There is a downside to using multiple hops  

to get a signal back to the router, though. For each 

hop, the effective bandwidth will be halved.  

The node in the middle has to both receive and 

repeat the signal. If you had three hops (node > 

node > node > router), the effective bandwidth 

would be a quarter of the normal speed. There’s  

a point at which you’d be better off using a long 

Ethernet cable or powerline networking  

to bridge the nodes.

On most mesh networks, you can place as 

many nodes as you need to provide full coverage. 

The mesh network should be able to intelligently

figure out the fastest way to get the data back

to the router You just have to make sure that
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ops. to the router. You just have to make sure that 

everything is in range to communicate. 

The Linksys Velop  
is one of a few mesh 

network solutions  
to use a separate 

backhaul band. 

WiFi Analyzer can be used as signal power sensor.

Once you’ve figured out where they all go, use the 
mobile app from the vendor to configure them.
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[ DOWNLOADS AND STREAMING ]

Stream your games around the house
LEARN HOW TO STREAM YOUR PC, XBOX & PS4 GAMES TO THE COMFORT OF YOUR LOUNGE ROOM
OR TAKE THEM UPSTAIRS TO BED WITH THESE HANDY TOOLS.

[ NATHAN TAYLOR ]

MANY AN ARGUMENT about PC vs console 

gaming comes down to this — a preference for 

playing in one location or another. A lot of the 

appeal of consoles is that they’re designed to be 

played from the comfort of your lounge chair, 

while PC games usually require you be sitting  

at a desk. The thing is: that’s not necessarily the 

case anymore. There are easy and free tools that 

will let you beam your PC games to lounge room 

TV — or from a powerful PC with high-end 

graphics to a low-end laptop. There are also tools 

to go the other way — to beam console games  

to a PC or handheld.

This month, we’re going to look at a few  

of those tools, starting with the ones built  

into Steam.

STEAM IN-HOME STREAMING
In-home streaming has been available in the 

Steam client since 2014. Its primary use is to 

stream games from a powerful PC to a less 

powerful one. Say you have a monster PC set up 

in the study, with a high-end graphics card and 

powerful CPU. But you want to play on a less 

powerful PC, perhaps a laptop in the bedroom. 

Steam In-Home Streaming lets you run the 

game on the monster, but see it display and 

accept input from the laptop. It also allows you 

to stream games from a Windows PC to a Mac 

or Linux PC.

Making this happen is actually quite easy

in Steam. Just follow these steps:

S1 Both devices have to be on the same local

network. Ideally, they have Gigabit 

Ethernet wired connections to the network,

or at least fast Wi-Fi access.

S2 Both devices need to have the Steam 

client installed, and be logged into

the same account.

S3 On the host PC (the powerful one that 

the game will be running on), go into the

Settings menu. Open in the In-Home Streaming

tab and select the check box to enable it.

S4 Under Advanced host options, enable 

hardware encoding. Click OK to accept

and close the settings tab.

S5 Now head to the client PC, the one you 

will actually be playing the game on. 

Open Steam and go to the game you want to 

play. If it’s not installed locally, where the Play 

button usually is will be a Stream button.  

Click on it, and the game will start up on the 

host PC and the output will beam over the

network to the client PC.

S6 If the picture or performance isn’t great, 

you can adjust the client side settings  

by going to ‘Settings > In-Home Streaming’  

on the client computer. There are three base 

settings: Fast, Balanced and Beautiful. Fast 

prioritises framerate over image quality,

while beautiful is the opposite.

S7 You should find that it actually works 

really well. Most local networks will  

only add a few milliseconds of input lag.  

If you’re a competitive gamer, that might make  

a difference. Most people, however, will most  

not notice.

STEAM LINK
Steam In-Home Streaming normally only  

works PC-to-PC. What if you want to run a 

Steam game on your lounge room TV instead? 

There’s an answer for that, too: the Steam Link. 

The Steam Link is an inexpensive box 

(currently selling for around $30 from EB 

Games) that works as a stand-alone client for 

Steam In-Home Streaming. There are even a 

number of TV sets from Samsung and LG now 

that even have Steam Link built-in, requiring 

nothing other than a network connection.

Just as with In-Home Streaming, the game 

runs on a host PC, and the Steam Link will 

stream it from the PC and display it in Big 

Picture mode on your loungeroom TV set.

To use Steam Link, you just plug the Steam 

Link box into the HDMI port of your TV set. 

You’ll need a controller of some kind. The Steam

Controller can work, and the Steam Link will 

also pair with an Xbox 360, PlayStation 4 or other 

Bluetooth controllers. USB controllers will also 

work, as will mice and keyboards.

The Steam Link is easy to set up and use, just 

make sure the host PC has Steam running. When 

you start the Steam Link, it will automatically 

find PCs on your local network running Steam, 

and will give an authorisation code onscreen.  

Head to your PC, type in the code and the Steam 

Make sure streaming is enabled.

And hardware encoding. 

The Stream button will replace the Play button on the 
client PC.

S3

S4

S5
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Link will then be paired with that PC.  

After you do that, Steam on the PC will launch 

into Big Picture mode, and you’ll see it mirrored 

on the TV connected to the Steam Link. Control 

it just as you would if you were sitting in front  

of the PC, and if you need to adjust quality 

settings, you can do so by going into the 

In-Home Streaming client options.

XBOX ONE STREAMING
It’s also possible to stream games from your 

Xbox One to your Windows PC — pretty handy 

if, for example, someone else is using the main 

TV but you still want to play your Xbox games.

To do this, you need the Xbox app, which you

can download from the Windows Store (it may 

also be pre-installed on your PC). Once done, 

just follow these steps:

X1 Turn on your Xbox and sign in

to your account.

X2 Start the Xbox app on your PC.

X3 Click on the Connection button on the 

left-hand panel. It looks like a small 

Xbox. It should detect your Xbox, which you

can click on to select it.

X4 Click on the Stream button. The Xbox 

app will go full screen, and you should 

see your Xbox screen mirrored exactly on your 

PC screen. You will need a compatible controller 

attached to your PC to control it (mouse and 

keyboard won’t work).

PS4 REMOTE PLAY
Sony has a very similar system for its console, 

called Remote Play. You can get the Remote Play 

app from playstation.net — it’s also available  

on Google Play for some Sony Android devices.

Then just follow these steps:

P1 You first have to enable Remote Play  

on your PS4. Go to the Settings on your 

PS4 and find Remote Play Connection Settings 

to enable it. It has to be your primary PS4.

P2 Install the Remote Play app on your PC

and run it.

P3 To control it, you can connect the PS4

controller to your PC using a USB cable

(the controller comes with one used for

charging).

P4 You’ll then be asked to log into your  

Sony account. Because it uses the Sony 

account, you can technically access the PS4 

remotely — although, in reality, it’s only  

feasible to use on a local network for bandwidth 

reasons. The app will search for and connect

to your PS4.

P5 Just as with the Xbox, you’ll see your 

PS4’s screen mirrored on your Windows 

desktop. You control it with the PS4 controller, 

just as if you were sitting in front of it.  

It’s now time to game.  

WHAT HAPPENED TO GAME
STREAMING SERVICES?

A few years ago, there was a lot of noise about
game streaming services, where you pay a
subscription to stream games over the internet.
Those services do exist — but they’ve never
come to our shores. Playstation Now and
GameFly are the major services, and Nvidia
is working on GeForce NOW. None of the above
are available in Australia.

The Steam Link.

Look for the Connection 
button near the bottom left.

Click on Stream to start streaming.

The PS4 screen is 
mirrored on your PC.

X3

X4

P5
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[ PRIVACY AND SECURITY ]

Lock down your Google account 
for better digital privacy
HOW TO STOP GOOGLE FROM TRACKING ALL YOUR ONLINE ACTIVITY.

[ NATHAN TAYLOR ]

UNLESS YOU’VE BEEN extra careful, it’s 

probably fair to say that Google knows you just 

about as well as you know yourself. The internet 

giant hoovers up vast amounts of information 

on millions of users, ostensibly to deliver better 

ads (or, more accurately, to sell that user 

information to advertisers in order to better 

target ads).

This is especially true if you have a Google 

account. When you’re logged into your Google 

account, Google will keep a permanent record 

of the following:

* Every search term you type into Google.

* Every search result you click on.

* Every YouTube search you perform and every 

video you watch.

* Any ads you click on.

* A complete timeline of your movements  

by tracking your mobile’s GPS.

* Every time you issue an ‘OK Google’ voice 

command. 

* Potentially any time you visit a page with 

embedded Google services (like maps) 

* Your complete Chrome browser history 

(thankfully, this last one is turned off by 

default). 

This information is recorded and attached 

to your personal Google account permanently. 

But even if you don’t have a Google account  

or are not logged in, it will still gather some 

information. It records the IP addresses of 

people searching with Google, for instance,  

and what they searched for. This data is kept  

for a period of time before being “anonymised” 

by deleting part of the IP address.

Its DoubleClick, AdSense and AdMob  

ad networks use tracking cookies and similar 

techniques to monitor app usage and movement

between sites, too. 

To its credit, Google does now give you tools 

to switch a good deal of that account tracking 

off — which is more than can be said for some 

of its competitors, like Microsoft and Facebook. 

We’ll walk you through that process below,  

as well as give some extra tips for dodging 

Google’s tracking.

DISABLING TRACKING AND RECORDING
Google now, thankfully, gives you the tools  

to delete your permanent account records,  

as well as turn off future tracking. You just have 

to know where to find the settings.

Head to myactivity.google.com and log in  

if you’re not already. It’s here that you’ll see the 

complete record of every bit of data Google has 

associated with your account, and here that  

you can delete your records and stop future 

tracking.

The first thing we want to do is delete the 

archives. This will remove every item from 

Google’s record about your activity. Now we 

need to say up front that we pretty much have  

to take it on faith the Google is actually deleting 

these records. It has said that it does, although it 

notes that, in some cases, the records may still 

be stored on backup tapes and in archives.

Click on ‘Delete activity by’ on the left side  

of the page. Then under ‘Delete by date’,  

Google lets you get a view of everything it has recorded about you.

Delete everything, for all time. 
It’s the only way to be sure.
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turn them to off (which Google calls ‘paused’). 

You’ll get a warning popup for each one.  

The one exception you might make is watched 

YouTube videos. That’s actually useful, since it 

determines YouTube recommendations.

Once you’ve done that, Google should stop 

recording your activity in your Google account.

It does not stop IP logging of searches (we’ll 

get to that), and it will still keep some search 

information in cookies for the duration of a 

session, but your permanent account activity 

record will remain clean.

ANTI-COOKIE MEASURES
Now to stop the tracking that Google does 

regardless of your account settings or login 

status. First up, let’s stop them cookies and 

analytics.

The best way to do that is with a privacy 

add-on for your browser. There are a number 

that get the job done, but we’ve always liked 

Disconnect (disconnect.me). Ghostery  

(www.ghostery.com) is another solid solution. 

Installing these browser add-ons will block  

all tracking cookies from being sent by your 

browser. They also stop analytics and other 

tracking systems, like Facebook and Google 

widgets, from reporting your activity back  

to the mothership.

If you really want to kill ad tracking,  

you can also install uBlock Origin  

(www.ublock.org, which we now prefer to 

Adblock Plus), which will stop your browser 

from communicating with ad services like 

DoubleClick altogether.  

FACEBOOK TRACKING
WHEN IT COMES TO TRACKING, FACEBOOK IS ANOTHER COMPANY 
THAT YOU HAVE TO BE WARY OF.

The omnipresence of Facebook widgets such as ‘Like’ buttons provides Facebook with incredible
amounts of information about your online activity. Every time you visit a site with a ‘Like’ button,
Facebook can know about it. And Facebook has not been as forthcoming about its tracking activity
as Google, and it doesn’t provide the same means of deleting and reviewing your records either.

Thankfully, the browser privacy add-ons like Disconnect and Ghostery (see below) are also 
effective against Facebook widgets.

DISABLING THIRD PARTY COOKIES
ANOTHER THING YOU CAN DO TO STOP AD COOKIES IS DISABLE THIRD-PARTY COOKIES
IN YOUR BROWSER — THOUGH INSTALLING DISCONNECT OR GHOSTERY HAS MUCH
THE SAME EFFECT.

In Safari, they’re actually disabled by default. In Chrome, you’ll have to go to ‘Settings > Advanced >
Privacy and Security/Content Settings > Cookies’ to find the switch to turn off third-party cookies.
In Firefox, you have to go to ‘Options > Privacy’ and select ‘Use custom settings for History’ to see the
option to disable them. In Edge, go to ‘Options > Settings > Advanced Settings’ and select the option
to ‘Block on Third Party Cookies’ under the Cookies section.

DODGING IP LOGGING
Finally, to deal with the fact that Google still links online searches with IP addresses, you can use
a third-party search engine. If you still want Google’s search results, we recommend StartPage.com.
StartPage still gives you Google Search results. Except that it fetches those results for you like a
proxy, so that you don’t give Google your IP address. StartPage itself claims that it logs no
IP addresses or search terms.

With all Google account tracking turned off, with ad cookies and analytics disabled, with Google
widgets blocked and by using a third-party search engine, you should now be mostly clear of the
Google octopus. Now you just have to figure out a way to stop Facebook and Microsoft...

select ‘All time’ from the drop down menu  

and click ‘DELETE’. This will completely clear 

the records of your online activity up to now. 

You’ll be asked to confirm.

After that, go back to the ‘My Activity’ page. 

It’s time to stop Google from gathering data in 

the future. 

Click on ‘Activity Controls’ on the left. This is 

where you can switch off all the logging that 

Google does. Here, you will see a set of panels 

for different types of activity that Google 

records. There are panels for: Web & App 

Activity, Location History, Device Information, 

Voice & Audio Activity, YouTube Search 

History and YouTube Watch History. In each 

panel, there is a blue switch. One by one,  

Disconnect blocks tracking cookies.

Turn ‘em all off. Except maybe 
watched videos. That one’s useful.
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IN FOCUS
You’ll need to half-press the shutter

release or tap the AF button on the back
of a compatible camera to activate the

autofocus system. Once focus is achieved,
the active AF point(s) will glow red or be

highlighted in black, and the focus
indicator in the viewfinder

readout will appear.
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[ PHOTOGRAPHY MASTERCLASS ]

Master your DSLR:  
Autofocus points
TAKE CONTROL OF THE ‘EYES’ OF YOUR CAMERA’S AUTOFOCUS SYSTEM. 

[ TECHLIFE TEAM ]

01
SHOOTING MODE
You’ll have limited (if any)
options for changing the AF

point setup if you shoot in one of the
camera’s basic modes, so switch to
an advanced exposure mode.

02
AF POINT SELECTION
Cameras with multiple
focus points enable you

to set different AF point patterns,
from a single focus point and groups
through to the entire AF point array.

03
SWITCHING POINTS
Some cameras let you to
move the active AF point

using a dedicated controller.
For others, you’ll need to use the rear
control pad or the camera’s dials.

04
CUSTOMISATION
Advanced cameras include
handy features such

as changing the position of the AF
point as you rotate the camera, and
reducing the total number of points.

01

02

03

04

YOUR DIGITAL SLR’S AF mode determines 

how the camera focuses, while the AF motor 

built into the lens or camera dictates the 

autofocus speed. But it’s the AF points visible 

in the viewfinder that control where the 

camera focuses — and how accurately  

it does so.

Autofocus is one of those camera features 

where you can see where your money is going. 

The more you spend on a body, the more 

autofocus points will be crammed into the 

viewfinder, and the wider the range of 

autofocus point selection modes and autofocus 

customisation options there will be.

If a camera has a viewfinder that’s densely 

packed with autofocus points, it has a better 

chance of accurately tracking a moving object 

as it moves through the frame, automatically 

‘passing’ the subject from one autofocus point 

to the next. A large number of autofocus 

points can also make it easier to manually 

select one that lines up with the position of  

a small, off-centre subject without having  

to move the camera to focus.

Beginner DSLRs typically have around 9–11 

AF points, while flagship professional models 

can boast anywhere from 60 to more than 150. 
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THE AF POINT ARRAY
HOW THE FOCUS POINT SET-UP DIFFERS BETWEEN CAMERAS.

The AF module in a DSLR sits below the main mirror. Most of the light coming 
through the lens is reflected by the mirror up to the viewfinder, but some 
light passes through it and is reflected down to the autofocus module.

The AF sensors are part of this module, with the corresponding AF points 
visible on a screen in the viewfinder. Some cameras have the points etched 
onto a focusing screen, but ’transmissive’ LCD screens are now common  
in high-end bodies. These ‘intelligent’ viewfinders enable information  
to be overlaid on the image, including the active AF point(s) and the various 
ways that AF points can be arranged in groups or areas.
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BEGINNER DSLR
NIKON D3400: 11 POINTS
Entry-level DSLRs keep things simple. Unlike more advanced 
cameras, you won’t be able to select different-sized groups of  
AF points. The choice comes down to either manually selecting a 
single AF point or activating the whole lot and letting the camera 

automa select which focus point(s) to use. Depending on the camera, 
you can set the focus point by pressing the AF point selection button and 
tapping the control pad on the back of the camera, or by rotating the control 
dial on top to jump from one focus point to the next.

The array isn’t densely packed, so the tracking of moving objects won’t  
be as smooth, and you’ll often need to move the camera to line up a focus 
point with an off-centre subject.

ENTHUSIAST DSLR
NIKON D750: 51 POINTS
With an enthusiast-level camera, you 
typically get a trickle down of technology 
from the flagship pro body in the 
manufacturer’s range. The step up from 
a beginner camera, just in terms of the 
number of AF points, is obvious. There 
will also be more scope for tailoring the 
AF point array to your needs, such as 
reducing the number of focus points that 
can be manually selected — from 51 to 11 
in the D750’s case (right) — for those 
moments when speedy selection is key.

PROFESSIONAL DSLR
NIKON D5: 153 POINTS (55 SELECTABLE)
While the AF array on a pro camera doesn’t cover the entire image,  
it does fill a significant portion. This can be problematic if the subject  
is small in the frame or obscured, as the wide array might lock on  
to other parts of the scene. Fortunately, you can manually isolate  
a smaller group of AF points and position this in the frame, or choose  
a single AF  point.

t
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But it isn’t just a 

question of the 

number and density  

of autofocus points:  

it’s their precision, too.

Standard AF points 

detect contrast in only

one plane — vertical 

sensors, for instance, respond to lines of

horizontal contrast that ‘break’ the line of the 

sensor — such as the horizon in a landscape 

photo. Cross-type sensors are more desirable, 

as they detect both vertical and horizontal 

lines of contrast, while dual cross-type sensors 

detect diagonal lines as well. You’ll need to use 

fairly fast lenses to activate this additional 

precision. (See the box titled ‘AF point 

precision’, above.)

It used to be the 

norm that a camera’s 

centre AF point was 

the only cross-type 

sensor in a sea of 

standard AF points, 

but the latest crop of 

DSLRs typically have  

a range of them spread throughout the display 

in the viewfinder — in fact, the entire AF point 

array can be made up of cross-type sensors  

in advanced bodies. This makes it easier to 

accurately focus on subjects that aren’t in the 

middle of the picture. In low light, these 

off-centre AF points can struggle to register 

contrast — you might notice the lens ‘hunting’ 

in and out of focus as it attempts to pick up  

the subject — in which case try the centre  

AF point. This is invariably the most sensitive 

of the lot, although you may have to 

compromise on the composition of the picture 

or use the focus lock and recompose 

technique. (See the box ‘Hitting the spot’  

on the next page.)

If you switch to Live View, you usually  

won’t see any AF points on the display. This is 

because the mirror is locked out of the way to 

feed the imaging sensor with the live image,  

so the AF module doesn’t come into play.  

In this case, autofocus is achieved by 

measuring contrast directly on the camera’s 

imaging sensor.

The exception to this is cameras that 

temporarily flip the mirror down to enable a 

picture to be taken using the normal autofocus 

system, before locking it out of the way again.

AF POINT PRECISION
HOW THE CHOICE OF LENS YOU FIT ON 
THE CAMERA CAN AFFECT THE ACCURACY 
OF THE AUTOFOCUS SYSTEM.

Camera manufacturers list aperture 
information alongside details of a DSLR’s  
AF points. The reason for this is that the lens 
attached to the camera affects the precision 
of the AF sensors. A camera needs plenty of 
light to focus, and faster lenses — those with 
large maximum apertures — allow more light 
to reach the AF sensor module. It doesn’t 
matter if you dial in a different aperture to 
take a picture: it’s the maximum aperture 
that counts.

For example, the Canon EOS 5D Mark IV’s 
AF point array (right) features 61 AF points, 
all of which offer vertical sensors with lenses 
that have a maximum aperture of f/5.6.  
The majority of the sensors are also 
cross-type, with five sensors in the centre 
offering dual cross-type focusing with  
f/2.8 lenses.

In common with other high-end DSLRs, 
the 5D Mark IV also has a number of  
AF points that offer f/8 focusing, which is 
useful if you need to attach a teleconverter  
to the lens.

VERTICAL 
AF POINT

HORIZONTAL 
AF POINT

CROSS-TYPE 
AF POINT

DUAL CROSS-TYPE 
AF POINT

01  VERTICAL FOCUSING 
AT F/5.6 AND F/8
The sensors marked in green  

on this Canon EOS 5D Mark IV display can  
detect horizontal lines of contrast that ‘break’ 
the vertical sensor.

02  CROSS-TYPE 
FOCUSING AT F/4
The horizontal sensors in the outer 

two blocks of the array detect vertical lines  
at a maximum aperture of f/4.

03  CROSS-TYPE 
FOCUSING AT F/5.6 
AND F/8

The centre block of points is more sensitive  
and doesn’t require as much light as the outer 
points to trigger cross-type focusing.

04  DUAL CROSS-TYPE 
‘DIAGONAL’ 
FOCUSING AT F/2.8

Lenses that have a maximum aperture of f/2.8 
can unlock extra precision at the centre  
of the display.

01

02

03

04

WHAT IS F/8 
AUTOFOCUS?

Usually, a DSLR requires a maximum 
aperture of f/5.6 or faster to enable 
autofocus. Adding a teleconverter to 

a lens in order to give extra reach will 
reduce the maximum aperture, but f/8 

AF points can still function with 
the reduction in light.

IT ISN’T JUST A QUESTION
OF THE NUMBER AND DENSITY 

OF AUTOFOCUS POINTS THAT 
YOU CAN SEE IN THE 

VIEWFINDER: IT’S THEIR 
PRECISION, TOO.
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FOLLOWING THE 
ACTION
USE AUTOMATIC AF 
POINT SELECTION  
AND CONTINUOUS 
AUTOFOCUS TO TRACK 
MOVEMENT.

Unless they’re small  
in the frame and moving 
slowly, it can be hard to 
keep track of a moving 
subject using a single  
AF point. This is where 
automatic AF point 
selection comes in. 
Making the entire AF point
array ‘live’ allows the 
camera to choose which 
focus points to use  
and, with continuous 
autofocus mode selected,
to switch between  
AF points to keep a 
moving object sharply 
focused.

With advanced 
cameras, you can adapt 
the display so that 
progressively smaller 
groups of AF points can 
be used to keep track  
of moving subjects,  
rather than the entire 
array. This can speed up 
the time it takes to detect 
the subject and adjust  
the focus, and makes it 
less likely that the camera 
will focus on the wrong 
part of the scene. You may 
also be able to select a 
single AF point to indicate 
where the subject is  
in the frame.

HITTING THE SPOT 
When you need to place the 
focus precisely, start by 
manually selecting a single AF 
point. Cameras with a large 
spread of AF points make it 
easier to line one up with the 
most important feature in a 
photo, but this won’t always 
be the case. Sometimes, you 
may have to move the camera 
and half-press the shutter 
release to lock the focus, 
before recomposing the shot. 
If the camera struggles to 
focus with one of the outer 
points, just use the centre 
one instead.  

WHEN TO ACTIVATE ALL THE AF POINTS
LOOK FOR SCENES WITH ‘CLEAN’ BACKGROUNDS  
AND FOREGROUNDS.

01  HIGHLIGHTED 
POINTS
The camera will indicate

which AF points have achieved 
focus in red or solid black.

02  DISTANCE
A lens can only focus at 
one distance at a time, 

so any object at this distance will 
be highlighted.

WHEN TO ACTIVATE A GROUP OF AF POINTS
CHOOSE GROUP AF FOR A FASTER RESPONSE AND A TIGHTER FOCUS.

01  LOCATION
Use a group of AF points
when you know where 

the subject will be in the scene.

02  CONFIGURATION
As well as a group,  
you can set a single  

AF point and have the surrounding 
points assist.

WHEN AUTOMATIC SELECTION 
GOES WRONG

Autofocus systems will typically focus on the 
subject that’s nearest to the camera. This can 
cause the AF system to shift the focus to the 
wrong part of the image if the main subject 
becomes obscured in some way.

You may be able to adjust the AF system’s 
sensitivity so that it’s less likely to flit around. 
Using ‘back button focusing’ on a compatible 
camera can enable you to temporarily deactivate 
the focusing, too.

WITH ADVANCED CAMERAS, 
YOU CAN ADAPT THE DISPLAY 

SO THAT PROGRESSIVELY 
SMALLER GROUPS OF AF 

POINTS CAN BE USED TO KEEP 
TRACK OF MOVING SUBJECTS.

01

02

01

02

Eye not covered Lock the focus

Wrong!

Right!

Recompose the shot
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BUYER’S GUIDE
YOUR READY RECKONER TO THE BEST TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS

[ TECHLIFE #69 ]

The TechLife team finds the best budget, value and performance products, and the latest releases in the top technology categories. If you believe  

there are other products that deserve the title in any of the tech categories, let us know and give us your reasons why in 50 words or less.  

Equally, if there’s a hot new product that’s worthy of attention, we want to know. Send your email to techlife@futurenet.com.
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[ BEST BUDGET ]

D-Link DSL-G225

$80 | www.dlink.com.au
A basic, NBN-ready 300Mbps Wi-Fi 

ADSL router with four LAN ports.  
Good wireless range and coverage.

[ BEST BUDGET ]

Edimax BR-6478AC V2

$79 | www.edimax.com
Blitzes its cheaper competition with 
Gigabit Ethernet and 867Mbps Wi-Fi 

that delivers great wireless range. 

Synology DS216SE

$170 (diskless) | www.synology.com
This affordable 2-bay NAS runs 

Synology’s excellent OS and has  
all the basics you need.

[ BEST VALUE ]

TP-Link Archer D7 

$170 | www.tp-link.com.au
The UI is a bit no-frills, but once set up, 

this is a very solid AC1900 router 
 for a price well below the average.

TP-Link Archer C7

$150 | www.tp-link.com.au
This modemless version of the D7 

(above) has all the basics you'll need  
to set up a 1,300Mbps AC network.

Asustor AS-3102T

$330 (diskless) | www.asustor.com
This two-bay NAS offers excellent features 

and can double as a media player, with 
Kodi and HDMI-output to your TV.

[ BEST PERFORMANCE ]

Netgear Nighthawk X8 
D8500

590 | www.netgear.com.au
The price is eye-watering, but this 
tri-band 802.11ac modem-router  

truly has it all.

ASUS RT-AC87U

$300 | www.asus.com/au
This full-featured unit is overflowing 

with options and settings,  
plus it has super-fast wireless.

Synology DS916+

$660 (diskless) | www.synology.com
If you need more space, this four-bay
model lets you install apps and can 

even transcode 4K videos.

[ NEW ON SHELF ]

TP-Link Archer VR2800

$400 | www.tp-link.com.au
This ADSL/VDSL router has a slightly 

different config from the VR2600, with 
faster 5GHz Wi-Fi, but slower 2.4GHz.

[ BEST MESH-NETWORKING KIT ]

Netgear Orbi RBK50

$580 | www.netgear.com.au
Mesh-networking has arrived  

with this fantastic, great-performing
router and extender kit.
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[ BEST W NDER ]

ASUS RP-AC68U

$240 | www.asus.com/au
With 5 Gigabit Ethernet ports, this 

AC1900 Wi-Fi extender’s built-in LEDs 
help you figure out the best placement.

[ ]

ASUS EA-AC87

$220 | www.asus.com/au
This bridge is a great way of linking up 

to four wired Gigabit devices to a 
1,300Mbps AC network.

(BUDGET) ]

TP-Link TL-PA8010P

$125 | www.tp-link.com.au
A pair of 1,200Mbps adapters that 

proved to be both fast and affordable 
in our most-recent roundup.

[ BEST POWERLINE ADAPTER 
WITH WI-FI EXTENSION ]

Edimax HP-5102Wn

$60 per unit | www.edimax.com
This Fast Ethernet powerline adapter

throws in an 802.11n Wi-Fi access point 
for both wired and wireless.
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[ BEST BUDGET ]

S l DS216SE
[ BEST VALUE ]

A t AS 3102T
]

S l DS916
[ BEST PREMIUM ]

[ BEST WIRELESS BRIDGE ]

[ BEST VALUE ]

TP Li k A h C7

[ BEST POWERLINE ADAPTER 
(BUDGET) ]

[ BEST PERFORMANCE ]

[ NEW ON SHELF ]

Synology DS1517+

$1,100 | www.synology.com
A 5-bay NAS with 4 x Gigabit Ethernet ports 

and quad-core Atom chip, this one’s for 
SMBs that need lots of performance.

NEW 
ENTRY

WIRELESS EXTEN

WWW.GETPRICE.COM.AU

PROUDLY BROUGHT 
TO YOU BY
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[ BEST BUDGET ]

AKG K92

$100 | www.akg.com
They feel a little plasticky, but AKG’s 
used high-quality drivers, meaning  

the K92s sound bloody great.

[ BEST BUDGET ]

Google Chromecast 2

$50 | play.google.com
Google’s updated wireless HDMI dongle 

is now 802.11ac and makes it easy to 
stream online media content to your TV. 

[ BEST VALUE ]

Plantronics BackBeat 505

$120 | www.plantronics.com.au
A great-sounding set of Bluetooth cans 

with a long battery life  
and a super-keen price.

[ BEST VALUE ]

Xiaomi Mi Box 3 
(International Ver.)

$90 | www.gearbest.com
A super flexible 4K Android player with 

802.11ac Wi-Fi, but you’ll need to import 
one. Get the international version.

[ BEST PREMIUM ]

Audio-Technica ATH-DSR7BT

$599 | www.audio-technica.com.au
AT’s new high-end wireless cans offer 

super-premium sound quality, long 
battery life and fantastic build quality.

[ BEST PREMIUM ]

Xbox One S

From $399 | www.xbox.com
With support for 4K Blu-ray and Netflix 

streaming, the latest Xbox is a 
surprisingly capable media device.

[ BEST NOISE-CANCELLING ]

Bose QC35

$499 | www.bose.com.au
These are the best noise-cancelling 
headphones you can buy, with well- 
balanced audio and superb comfort.

[ NEW ON SHELF ]

Minix NEO U9-H

$299 | www.jbhifi.com
This 4K Android media player supports 

a heap of streaming services  
and includes a remote.
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[ BEST BUDGET ]

UE Wonderboom

$130 | www.ultimateears.com
This new Bluetooth portable 

gets you great ‘UE quality’ sound  
at a neat price.

[ BEST PORTABLE]

Bose SoundLink Mini II

$249 | www.bose.com.au
It's on the expensive side, but this 

compact Bluetooth portable sounds 
amazing for its size.

[ BEST MULTIROOM SYSTEM ]

Sonos Play

From $299 | www.sonos.com
Sonos still offers the best multiroom 

speaker range, with the broadest 
support for streaming services.

[ NEW ON SHELF ]

Bose SoundLink Revolve+

$439 | www.bose.com.au
Bose’s latest Bluetooth portable 

has taken a leaf from Logitech  
and offers 360° sound.

[ BEST PORTABLE ]

Epson EB-1761W

$1,199 | www.epson.com.au
One of the most compact ‘full-size’ 

projectors, this WXGA unit is only 1.7kg 
and new lamps are just $120.

[ BEST HOME THEATRE ]

BenQ MH530

$900 | www.benq.com.au
A high-brightness 1080p DLP projector 

that’s affordable and relatively 
compact.

[ NEW ON SHELF ]

Acer V9800

$8,999 | www.acer.com.au
This 4K DLP projector’ll cost ya, but it 

offers stunning picture clarity and 
vibrant colours thanks to HDR.

[ BEST COMPACT TV ]

LG 43LJ550T

$995 | www.lg.com/au
This 40-inch 1080p set balances  
good image and sound quality  

with a more compact size.

[ BEST BUDGET TV ]

Kogan MU9500 (55-inch)

$800 | www.kogan.com.au
A big curved telly for a dirt-cheap price, 

this 4K unit’s image quality is great, 
but it’s a bit light on apps.

[ BEST MAINSTREAM TV ]

Hisense 55M7000UWG

$1,500 | hisense.com.au
A great interface and solid image 

quality makes this a very good buy at 
the under-$2,000 price point.

[ BEST PREMIUM TV ]

Samsung QA55Q7FAMWXXY

$2,999 | www.samsung.com/au
Samsung’s new 55-inch/4K QLED set is 

stunningly thin, has superb visuals 
and even packs voice control.

[ BEST BUDGET ]

Dell Inspiron 11 3000 
(11.6-inch)

$330 | www.dell.com.au
With a 128GB SSD and Pentium processor, 

this compact laptop has enough power  
for all the day-to-day basics.

[ BEST ULTRABOOK ]

Dell XPS 13 (2017)

From $1,999 | www.dell.com.au
This new XPS 13 delivers great battery 
life alongside the fantastic keyboard, 

trackpad and tough build quality.

[ BEST GAMING ]

Gigabyte SabrePro 15

$2,250 | www.gigabyte.com.au
A great-value 15.6-inch option with 

GeForce GTX 1060 GPU, 256GB SSD + 
2TB HDD and impressive build-quality.

[ NEW ON SHELF ]

Microsoft Surface Laptop

From $1,499 | www.microsoftstore.com
Microsoft’s first ultrabook is a very 
solidly-built laptop with a gorgeous 

screen and great battery life.
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[ BEST BUDGET ]

Epson EB-W32

$700 | www.epson.com.au
A super-bright, portable 3LCD,  

WXGA unit at a nice price. 
Cheap lamps, too.
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[ BEST BUDGET IPHONE ]

Apple iPhone 5S

$370 | www.apple.com/au
If you must have an iPhone,  

select stores still offer the 4-inch  
5S at a reasonable price.

[ BEST PERFORMANCE ]

Motorola Moto G5 Plus

$350 (16GB) | www.motorola.com.au
A classy 5.2-incher with quality 

internals, good camera and 
fast-charging support.

[ NEW ON SHELF ]

OnePlus 5

$599 (64GB) | oneplus.net
Delivers flagship-level features

for half the price, with OLED display
and great specs.

[ BEST BUDGET ANDROID ]

Motorola Moto G4 Play

$280 | www.motorola.com.au
A basic dual-SIM (2G/4G) phone with  

a 5-inch 720p LCD, 16GB storage  
and even microSD slot.

[ BEST BIG SCREEN ]

Samsung Galaxy S8+

$1,349 | www.samsung.com/au
This bigger version of the S8 bumps the 

screen size to 6.2-inches but is somehow 
still sleek and comfortable in the hand.

[ BEST PREMIUM — TIED ]

Samsung Galaxy S8

From $1,199 | www.samsung.com/au
The S8 is almost all screen, and has  
a microSD slot, waterproofing and  
a sleek metal-and-glass chassis.

[ NEW ON SHELF ]

Samsung Galaxy Note 8

$1,499 (64GB) | www.samsung.com/au
It’s super-exxy, but this 6.3-inch,
stylus-bearing beast is the best

productivity-focused phone ever.

[ BEST PREMIUM — TIED ]

Apple iPhone 7

From $1079 | www.apple.com/au
The iPhone is finally waterproof, and as
always, this one’s also got an improved

camera and quicker guts.
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[ BEST BUDGET ]

Samsung Galaxy Tab A 8.0

$295 (16GB) | www.samsung.com/au
If you absolutely can’t afford the iPad 
mini 2, this Android alternative is an 

okay fallback.

[ BEST COMPACT ]

Apple iPad mini 3 
(refurbished)

$359 (16GB) | www.apple.com/au
The iPad mini 4’s too expensive, so 
hold out until one of the 7.8-inch 3’s 
pops up on Apple’s AU refurb store.

[ BEST PERFORMANCE ]

Apple iPad (2017)

From $469 (32GB) | www.apple.com/au
Faster and cheaper than the Air 2,  

the new iPad is the best pick  
for a basic all-rounder tablet.

[ BEST VERSATILITY ]

Lenovo Yoga 310

$599 | www.lenovo.com/au
This basic convertible 2-in-1 has

an 11.6-inch display, 1.35kg weight
and runs Windows 10.
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[ BEST BUDGET ]

Apple iPad Air (Refurbished)

From $369 (16GB) | www.apple.com/au
If the budget doesn’t extend to an Air 2, 
get this 2013 unit instead. Recheck the 

store frequently if it’s ever sold out.

[ BEST VERSATILITY ]

Lenovo Yoga 910

$3,299 | www.lenovo.com/au
This no-compromise 2-in-1 delivers  

the goods in every department,  
but that comes at a premium.

[ BEST PERFORMANCE ]

Apple iPad Pro (10.5-inch)

From $979 (64GB) | www.apple.com/au
This new 10.5-inch iPad’s  

bigger screen hits the size sweet spot 
and makes a great 2-in-1.
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[ BEST POINT-AND-SHOOT ]

Panasonic Lumix DMC TZ110

$850 | www.panasonic.com.au
A premium-but-compact cam with a big 

sensor and Leica lens that produce 
great shots. Perfect for travel.

[ BEST MIRRORLESS ]

Olympus OM-D E-M10 Mark II

From $899 | www.olympus.com.au
This versatile mirrorless offers up 

excellent imaging capabilities  
and won’t break the bank.

[ BEST DIGITAL SLR ]

Canon EOS 800D

$1,400 (18-55mm lens) | www.canon.com.au
A great DSLR for beginner enthusiasts, 

with guided instructions right  
on the display.

[ BEST ACTION CAM ]

GoPro Hero 5 Black

$549 | www.gopro.com
The Hero5 has a 2-inch touchscreen and 

can shoot video up to 4K @ 30fps. 
There’s a bevy of accessories too.
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[ BEST FOR IPAD 2/3/4 ]

Logitech Keyboard Case  
for iPad

$90 | www.logitech.com
Offers good protection and comfy, 

responsive keys on a budget. 

[ BEST FOR IPAD AIR/AIR 2 ]

ClamCase for iPad Air

$150 | www.clamcase.com
If you want to turn your iPad into a mini 

MacBook, this clamshell keyboard 
case is a great option.

[ BEST FOR IPAD MINI ]

Logitech Ultrathin  
Keyboard Cover

$90 | www.logitech.com
The Ultrathin combines  

a fantastic-quality keyboard  
with a metal-backed case. 

[ BEST FULL-SIZED KEYBOARD ]

Logitech Tablet Keyboard

$120 | www.logitech.com
If you want the full-sized typing 

experience, this is your best bet. 
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[ NEW ON SHELF ]

Samsung Galaxy Tab S3

From $949 (32GB) | www.samsung.com/au
This new 9.7-inch AMOLED tablet’s  

been a while coming, but if you want  
a premium Android, there’s no better.
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[ BEST SMARTWATCH
FOR ANDROID ]

Samsung Gear S3

$599 | www.samsung.com/au
The S3 is pricey, but it makes a great
fitness tracker and smartwatch, and

can last 3 days between charges.

[ BEST POWER BANK ]

Xiaomi Power Bank Pro

$32 | www.mi.com/en
This 225g power bank packs 10,000mAh
of extra power and can even fast-charge

supported smartphones.

[ BEST SMARTWATCH FOR IOS ]

Apple Watch 2

From $529 | www.apple.com/au
Expensive, but with better fitness-

tracking and waterproofing, this is a 
great smartwatch for exercisers.

[ BEST WIRELESS HARD DRIVE ]

WD My Passport Wireless  
Pro 3TB

$449 | www.wd.com
A great way to share and back up  
your files anywhere, plus it has  

Plex media streaming.

[ BEST FITNESS BAND ]

Fitbit Charge 2

$235 | www.fitbit.com
A refinement on the Charge HR, this 
bigger tracker does all-day heartrate 

and automatic sleep tracking.

[ SMARTPHONE VR HEADSET ]

Kaiser Baas VR-X Headset

$50 | www.kaiserbaas.com
This universal VR headset is a low-cost 

way to get in on the smartphone VR 
revolution and is comfortable.

[ BEST EXERCISE HEADPHONES ]

Jabra Sport Pulse Wireless

$250 | www.jabra.com
These in-ear buds connect to your 

phone via Bluetooth and have 
integrated heart-rate monitoring.

[ BEST MOBILE GAMEPAD ]

iPega PG-9025

$25 | www.dx.com
You'll need to buy it online, but this 

gamepad is nice and responsive, and 
works with both iOS and Android.
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[ BEST BUDGET ]

Microsoft LifeChat LX-3000 

$35 | www.microsoft.com.au/hardware
A cheap basic USB headset with 

noise-cancelling tech. 

[ BEST VALUE ]

HyperX Cloud Revolver

$120 | www.hyperxgaming.com
This is monstrously good value, with a 
wide soundscape, great comfort and 

options for both 3.5mm and USB.

[ BEST PERFORMANCE ]

Audio-Technica ATH-AG1

$299 | www.audio-technica.com.au
A super-comfy headset with massive 

drivers and fantastic sound. 

[ NEW ON SHELF ]

Astro A10

$100 | www.astrogaming.com
An affordable pair of cans from a 

well-respected name, the A10s support 
Xbox, PS4, PC and mobile.

[ BEST BUDGET ]

ViewSonic VX2457-mhd

$175 | www.lg.com/au
This 24-inch 1080p matte-finish

display is great for gaming with a 75Hz
refresh rate and FreeSync support.

[ BEST BUDGET ]

Tt eSports Poseidon ZX

$99 | www.au.ttesports.com
This basic compact board still has it

where it counts, with solid
performance and comfortable keys.

[ BEST VALUE ]

ASUS VX239H

$230 | www.asus.com/au
This AH-IPS 23-inch matte LCD  

has great specs, a 1080p resolution 
and a nice price.

[ BEST VALUE ]

Logitech G610 Orion

$120 | www.logitech.com
Available in red, blue or brown 

switches, it’s sedate enough for offices 
but still has gaming features.

[ BEST PROFESSIONAL ]

AOC U3277PWQU

$870 | www.aocmonitorap.com/au
This 31.5-inch 4K display is 

design-ready with a 10-bit panel  
and great colour accuracy.

[ BEST PREMIUM ]

Corsair Vengeance K95 RGB

$220 | www.corsair.com
Available in multiple switch colours, 

the K95’s backlighting can be 
customised in almost any shade.

[ BEST GAMING ]

ASUS RoG Swift PG348Q

$1,779 | www.asus.com/au
A 34-inch IPS monster with a 

3,440x1,440 res, Nvidia G-Sync 
support and a 100Hz refresh rate. 

[ BEST LAPBOARD  
FOR LOUNGE-ROOM USE ]

Razer Turret

$220 | www.razerzone.com
This lapboard is sleeker than most, 

with a magnetised mousepad to help 
keep the included mouse grounded.
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[ BEST BUDGET ]

Toshiba Canvio 1TB

$77 | www.toshiba.com
A nicely compact and portable USB 3.0

hard drive with 1TB of storage.

[ BEST VALUE ]

Seagate Backup Plus Ultra 
Slim 2TB

$155 | www.seagate.com
A neat combination of small size, 

competitive transfer speeds, fair price 
and easy-to-use backup software.

[ BEST PERFORMANCE ]

Seagate Backup Plus Fast 
4TB

$390 | www.seagate.com
This speedy USB 3.0 drive transfers 

data at up to 220MB/s —  
twice as fast as most others.

[ NEW ON SHELF ]

Western Digital My Passport 
Ultra 4TB

$269 |  www.wd.com
A big-capacity drive that isn’t  

too bulky to take with you.  
The price is decent too.
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[ BEST BUDGET ]

Logitech G402 Hyperion Fury

$49  | www.logitech.com
A hybrid-sensor gaming mouse with 

optical, gyro and accelerometer 
tracking, this one doesn’t skip a beat.

[ BEST BUDGET ]

ASUS PH-GTX1050TI-4G

$230 | www.asus.com/au
You’ll get respectable 1080p/Normal 

gaming performance from this 
affordable GeForce GTX 1050 Ti card.

[ BEST VALUE ]

Razer DeathAdder Chroma

$65  | www.razerzone.com/au-en
This super-comfy ergonomic mouse  

for right-handers has a great, 
organic-feeling sensor.

[ BEST VALUE ]

ASUS DUAL-GTX1060-O3G

$350 | www.asus.com/au
With a GTX 1060 you can stretch  

to lower-detail 1440p gaming,  
or manage Ultra/1080p.

[ BEST AMBIDEXTEROUS ]

SteelSeries Sensei RAW

$80 | www.steelseries.com
Ditching unneeded features, this is a 

lean, mean headshotting machine 
that’s good for lefties and righties.

[ BEST PREMIUM ]

Gigabyte GV- 
N1070WF2OC-8GD

$630 | www.gigabyte.com.au
Stepping up to a GTX 1070 lets you 

game at 1440p, or pair it with a G-Sync 
monitor for smoother rendering.

[ BEST WIRELESS ]

Logitech G903

$249 | www.logitech.com
It ain’t cheap, but this is the best

wireless gaming mouse we’ve used;
surprisingly light and well balanced.

[ BEST EXTREME ]

Gigabyte GV-
N1080WF3OC-8GD

$800 | www.gigabyte.com.au
GTX 1080 prices have climbed recently,

but this Gigabyte card is one of the
fairer offerings.
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[ BEST BUDGET ]

MSI B250M Mortar

$135 | au.msi.com
A great companion for the Pentium 
G4560; has everything you need  

for under $150.

[ BEST VALUE ]

ASUS Prime Z270-P

$190 | www.asus.com/au
This low-cost Z270 board has all the 
basics you need, including Intel LAN 

and 7th-gen Core i support.

[ BEST PREMIUM ]

Gigabyte Aorus Z270X-
Gaming 5

$290 | www.gigabyte.com.au
A great match for the i5-7600,  

with lots of useful features  
at a fair price.

[ BEST EXTREME ]

ASUS RoG Crosshair VI Hero

$370 | www.asus.com/au
Currently the best AM4 motherboard on
the market — provides all the high-end

features you need at a fair price.
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[ BEST BUDGET ]

Canon Pixma MG2960

$49 | www.canon.com.au
An inkjet that can print, scan and copy 

in colour, send faxes, has Wi-Fi and 
can AirPrint and Google Cloud Print.

[ BEST VALUE ]

Epson WorkForce WF-3620

$189 | www.epson.com.au
This inkjet prints, copies, scans and 
faxes in colour and B&W, has inbuilt 

Wi-Fi and an Ethernet connection.

[ BEST PHOTO PRINTER ]

Epson Expression Premium 
XP-720

$230 | www.epson.com.au
Creates fantastic-quality photo prints 

at a relatively affordable price.

[ BEST SMALL-BUSINESS LASER ]

HP Colour LaserJet Pro
MFP M277dw

$450 | www.hp.com/au
Built-in wireless, duplex print and

scan, cloud and mobile print,
and great print quality at a fair price.
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[ BEST BUDGET ]

Intel Pentium G4560

$85 | www.intel.com
This new 7th-gen (aka Kaby Lake) CPU 

is great for those looking to build  
a quality budget rig.

[ BEST VALUE ]

Intel Core i5-7600

$320 | www.intel.com
This new 7th-gen Core i5 chip  

offers great performance  
with low power use.

[ BEST PREMIUM ]

Intel Core i7-7700K

$520 | www.intel.com
The top chip from Intel’s new 7th-gen 

Core i series offers lots of speed  
for those who need it.

[ BEST EXTREME ]

AMD Ryzen 7 1800X

$670 | www.amd.com
AMD’s back with this octa-core 

screamer, which offers masses of 
performance for half the price of Intel.
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[ BEST BUDGET ]

SanDisk SSD Plus 120GB

$70 | www.sandisk.com
If you just need a basic SSD,  

this 120GB model does the job  
for not much cash.

[ BEST VALUE ]

Samsung 850 EVO 500GB

$240 | www.samsung.com/au
500GB is the sweet spot for 

cost-per-gig and this SATA model  
from Samsung is a great choice.

[ BEST PREMIUM ]

Samsung 850 EVO 1TB

$450 | www.samsung.com/au
This successor to the 840 EVO offers 
the best mix of speed, capacity and 

price for those with big needs.

[ BEST EXTREME ]

Samsung 960 Pro M.2 512GB

$430 | www.samsung.com/au
It’s pricey, but with 3TB/s read  

and 2TB/s write speeds, 
 this M.2 drive is stupid-fast.
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Edwin
HE’S NO ORDINARY DUCK.
www.edwintheduck.com
Ordinary ducks are actually quite 

awesome, so Edwin’s got big webbed 

feet to fill. For starters, this is a toy  

for pre-schoolers, toddlers and babies 

— or rather, a toy to help the parents 

of such creatures. Edwin comes 

with three different companion 

apps — Edwin’s App features 

interactive stories, puzzles and 

educational games; Parent’s App  

is packed full of parenting tools for 

babies and toddlers; and Preschool App

is where a lot of learning happens through

games. Since Edwin is a duck, he naturally performs well in the bath and his 

inbuilt speaker is waterproof, so the fun doesn’t have to stop. He also has a 

thermometer and his head lights up to become a nightlight, so he can soothe 

your child off to sleep. The apps also feature sing-a-long songs and lullabies. 

Actually, the more we think about it, Edwin The Smart Duck isn’t as ridiculous 

as a lot of other toys out there purporting to teach kids basic skills. It actually 

seems quite coo— Oh, wait, it’s US$50. 

Pizza Hut’s Pie Tops sneakers
A PAIR OF CHEESY SHOES, ALMOST LITERALLY.
pizzahutallaccess.com
In our digital world, we’re getting increasingly used to everyday objects becoming ‘smart’, 

with the addition of chips to monitor your exercise or to help you perform certain tasks. 

One thing we were not asking for, however, was a pair of Pizza Hut-branded shoes that 

connect to a smartphone app to order pizza for you. First, you need to pair your sneakers  

to the Pie Tops app and then select your favourite order. Then all you need to do is press the 

tongue of your new shoes and be within reach of your phone, and be within a designated 

delivery area, and then go into your phone to confirm your location, and then wait some 

time... then your dirty pizza will arrive! There are only 64 pairs of these amazing shoes  

out there, as Pizza Hut was celebrating the 2017 NCAA Final Four (that’s basketball) 

tournament, so you’d better be quick!

KUNKUN
THE DEVICE THAT AIMS TO END OFFICE STINK.
www.konicaminolta.com
You’ve been there. It’s summer and your office air con 
isn’t working and that person has come back from 
lunch with that unique potent aroma of theirs.  
You could pluck up the courage to tell them they smell 
or you could pluck up the courage and send them  
a discrete email, telling them about the KunKun. 
Translating to ‘sniff sniff’, this Japanese invention is 
designed to be slipped under the arms (or any other 
unpleasant cavity) where it will then sense your aroma 
and give you a grade. While a bit bulky, the device  
is small enough to fit in a handbag and whip out 
whenever necessary. After each reading is taken,  
the device sends a notification to its companion app, 
letting you know what you smell score is. The company 
behind the KunKun, however, hopes that it will one day 
be used to detect illnesses, as well as BO.

AUMI MINI
A SMART NOTIFICATION LIGHT.
www.aumilight.com
This started off as a Kickstarter project and more than 
doubled its goal by the end of its campaign. The Aumi 
Mini is a nightlight that plugs into a USB socket.  
We don’t know about you, but beyond hotels, wall 
sockets featuring USB Type-As aren’t that common  
in Australia, and we doubt — with the rise of USB-C 
— that USB-A sockets will ever really take off as a 
household standard. That point aside, however,  
the main draw of the Aumi Mini isn’t in its 16 million 
LED colour and nightlight abilities. It connects to your 
smartphone and triggers a customisable light alert  
for a whole range of programmed situations, such as 
weather alerts (flashing blue could mean rain’s coming, 
for instance), calendar events, social media mentions 
and comments, when a smart lock is unlocked, network 
changes, messages, emails, phone calls and anything 
else you set up. But how connected do you really want 
to be? While watching a movie with your significant 
other, do you really want a light in the corner of the 
room to go nuts because it’s about to rain or because 
Jim from work just sent you a cat gif? 

[ RIDDIKULUS! ]

Ridiculous tech exposed
WE SCOUR THE DARK AND OFTEN PERVERTED CORNERS OF THE 
INTERNET TO BRING YOU THE WEIRDEST TECH AROUND. YOU MAY 
WANT TO BRING A SICK BOWL OR A BOX OF TISSUES TO CRY INTO...

[ CARMEL SEALEY ]
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